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TNeTHIs ISSUE... 

eooa poem dedicated to the memory of Bob Sanderson...a statement from the 

Student-—Faculty Committee on Moratoria and Social Concerns and an appeal for 

action...a report from the Grievance Committee of the Student Council...a 
penetrating review of True Grit...and various and sundry literary works. 
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THE EDITORS 

Jim Cubie Larry Dixon super Chicken Monica McKig Bruce Stuart 

Steve Deckard Wayne Frey Jim Slicer Galen Yoder 

VIEWPOINT is a fortnightly publication at Princeton Theological Seminary. It is an in- 

formal journal of opinion, and welcomes contributions from students, faculty, and 
administration. Poetry, criticism, essays, commentary and short stories are all welcome, 

so long as each contribution expresses a reflective point of view. The editors reserve 

the right not to print, or to defer for later publication. The editors assume no respon— 
sibility for articles other than their own; neither do the articles herein necessarily 
reflect the official position of Princeton Theological Seminary. 
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A POEM in dedication to Bob Sanderson 

By Bob Bardeen 

what can aman say 

when another brother dies... 

what can a man do 

when he loses a friend, 

that breathed, 
that felt, 

that shared 

the world with others... 

how is aman to aot 

when he hears of what happened... 

you can cry. 

you can die along with him. 

you can mourn in grief. 

but, for me, I did not lose Bob. 

I gained the memory of Bob... 

and that will last for a lifetime. 

You see, 

for me, Bob represents a symbol for 

the ministry, 
where a man decides 

for himself, 
to live the joy and victory of Jesus; 

where a man decides 

for himself, 
to accept the present and the future 

as a part of his life for Jesus. 



- Abundancing 

Abundancing is synergy. 
"We two form a multitude." 

Loaves and fishes made a banquet. 
Scarcity is silenced. 

Abundancing is not parsing the Real. 
An equation: 1+1=n. 

The Whole surpasses intergers in sequence. 
Love is curved lide space. 

Wine abundances cups. 

Kenosis is pleroma. 

Bread is flesh. 
Feed me. 

Languaging 

The vocabularies of oppression and liberation 
Contend for my consciousness. 

Fugue and counterfugue, 
Diction and contradiction, 
Struggle to pronounce me in my world. 

Languaging is the spokenness of happening, 
Logos enfleshed, 
Dabar filling the boid with 

"I will be who I will be." 
Languaging is the new reality becoming 
A matrix of eloquence for man. 

Liberation is syntax, 
Unravelling the long sentence from Babel, 

To Pentecost. 

ose. ene ae ee ee ee ee 

These two poems were written by Bruce 0. Boston, teaching fellow and graduate of 

Muskingum College and PTS. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * % 

A STATEMENT OF CONVICTION FROM THE STUDENT-F ACULTY COMMITTEE 

ON MORATORIA AND SOCIAL CONCERNS 

It 1s our conviction that continued prosection of the war in Vietnam by the 

United States government in support of a dictatorial and unrepresentative regime is 

morally indefensible, and is leading to increasingly serious consequences politically 

and diplomatically. 

Among these consequences is the disruption of programs for improvement in the 

economic, educational, physical, and social situation of the people in America and 

abroad; increased costs of living. Educational programs, both public and private, are 

adversly affected by decreased government support, and scholarship assistance for needy 
young people has been cut. Health services and research have been adversely affected. 

Income maintainance provisions and other services for the poor have been reduced. 
All of this has been taking place at a time when more than arrest of deterioration 
in the quality of life is necessary; when the life situations of large numbers of 

Americans demand, and the potential resources of our country make possible, improvement 

rather than deterioration. 
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A vague statement of intention of American withdrawl by some undefined date is 

no lomger responsive to the situation. The immorality of continued military engagement 
and the urgent necessity of a reordering of national priorities for improvemint in the 
human condition demands immediate change. 

In light of the above factors, we have come to the conclusion that all American 
soldiers must immediately be withdrawn from Vietnam. Provisions must include, without 
creating any unnecessary delay, safeguards for the safe evacration of our troops and 
the arrangements for financial aid and support to civilians, including settlement 

abroad, for those Vietnamese who fear reprisal. (One committee member has taken except- 
ion to the wording of this paragraph) 

We make the above statement as Christians and as members of the Princeton 

Theological Seminary Community. We hope that our colleagues will join us in it. At 
the same time, we are concerned about the ways in which the Seminary as an institution 
is involved, as we all are, with the economic and political powers that sustain this 
war and the social injustices which flourish in the conditions it creates. A theological 
seminary should be a place where free search for truth prevails and where neither 
minorities or majorities are made part of activities against their conscience. Its one 

commitment should be to the discovery of and faithful obedience to the word of God for 

our time. 

We therefore propose a self-examination by this Seminary of its actual involvement, 
not only with the Vietnam war but with the struggle for racial justice in this country 

and the forces that hinder it, and with the forces which oppose and which favor the 

free development of the poorer peoples of the world. This would include an examination 

of the image projected by the Seminary as it influences the public opinion of the 

Church on the relation between Christian faith and social justice and peace. 

Specifically, this would include: 

a) An examination of the way in which the Seminary's stewardship of its 

funds - its operating budget and its investments - affects the situation 

described above. 

b) An examination of the way in which the action or inaction of the members 

of the Seminary community in their involvement with finances, selective 
service, political choices, preaching and teaching, etc., affects the 
Situation. This would include all those concerned with the Seminary. 

POSTSCRIPT BY THE VIEWPOINT TASK FORCE ON PRIORITIES 

We commend the President's Moratorium Committee for its statement regarding the 
stewardship of the Seminary's finances. We feel that this initiative is timely and 
appropriate in light of the contemporary social and pojitical situation. We hope 

that they will continue to pursue this concern. 

The Seminary's Christian commitment demands that it examine certain specific 

areas in which the Seminary is involved, such as foreign and military investments. 

The pursuit of these concerns requires an examination of the Trustees, the Treasurer 

(Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.), the Seminary's investment portfolio, and its 
relationship to the investment policy of the United Presbyterian Church. 

In light of this commitment, we call upon the Seminary to make available the 

investment portfolio and other pertinent information in order to facilitate the 
involvement of the whole community. Students have met some difficulties in obtaining 
this information in the past. 

Bruce Cameron Jim Cubie Hans Vogelaar Galen Yoder 



And when 

i open 

The Struggle 

Lisa Zobian * 

my eyes, again, 

what will i see? 

What color 

will the world be? 

When my vision clears 

(or is it too clear now?) 

eeewhen my vision clears 

will i want to see? 

God, 

what is it You have made us? 

Wise and yet naive, 

Sensitive and yet emotional; 

Altogether 

Unable 

to cope with our gifts. 

* 
Lisa is the faculty secretary, a graduate of Vernon Court Jr. College 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¥* * * * * * * * * ¥* * * * * * * 

A REPORT TO ALL STUDENTS: FROM THE GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE OF THE STUDENT COUNCIL 

A. CONCERNING THE DINING HALL - 

16 

20 

The present system of signing names is not working out as well as expected. A 

new method is being considered and will be instituted. 

The freedom of unlimited beverages is being mis—used. Some students are taking 

no beverages at chech-out, thus having enough 'credit' for double portions of 

the main dish, and then coming back for the beverage. The Committee suggests 

that the proper amount of main dish, plus the desired beverage be taken at the 

beginning to allow for accurate bookkeeping, and safe-—guard the freedom of 

unlimited beverages. 

B. CONCERNING HOUSING - 
1.6 

26 

36 
4. 

De 
oe 

The policy of Married Student's Housing is on pages 166-7 in the New Handbook. 
Students who are planning to get married and will need housing will benefit by 

seeing Mr. Reed as soon as possible. (Note the Quota System on p. 166.) 

The housing cost for female visitors in Tennant is still one dollar a night. 

Because of the schedule of the Continuing Education program there will be no 

more room for visiting parents in the Campus Center 

A note on Housing in Princeton: a new Open House policy just came into effect. 

Tennent Hall: the future of this building as a dormitory for single women is 

currently under review. 
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C. CONCERNING REGISTRATION —- 
1. Registration procedure is being investigated by the Committee. 

2. All suggestions can be made by submitting a note in the Student Council box at 

the Switch Board (in the Administration Building). 

D. CONCERNING PARKING — 
1. The Committee refers all students to pages 157-158 on Parking Information. 
2. The scarcity of parking space is due to the influx of cars this year compared 

to last year's. The Seminary's financial situation is not in a position to 

create new parking spaces this year. 

3. The Committee asks that the students make a special effort to follow the 

regulations as stated in the new Handbook. 

E. CONCERNING OTHER THINGS - 

1. An announcement for those who don't know: there is a television in the snack bar. 

2. The Commons is now closed from 11:00 pom. to 7:00 aem. on weekdays and all hours 

on weekends due to the malicious damage and many robberies made during these 

stated times. A key may be obtained from Dave Johnson (121B), the manager, for 

special reasons or events. (This decision was made by the Commons Committee.) 

3. Last semester personal property in several rooms was stolen. The Committee 

suggests to take the caution of locking your doors whenever not present. If 

your lock does not function properly, then call it to the attention of your 

janitor or Tom Brian. 

F. CONCERNING GRIEVANCES - 
1. All problems, difficulties, complaints, or grievances concerning all aspects of 

the Seminary Community can be directed to the Committee. This can be done by 

submitting a note in the Student Council box at the Switchboard, or by personally 
conveying the grievance to Bob Bardeen, Chairman of the Committee. 

THE GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE OF THE STUDENT COUNCIL 

A Fragment of a Letter 

Bruce Stuart 

I have told you before, Mary, that rivers are either young lions or old ladies. 

The young lions chase each other, the sun glistening on their backs, jump back on 

each other, white bristling waters. Creeks like old ladies can be found often in 

the marsh lands of England. I saw one such creek as I drove restlessly on a coach 

tour on a drizzly day in late August. 

Because it was drizzling, many raindrops were making their way slowly down the 
windowpane. I was fatigued that day, and anxious. It was many days since I wrote 

anything. I could not remember how it was to have ideas come together and ask to be 

joined, to flow together. So it was I was wishing one raindrop would discover the 
beaded trail of a predecessor and rush to the sill. Just as I was pausing, trying 
to remember what it was like to have written something, the raindrop was also pausing, 

buffeted by wind, and made another twist in its path - not its first as I looked 

back up the window. 

I grew weary and tense, anxious for the drop to hit the sill. As it grew 

nearer, I anticipated its hitting, and with relief, its rushing down the side of the 
coach out of sight. Instead, when it did arrive at the sill it spread out on it 

fatly, with as much care as ever a tender mother smoothed a blanket about the chest 
of a much loved child. 
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My fingers itched to pick up a pen, bu I was too anxious. Phrases had come all 

day long and had been trite. Plots had turned to nelodrama. 

In such a way, an old lady creek meandered about its fluffy, marshy floodplain, 

not only refusing to join another, youthful stream, to which it came so painfully 
close, but independantly turning away. T watch the old creek the country side 

seemed forever doomed to drizzling rain and mist. Yet only to glance at the young 
lion stream it became easy to imagine the marsh and surrounding hills enhanced 

by sunlight. 

When the creek joined the stream, id did so clandestinely, behind a cloak of 
bushes so think that I could not see the actual union. When last I saw the old lady 
stream it took a turn into the cloak of bushes, no longer independant, but regretful, 
ashamed of this death. 

In my turn, in such a way, I put aside my restlessness and chose to write. 

Hearken Wives! 

Richard G. DeGraw * 

Hearken Wives! 

Seminary wives have something that other young wives would give anything for - 

a husband that has a permanent draft deferment. Imagine the loneliness, the 

uncertainty, the empty bed, the frustration of the woman that waits for the 
impersonal letter telling of her husband's "gallant" death; imagine and Do SOMETHING 

to stop it, you lucky ladies of Princeton! 

The soldier plods through mud and blood 

The politician sits at home, speaks of death. 

And the politician tells the soldier to die 

And the soldier, honorable, consents. 
And the young men leave their colleges, wives and dogs 

Tomer LOCKE LOL LNe poll bician 

And be told when to die. 

Will their glory reign eternal 

When their body leaves our world? 

Glory can't be eaten 

And medals can't be loved: 

So the wives are left with a letter 

That says — in wonderful words — 

He is dead, he is dead, he is dead. 

The politician smiles and says the war was grand 

And the woman sobs so silent 

When asked, "Where is your man?" 

* Richard DeGraw is a Middler B.D.—M.S.W. student and a graduate of Westminster College. 
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True Grit 

Hal Schnedler * 

True Grit, starring John Wayne, Glenn Campbell, and Katherine Ross, 1s an anti- 
western, It takes the inevitable cliches of the Traditional Western myth an deliber- 
ately turns them against themselves. But unlike Support Your Local Sheriff, this 
burlesque in reverse is not funny at all, but, cold deliberate anger such as stalks 
through the movie itself despite the superficially funny dialogue and sequences. 

John Wayne's ability as a gunman is deliberately exaggerated so far beyond 

possibility that it becomes a condemnation of the art: the climactic scene in which 
Wayne races across an open field on horseback twirling his rifle in one hand and 

firing off shots which fell an outlaw with every burst soesn't even arouse credibility; 
it does however cause us to consider how similar his one-man foray is to modern war. 

As a one-eyed lawman meant to demolish the heroic image he has so often in the 

past portrayed, John Wayne does a great public servece and an admirable effective job. 

In this movie he is unshaven, crude, potbellied, alcoholic (so much so that sometimes 
he can't ride his horse), mercenary (he freely admits the bounty is the only incentive 
he has for tracking down the killers of Katherine Ross's father, and it is when 
Glenn Campbell bribes him that he refuses to let her join their expedition), and 

utterly cold-blooded. He prepares an ambush explicitly so as to give himself and 

Campbell a chance to shoot their quarry from behind. He callously waives his own 

promise to bury two of his victims — a promise which he had made simply to procure 

information from them before they died. 

The movie is comic in many moments — but it is always a humor which catches in 

one's throat. It is the kind of banter and gay antics we all participate in throughout 

our lives: the kind that goes on in hospital waiting rooms, in an employment, in the 

preparations for a wedding or a funeral — the kind of humor which makes life bearable 

and even enjoyable — while tragedy moves steadily on underneath. Everyone is killed 

(save John Wayne and Katherine Ross, and even characters they portray in many ways 

have already died). Yet until the last minute they still joke, still laugh, still 

entertain. Such is life. 

There 18, moreover, some real psychological insight in True Grit — in the character 

of the girl who in a grief reaction to her father's murder rejects her female role and 

attempts to fill her father's shoes -saddling his horse, carrying his gun, eating 
and dressing like the men with whom she travels. Her relationship to John Wayne — who 

could have been a father figure had he not degenerated so far — and to Glenn Campbell 

- who would have liked to be her lover and who finally dies for her — are dominated by 

her identification with her father, so much so that the final scene between her and 
Wayne is the two of them standing beside her father's grave. 

Both she and Wayne stand then as the tragic modern hero — both crippled 

psychologically and physically, both lonely, both surrounded by death and standing 
before its inevitability with unobjecting calmness. The nicest expression of love 

between them in the whole film is when they agree upon adjoining graves. 

*Hal is a Middler, a graduate of the U. of Missouri. 
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A NEW SEMESTER RESOLUTION (reflected through the centuries): This semester I will not 

get behind in my work 

Now let's go have a beer. 

* 
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LETTERS TO VIEWPOINT 

We would like to bring to our reader's attention the possibility of writing letters 

to VIEWPOINT as a viable means of communicating through this publication. Letters offer 

the opportunity of informality and brevity in expressing personal opinions, and they have 

been a major mode of communication throughout the history of literature and journalism. 

Those interested in numerology know that the number 7 is the symbol of Divine 

Completion in apocryphal literature, including that of the Old and New Testaments. We 

are not arguing that this issue (vol. 7, no. 7) is divinely complete, but we do hope that 

| you will find something in these pages you don't like and respond accordingly. If you do 
'respond, then this issue might be regarded as divine completion, for it will have 

| acheived its purpose. 
The Hditors 

The Contributors 
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The Editors 

Monica McKig Bruce Stuart 

Jim Slicer Galen Yoder 

Jim Cubie Larry Dixon 

steve Deckard Wayne Frey 
Super Chicken 

| VIEWPOINT is a fortnightly publication at Princeton Theological Seminary. I1t is an 

_informal journal of opinion, and welcomes contributions from students, faculty, and 
administration. Poetry, criticism, essays, letters, commentary, and short stories 
are all welcome, so long as each contribution expresses a reflective point of view. 

Material should be submitted, preferably typewritten and double-spaced, to the Of- 
fice of Student Publications (or the VIEWPOINT box) in the basement of Stuart Hall 
no later than the Monday preceding the date of issue in which it is to appear. The 
editors reserve the right not to print, or to defer for later publication any art— 

/icle submitted. Anonymous articles will not be accepted for publication. The ed- 

itors assume no responsibility for articles other than their own; neither do the 

articles herein necessarily reflect the official position of Princeton Theological 
seminary. 
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Dr. McCord: 

This letter is written to express the utter disgust felt oy ABS in regard to the 

silent role which the Seminary has playe® nad continues to play at this late date as 

black people are still being slaughterei in their private homes in "night rider" fashion. 

Twenty-eight members of the Biack Panther Party have been killed and countless others 
have been arrested or forced into exile since the organization's inception because of 

political reasons. How can thi s which guarantees political freedom 

and which houses a clause in os Declarati \eridence that charges each member 

of its citizenry with the responsibility 

zB 

serve the people? 

~ a = ee eee. happen in @ country r% 

ae 
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y of cverthrowing any government which does not 

The least that we must expect from such an inf luentiat leader in the Christian community 

as you is a public denunciation cf these vicicus attacks on our people, which have been 
deemed “justifiable” in the courts of law. Law and Order (or "kill the niggers" as it 

means +o many blacks), not justice, sesms to justify ail in this decaying Nation. We 

insist that if complete justice fer the disinherited of this nation were realized, the 

Black Panther Party would not exis Be advised that we view your silence with 
¢ ef 

indignation and grave suspicion. 

On another matter before closings We are quite disappointed with your failing, on your 

own accord, to lead the Seminary community in a memorial tribute to the late Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. on his birthday, January 15th. 1 think you will agree that Dr. King 

was a “man @: f t ie = % dF < Ly Fe Bay t S aaa ms! 3 

LPS Chris’ 

The Assccilation of Black Seminarians 

we - + < a x at % + ¢ % a BY # He ~ % Se ae as + % +t ¥* % * * % 

The following is the the Rev. Larry E. Dixon on 
Sunday morning, April 28, : ve) Baptist Church, Atlanta, 
Georgia. Read and heed if you piease, It's your thing. You are being weighed in the 

ae ite ahaa, Ree em a ee i ey on balance. Woe be unto you if you 5e Tound wanting. 

AMERICA, YOU HAVE BEEN WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE AND 

FOUND WANTING 

Then from nis pressence the hana was sent, and this writing was inscribed. And 
thia is the w ane that was inscribeds Mene, Mene, Teke, and Parsin. This is the e 
j C od. h the days of your kingdom and 

brought it to an end; Tekel, you have been weighed in the balance and found wanting; 
3 K ; is d e¢ to the Medes and Persians. Daniel 5:24-28. 

The author cf our tex%, the 7 Daniei, had been taken captive from Jerusalem 

to Bacyion in 586 B.C. Though he was taken captive from his native land, Daniel did not 
forget about God. And oecause he did not forget God, God gave him wisdom and ability to 

interpret dreams. In our story today, King Bis Tan eet was having a banquet for his 

lords and their wives. Everybody was having a ead time and some, including the king, 

re si 
& 

were getting drunk. The king adie that his vessels were not good enough for the 
feast. And so we had the servants bring the golden v wesnels which had been taken from 

the Lord's templs in Jerus Berk They began to eat ahh, from these vessels and o ie § 

t 
by Wi 

L £ and 

immediately the fingers of man's nand appeared and wrote on the plaster of the wall of 
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the king's palace. And the king saw the hand that wrote and he bacame afraid. He sent 
for his magicians and soothsayers, but they could not read the writing. ‘hen the queen 

came and said, "O king, let not your heart be troubled. For here in our kingdom is a 

young man called Daniel who is endowed with the spirit of the Holy God. Send for him and 
he will read the writing." So Daniel came and preached before the king. He closed his 

sermon by reading the handwriting on the wall. "O king, God has numbered the days of 
your kingdom and brought it to an end. You have been weighed in the balance and found 

wanting." The story ends by saying that on that same night Belshazzar, the Chaldean 

king, was slain. 

While Bel-shazzar was enjoying himself, he had no idea that doom was so very near. 

we here in the United States are sometimes like Belshazzar. We see and read about 

societies all around us that have drifted and are drifting toward the brink of destruction 

and doom. We read and cherish the story of the rise and fall of the Roman Empire. Yet 

we sit complacent and fool ourselves by saying "it can't happen here." I am here to tell 

you this morning that it can and will happen here unless the United States changes the 

course in which it is now headed. 

When racial riots began to break out in our major cities during the past summer, 

somebody remarked that it could not happen here in Atlanta, Georgia. It could not 

happen here, they said, because Atlanta was too busy too hate. But it did happen. It 

happened because while Atlanta was too busy to hate, it did not have time to love. It 
did not have time to see that the black man was suffering to be recognized as a citizen 

in every sense of the word. Atlanta was too lusy | ilding the Regency Hyatt House to 

hear the black man in his ghetto crying for decent housing. And it happened. Summerhill 

exploded in racial violence. And it will continue to happen until Atlanta and America 

as a whole wake up and read and heed the handwriting on the wall. 

It bothers me sometimes, or maybe I should say all the time, how so many God-fearing 

Americans can sit comfortable in their beautiful, lily-white churches on Sunday morning 

and watch this nation rush to its doom and yet remain complacent. It bothers me how 

these same people can sing "O how I love Jesus" and yet refuse to admit a person to its 

membership because he has a black face. I am baffled at the motives of a state leader, 
Gov. Lester "Phooey" Maddox, that is, who conducts prayer meeting in his office and yet 

refuses to pay respect to one who best exemplified those characteristics that Jesus 

taught, thus bringing shame to himself and to the state of Georgia. America, you have 

been found wanting. 

You proclaim to the world that you were founded on religious freedom, yet you have 

been playing the hypocrite ever since the founding fathers signed the Declaration of 

Independence. They wrote "we hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are 

created equal..." Yet, they and their children, and their children's children have 

kept the minority races in the dust and have attempted to make them think of themselves 

as an inferior race. America, you have tried to keep the black man down by keeping him 

ignorant. In slavery times America, you refused the slaves access to books for you said 

that any nigger that could read was a trouble-maker. You said this, America, because 

you knew that once the Negro became educated he would break your shackles of slavery 

and proclaim himself a free man on the grounds of your Deciaration of Independence. But 

even with that America, you could not hold us back. In spite of all, men like Nat 

Turner and Frederick Douglas learned to read and dedicated themselves to the freedom of 

the black man in this country. Today America, we have loosened those shackles but you 

are still trying to keep us ignorant. You practice discrimination on your boards of 

education and you give us inferior schools to attend. America, you give us second class 

books and sometimes not even enough of those. These books tell us nothing about the 

great people we really are. America, you refuse to give to us the educational 

facilities that you give your white citizens. America, you have been weighed in the 

balance of equal education for all and are found wanting. 
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Not only that America, but you have profaned that which is sacred. You allow the holy 

days such as Christmas and Easter to be commercialized. You assume that the only worthy 
goal is profit, and therefore you sacrifice everything to that end. At Christmas you 
think only of the toys and other goods that you will sell and not about the son of God 

who was born in a stable and wrapped in swaddling clothes. When Easter comes your 

newspapers are full of advertisements about Haster sales, but not much is printed about 
the good news of why there is an Easter and what it means to mankind everywhere. America, 

you are putting too much emphagis on the material while neglecting the spiritual. This 

means America, that you are headed for disaster. You have been weighed in the balance 

of holiness and found wanting. The writer of Proverbs is still proclaiming that right- 

eousness exalts a nation but sin is a reproach to any people. 

America, you are too concerned about the mote that is in your neighbor's eye while 

neglecting the log that 1s in your own. You spend thousands in money and lives to wage 

a war in Vietnam while doing little or nothing about the war on poverty wighin your own 

boundariese America, you seem more interested in the manufacture of missiles rather than 
of bread and butter to feed the hungry. You seem more interested in getting to the moon 

rather than providing adequate housing for your citizens down here on earth. You uphold 

the war in Vietnam and condemn the rioting in your own streets. You are playing the 

hypocrite. O America, America, thou who killest the prophets of peace in the streets of 
Dallas and on the balconies in Memphis, Tenn., I have come to tell you that you have been 

weighed in the balance of social justice and found wanting. 

Can't you see America, can't you see the handwriting on the wall? When are you going 

to wake up America and heed the writing? Time is running out America. But it is not too 

late. The prophets of old are still crying to you America to stop bragging about the 

fact that you are a Christian nation and prove yourself by letting "justice roll down like 

water and righeousness like a mighty stream."' You are wondering America, as to what 

approach you shall use in coming to God? You are wondering whether to come with your 

offering of gold from Fort Knox or with some shares of stock from Wall Street. He hath 

shewed thee, 0 America, what is good; and what doth the Lord require of thee but to do 

justly,. and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God? The voice of the prophet 

Isaiah is ringing in every nook and corner of America today. He is crying "Let the wicked 

forgake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts; and let him return to the Lord, 

that he may have mercy upon him, and to our God, for he shall abundantly pardon. For my 

thoughts are not your thoughts, nor are your ways my ways, says the Lord; but as the 

heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my thoughts 

than your thoughts." God is speaking to us and to all of America this morning. He is 

telling us to examine ourselves so that when it comes our time as individuals to be 

weighed in the balance, we will not be found wanting. 

* * * ¥* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Judas at Sea 

Bruce Stuart 

It was hot on the Sea of Galilee. Looking out one saw the outline of a fisherman's 

boat through heat waves, as though the wood itself were undulating. The boat appeared to 

be stuck on the surface as a fly upon an oil slick. Judas was restless in the boat. He 

agreed with everything the master said. It was all quite correct. But lately he'd been 

acting aloof, going away by himself. It was very strange. 

Perhaps he wants to protect us from whatever is coming in Jerusalem, Judas thought. 

But he's being foolish if he doesn't want to hurt us. That's not his way, to shield us. 
Yet approaching crucial but uncertain events do that to men. He is right in what he's 
doing —- going to Jerusalem. I knew it. But I'm uneasy, too. He should not leave us out. 

He's leaving the path open for us to desert and he'll be tactful enough to make it look 
like a free choice. Well, I won't. That'll teach him to want us left out. 
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| I feel uneasy about going to Jerusalem. So does he. It's not right for him to go off 

y himself. Yet going there is right. He repeated the argument to himself staring off 

coward land. He strained his eyes to try to follow between the arid brown hills, to 

liscern the area where Jesus had gone off. It hurt his eyes to strain. The hills wavered 
n the heat. He cursed the heat and gave a quiet anguished sigh. 

The water would be cold. So Judas sat upon the bow of the long fishing boat, swung 

round, flopped over on his belly and lowered himself down into the water. It was a foolish 

hing to do. The others would laugh. He already felt their scorn. 

Lowered himself into the cool water. Then after a layer of warmer water at the surface, 
is legs to his hips descended into cold water. He was the cold surrounding his legs, even 
s he stared up the wood-cracked grey, dry hull to which he clung. And beyond the hull, the 
lazy sky. It hurt his eyes to look just over the hull's edge, for the sun was just behind 
t, burning brilliantly where the hull's edge met the sky. Heat waves rose touching the 

lack of his neck. 

| Judas saw the cold, descended into the water, rocked by a subterranean current. Some- 
hing touched his foot lightly. And then again. 

Great fishes slithered past his legs brushing them with their undulating fins or 

lazing his bare legs with oily skins. Blue, the water. Blue, his legs. Blue, the great 

ishes slithering past. lulled by an ecstasy of sensual delight in the utter cold Judas 

escended. 

ruce is a junior B.D., a graduate of Lafayette College. 

* * * ¥* * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * * * * * * * * % % * * 

Te TPATKED STO GOD YESTERDAY. 6. 

Bob Bardeen* 

I talked to God yesterday. 

We cried together. 

He told me that his son 

got killed..., again... 

I let him talk it out. 

He sure had a lot of pent—up 

feelings. 

I supported himee. 

I felt he needed it... 

I asked him if he would like to come in 

for another session... next 

week. 

he didn't answer. 

he just looked into 

the white wilderness, 

with his 

black fist 

eT C Gol ates 

ob is a middler B.D. student and a graduate of California State College. 

* * * * * * ¥* ¥* * * * x * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * x * 

Nietzsche was a PK. 
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John Lewis* 

Men of Princeton Theological Seminary I srcei 

our caste society. As representatives of the chris 

same verdict when it comes to race. Here minister 

christian gospel. The Saat of this training is that we will not serve just any 

community. We are being trained to serve Black or White congregations anywhere from the 

lower to the upper middle ee We have allowed race and silass to come before our 

christian faith. 

ve that in every way we are victims of 
tian community we share with society the 
are being trained to proclaim the 

Ss 

For all of us who are christians this caste system must be a thorn in our side. Our 

Lord commanded us to love our neighbor as ourselves. Yet, each of us know, have heard af, 
or serve congregations that have closed doors to certain people or a class = people who 

also call themselves christians. "Is it not written, My father’s house sl Ss hail be a house of 

prayer for all nations?" When we close the door this is rejecting an uoneen ame to 

serve and discover who is our neighbor a it is disonedient and a demonstration 

of disrespect for God. Placing ourselves before others is an attempt to disregard one of 

the true elements that makes us christians. That < hang recognition of the dignity of all 

mankind before God. 

The caste system forces even christians in tnese United State neglect the commands 

of God and to trust only in ourselves. Many whe still claim to be saints must realize that 

the saint belongs to another era. Circumstances have forced all of us to deny our love for —) 

humanity and to show our deep distrust in the Grace of God for all mankind. We have been 
goaded into defending the caste system at the expense of breaking our relationship with 

God and man. Congregations all over the country are losing members, and christians are 

a: =) T left alone to bear their cwn loniines 2S now the age of repentance, 

Have we suffered so long until the thnorm in our side has become a part of our flesh? 

Whenever there is irritation there is also discomfort, or pain. When we stand before our 

congregations and proclaim ourselves %o be members of the body of Christ and see nothing 
a ¥ 

- 

except Black or White faces we feel a sient degree of discomrort. When Black seminarians 

across the nation begin tc accept the responsibility of training white students, adminis-— 

trators:-feel the discomfert. When + re ertain radical groups speak of the 
71 

S a 

evant instituticn im a 

ue 

ange, the church members begin to feel 
ily, pain accompanie S nce of a thorn in’the flesh. mn 

4. 
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We are trained well by the caste system. Man's ability to project himself from Earth 

to the Moon and beyond excites us. We are encouraged to support this kind of exploration. 

Yet, when men are unable to look another human in the eye without feeling threatened or 

feeling an inability to accept him as free and equal, we are not anxious to explore the 

reasons why. Any system, be it caste or otherwise that can project human images (beings) 
beyond the Moon, yet disrespect and dehumanize that same image on Earth has already defeated 

itself and all of us who are forced to be its victims 

As christians (through a God who is not exclusively our own) we have the opportunity 

to rededicate ourselves in service to the christian community and therefore, the world; if 
we can recognize that this is an age of repentance. We all have been forced to place fone 
ideals and race before our faith in God. We should accept our differences, admit our errors, 

u 

recognize our prejudices and trust God in our efforts to bridge the gaps and tear down the 

walls that separate us from one another. For we are neighbors and subject only to God. 

—non TES 

John is a senior B.D., a graduate of University of Dubuque. 
e 



WHAT ABOUT OUR TRUSTEES? 

F¥ THE TRUSTEES OF PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY WERE CHOSEN BY YOU... 

Would the president of the trustees of a major university who was personally involved 

in firing three professors for anti-war activity be acceptable? 

Would a director of AT&T, the nation's eighth largest defense contractor, be acceptable? 

Would the president of Bethlehem Steel Corporation, a major supplier of war material, 

be acceptable? 

Would a director of a corporation which is a supplier of ballistic missles be acceptable? 

Would a group of men who participated through their corporations in a forty million 

dollar loan to the economic and political support of South Africa be acceptable? 

E HOPE NOT.... But...men fitting these descriptions are on the Board of Trustees of this 

Seminary. One of these is President of the Board of Trustees of this 

seminary o 

iewpoint Task Force on Priorities: 

Harry Batuyios, Bruce Cameron, Jim Cubie, John Gajewski, Hans Vogelaar, 

Galen Yoder. 

* * * * ¥* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * * 
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COMMENDING “BLACK RADICALS" 

Daniel L. Consla* 

In spite of persisting criticisms of various black political and religious groups, stch 

as Black Islam and the Black Panthers, an honest look at the decade which has just passed 
gives them a high appraisal value for the black man. We would do well to consider the 

positive effects of these groups. As for Black Islam: 

1. It has given the Black Musiim one of the most stringent and sane moral codes in the 

history of civilization, one that any man would do well to follow. 

2. It has given black men a 'live' religious option, because it given them an identity 

they can live with, one which justifiably elevates the black man's image above the role 
cast for him by white society through history. 

3. It has been an innovator of black capitalism. 

4. its demonstrated ability to change the lives of men, as was witnessed in the life of 

its assassinated spokesman, Malcolm X, commends it to society as a rehabilitating force. 

5. It, more than any other recent social phenomenon, has pointed out the glaring 

descrepancy between Christ's teachings and the practices of the white Christian establishment 

As for the Black Panther Party: 

1. It has met the need of black men to defy principalities and powers, when to do so 

was just and relatively necessary, thus showing blacks an alternative to submission. 

2. It has sought to render services to the black community which have long been needed, 

such as breakfast programs for school children. Thus it has filled a gap which has been left 

. by charitable and religious groups. 

3. By being a target for criticism and police terrorism, it has drawn fire away from 

the more moderate black organizations. 

4. By being a victim, this party has helped to make America more aware of the 

dangerous potential of some law enforcement agencies. 

It is all too easy to find fault with these groups and others like them. But it 
behooves us to look at things from their point of view and recognize their virtues as 

well, which is not usually so easy. Even as alli human souls are inclined to evil, all 
human souls also have the potentiality to do good. The ominous work of reconciling 

persons to social realities can be greatly facitated by realizing this. Furthermore, by 

recognizing the truth in the claims of black groups which are hostile to white society, 

Christians reaffirm their willingness to reconcile. As long as we remain defensive and 

accusing, instead of commending and willing to recognize our own faults, the black man 

will have an authentic need for movements such as Black Islam and the Black Panther Party. 

Dan is a junior B.D. candidate who graduated from Westminster College. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * * * * * * * * ¥* * * * * * 
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Movie Review: Midnight Cowboy 

Harold Schnedler* 

I have talked a lot about the Midnight Cowboy — probably more about it than many films 

I've liked. What I have told most friends, in an abbreviated version, is this: Dustin 
Hoffman was great, and the movie would have been good had they omitted all the rest save 
Dustin Hoffman's parts. Hoffman was not only the central figure, but the whole life and 

soul of an otherwise soulless and empty film. 

It is my habit, when reviewing, to first praise and then stick in the knife; so that 

is what I whill do here. For there were some things in the film worthy of praise. Irony, 

for example, was handled weli. It was subtle. That when Joe Buck wears his cowboy duds 
east, the clothes that made him a stud at home set him apart as a social outcast in New 
York, is irony. (The last shall become first and the first shall become last.) Likewise, 

it is ironic that after a winter of unemployment, when Joe Buck finally gets a chance, he 

throws it away for his friend. And that when he finally finds it, true love is not in the 

sex act at all, but in giving away a coat, in sharing a can of beans. 

Hoffman's role is great in capturing with gentle pathos the pride which even poor 

persons have. He is touchy about his name ("Don't call me Ratso!") and reverent toward his 

ancestors (one of the closest moments between him and Joe Buck is when he takes Joe to a 
graveyard to visit his parents' graves.) 

On a whole, though, I disliked the film. The human genitalia have been increasingly 
exposed in films lately, but the number of films is decreasing wherin sex is in any way 
connected with love. Insofar as this is true, then these films are perverted, for the 

function of sex is perverted in them. In this particular film I would dare to say the 

director hated sex more than the Puritans ever did. I can't believe he intended only to 

rape the romantic bubble so many films float on. (Though if so, he would have done a 

great public service if he were moticated by compassion and love.) 

Joe Buck's relationships in this film are completely void of compassion and love. 

His intercourse with the girl in the car probably was not really love, but the clinging 

together in the dark of two lonely persons. His grandmother's overpowering affection for 

him only emasculates. Higfelationships with women are both egoistic and mercenary. His 

relationship with the homosexuals are only for money. Cne might say that the boy in the 

GQrive~in movie, misguided though he is, might at least be seeking to give and receive love 

in his homosexuality - whereas Buck has not only entered the contract simply for money to 

survive on, but is not even present; he has escaped back into memories. So the exchange 

between him and the boy actually is no relationship at all. 

The whole environment, of course, is sick. The prostitute grandmother, Joe Buck whose 
whole self-image is limited to the sex act and clouded by his grandmother's shadow, the 

lonely "gay" people at the Village party, even the blank indistinguishable patrons of the 
automats —- all are modern wasteland figures. Joe Buck indeed seems adrift through an 

environment of emptiness and death. The boy homosexual vomits, his childhood girlfriend 
is caught in the sex act with him and is pilloried by the town, his one true friend, Rizzo, 

dies and Buck himself murders a man. Buck seems to live off of, and hasten the consumation 

of, the sickness in everyone he meets. 

I have been told by a friend that there is an important and laudable turning point 

in the film — Joe Buck's bedroom crisis after the party, where his impotence suddenly falls 
away and, in that moment of anger, he seizes the girl and becomes a man — a moment sig- 

nificant for her too probably, because she may have been a sadistic female who, so long 

as she could emasculate men, probably could not experience her own womanhood. Though this 

seems possible on the surface, though, I disagree with my friend. Although Buck may once 

again have become a potent male, he still does not know how to love - and what is really 
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important? His coitus with the girl from the party is actually a rape, done in tremendous 

anger: she represents all the women who have emasculated him ali his life, and though 

this reprisal may represent a psychological eee over his past (which is good), to be 

free is still not to be responsible, though it is a first step. One is not aman ora 
woman just for the night. This affair, like all Buck's others, ends in the payoff. The 
woman rushes to call her friends: Joe Buck is the most exciting plaything she has found. 

She is still a child dabbling in toys, and he is stiil a child pleasing the women who 

own him. (The real turning point occurs after the murder in the following scene, when Joe 

Buck and Rizzo, on the way to Florida, decide to get jobs. ) 

In this film, there is no acting by Voight. I distinguish between players and 

actors in this ways: an actor is a person who can adapt himself to many rdes and actually 

become a different individual in each role. Dustin Hoffman and Rod Steiger and Richard 

Bruton are actors. A player is one who can not fit epics roles, but chooses roles that 

it him. He plays himself. John Wayne until True Grit was a player; so is Doris Day. And 

so is John Voight. Voight did not act at all in this Fe riie: he just modeled clothes. His 

dramatic weakness is attested by the director's choice to draw our sitention away from 

Voight in flashbacks and closeups whenever he is left alone on the screen. It is not just 

for reasons of plot that we have no flashbacks with Hoffman. An actor is able to move 

from one emotion to another before cur eyes (acting is linear). And we saw the evolution 

of a person in Rizzo: Rizzo begins as a well-dressed pimp, sickens, and dies. Hoffman 

is truly a great actor. His death scene on the bus was an epitome of understatement and 

delicacy. Yet the powerful emotions in his face — the fear as he faces aloneness once 

again, this pee ultimate aloneness - are tremendous. It's only toc bad that sitting next 

to him, caring for him, is a dummy, a mask. 

And it's because his movie role is as he acts, a mask, a nothing, that Ue CLeRe 1s 

alone as 2 character in this film. Only when he comes into relationship with a someone —- 

a@ someone who gives himself to make Joe Busk a something — that Joe Buck ates And he 

becomes only at that point when he gives away all his past and indeed, his future, for 

his friend. (The Christian parallel is quite obvious at this point: two thousand years 

ago a company of nobodies gave up their futures and their routine lives for a Someone who 

came into payee lives ~ Christ - and by doing so they became someones just at the same time vi a! 

othing for them.) 

It is at this point that my review becomes entirely subjective, so I would warn 

those who read from here on and welcome rebuttals. For though this was admirable for some 

fine points which I tried to point out, I thoroughly disliked this film. To begin with, 

as a person who values sex and who considers it one of the most beautiful and sacred 

facts of humanness, I do not see why they had to show what they did to make their point. 

One might answer, "It had to be shown because that's the way things are."' But is that all 

they are? Granted, they are sco for some people. But must the distortions of humanity 

be shown on the screen? We live in an age when realism has become an end in and of itself. 

Whatever is, is not only worth showing, but must be shown. This assumption is what I call 

to question. 

Life, it seems to me, becomes as one perceives it. If one perceives life as distorted 
and hideous, it will become so. If one perceives life as meaningful and humane and worthy 

of hope it will become so. We become what we perceive. 

Today, perhaps, people like flagellating themselves with sadism and cynicism and 

nihilism. We seem to be "maturing" into a state whereby no on is shocked. But I believe 
such a state 1s pathological. The arts should not flatly say, "This is the way things are, 

get with it"; but they should say, "this is horrible, the way things are," and point to 

something more humane. 

i hs 

ve 
i 
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The Midnight Cowboy certainly presented a fragment of reality, and pernaps it was, in 

what it left out, a protest against the cheap sentimental romanticism that long characterized 
Hollywood. But I think it could have said everything better without being so graphic. 
Nude scenes, though fragmentary, are unnecessary to depict emptiness and cruelty; so is the 

portrayal of sexual aberrations. Can't we have hope left in something? 

What, you say? I am ignoring the truth? I reply that by opening our eyes to things 

good and worthy of emulation we shall find that the unworthy becomes all too apparent by 
contrast. Sickness can be detected only in relation to health. And though life is full 

of unhappiness, violence and distortion,it is only in the presence of deep love and 

compassion and fulfillment that these become apparent. 

If we want to know of social sickness, we have enough of it in the newspapers without 
making it a value on the screen. The whole quest for knowledge of evil is questionable. 

According to Bonhoeffer, man at the time of his creation knew only good; it was when he 

desired to know evil also that he parted ways with God; for because there is no evil in 

God, insomuch as man knows evil he does not know Him. 

No religious leader, most certainly not Christ, has advised men to seek out evil, so 

las to discover what it looks like. What they had to do was show man the gocd, so that 

alongside the good the evil abberations became apparent. 

art, I think, to throw together rapid sequences of still photographs. Such gimmics do 

manage to convey messages, and by their brokenness and incompleteness do involve the viewer 

in "the process" of completing the film, and in so doing appeal to the contemporary mind. 

But appealing though they may be to our mentality, and effective though they may be for 

ispeeding up time, they are nevertheless a substitute for acting, and no doubt will be 

increasingly employed to bridge dragging scenes and to cover up bad talent, as well as to 

cut down on production time and expense. Such was their purpose in Midnight Cowboy, 1 

feel, Take out the still photographs and there was little lift. Still photography in 

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid served beautifully to fade action acenes back into the 

objective historical setting and to bridge about six months of time. But in Midnight 
Cowboy it was used for novel effect alone. 
ect 

The construction of the film, like its content, was also shoddy. It takes no great 

Hal is a middler who graduated from U. of Missourl. 
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IN THIS ISSUE......LETTERS, LITERATURE, AND LAY RENEWAL 

In the LETTERS,... students claim VIEWPOINT is unfair...an open letter to Dr. McCord... 
an attack upon the Viewpoint Task Force on Priorities. In the LITERATURE,...two poems and a 

short story. In the section on LAY RENEWAL,...several excellent articles on the meaning and 

yalue of lay renewal and the upcoming "Power to the People" conference (Feb. 23-26). The 

articles express both positive and negative opinions on the subject. 
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TTEWPOINT is a fortnightly publication at Princeton Theological Seminary. It is an 

informal journal of opinion, and welcomes contributions from stucents, faculty, and 

ldministration. Poetry, criticism, essays, letters, commentar,;, and short stories 

ire all welcome, so long as each contribution expresses a reflective point of view. 

laterial should be submitted, preferably typewritten and souble-spaced, to the Of- 

‘ice of Student Publications (or the VIEWPOINT box) in the basement of Stuart Hall 
to later than the Monday preceding the date of issue in which it is to appear. The 

tditors reserve the right not to print, or to defer for later publication any art— 

cle submitted. Anonymous articles wil not be accepted for publication. The ed- 

tors assume no responsibility for articles other than their own; neither to the 
wticles herein necessarily reflect the official position of Princeton Theological 

ieminary. 
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LETTERS 

Jear Editor: 

four publication has struck a responsive chord. On page one of the apocalyptic VOle 13 

10. 7, you do your readers the kindness, if not the courtesy, to point out the possibility 

of letter-writing as a form of expression (a possibility which you apparently feel has 

sscaped us who are not of the literati), and I want to thank you for such a helpful 
oroposition. You suggest that letters "offer the opportunity of informality and brevity in 

2xpressing personal concerns," and you express the hope that your readers will find some— 

thing in VIEWPOINT's pages that they don't like, and that they will respond accordingly. 

Jkay, gentlemen, it's your dime. 

[ am in sympathy with many of the feelings expressed in that issue of February 7, 1970, but 
[ must share with you the opinion, which has been taking form in my mind for some time, and 

shich probably is not a sentiment unfamiliar to you, that VIEWPOINT's articles are biased in 
such a way, and to such an extent, that the publication is no longer a forum for expression 
of all points of view, as its name and current masthead would seem to imply. Certainly the 

content of vol. 7, no. 7, as an example, is highly biased, and properly should be entitled 
‘rewpoint." JI am aware that by saying these things I place myself in jeopardy of being 

labeled a racist and a war-monger. This is not the case; I merely am calling for a reasoned 

aditorial policy. 

Specifically, I am considerably disturbed over the "Open Letter to Dr. McCord" from the 

Association of Black Seminarians. That letter closes with a derogatory comment regarding 

Dr. McCord's failure "to lead the Seminary community in a memorial tribute to the late Dr. 

fartin Luther King, Jr. on his birthday, January 15th." I cannot presume to speak for Dr. 

icCord, but the fact of the matter is that during the week of January 19 materials were 

submitted for publication in VIEWPOINT, materials which had been used in just such a service 
of tribute on January 15. Frankly, gentlemen, if such zealous interest in commemorating 

Dr. King's birthday was afoot, it goes past my comprehension why only one black seminarian 

saw fit to attend chapel, where the service was held, on that day of recognition. But beyond 

that, the materials submitted, in your hands for about three weeks now (two issues of 
VIEWPOINT have come out since), conspicuously have not shown up in the pages of your publi- 

cation. Here, it seems to me, the Editorial Board of the VIEWPOINT has to answer to the 
Association of Black Seminarians for this omission. 

In my opinion, VIEWPOINT has been weighed in the balance and has been found wanting, wanting 

of a balanced message, a truly stabilized viewpoint. I know I am not the only person around 

with such a view, and I call upon any others now to join me in trying to help rebalance your 

journalistic efforts. 

Faithfully, 

James F. Camp 
209 Hodge 

Dear Editor: 

When I first read the letter to Dr. McCord from the Association of Black Seminarians in the 



ebruary 7 issue of VIEWPOINT I was perplexec. After my conversation with a member of your 

Jitorial staff this evening I am not sure whether to feel anger or pity at VIEWPCINT's 
yparent attitude. 

1e fourth paragraph of that letter criticizes Dr. McCord for not having "led the Seminary 
mmunity in a memorial tribute to the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. on his birthday, 
muary 15 ." Mr. James F. Camp and i led the chapel service on January 15 and attempted 
mconduct it as a service of worship in which the particular contributions of Dr. King 

sre recognized and in which God was praised and thanked for aie MEPerand Wworky Ol (DP.. Kings 
le main prayer and message delivered during that service were submitted to VIEWPOINT on or 

yout Wednesday, January 21, 1970 (since they were not published I will assume that the 

rsons criticizing Dr. McCord are not aware of the content of that service). Criticism of 

* McCord for not having told two students who had prepared a chapel service to "get lost" 

that he could lead it is an interesting commentary on someone's conception of how a 

iristian seminary should be run since it would have necessitated neglecting the planning 

two members of the community and overriding the authority of a third (Dr. Duba, Director 

Chapel, who had asked us to lead the service on thai day). 

recognize VIEWPOINT's right to refuse to publish material. I question your motive, 

wever, in printing the letter of ABS and not making mention of the fact that recognition 
is made of Dr. King's |} hasan Such an action on your part seems to imply that you wish 

tople to believe that no such service was held or that it was so inferior as to he 

taningless. The first ae these possibilities would mean that you wish to convey false 

formation and the second would be tempt to convince some and to convict others by 

Imuendo; those convicted have been denied the right to be heard and those to be convinced 

We been denied access to ali the pertinent information 

VIEWPOINT actually does "weicome contributions” i suggest that you attempt to do so in 

manner which shows both sides of the issues. 

pancerely, 

hHilen KR. Sager 

G-2 100 Stockton 

7 JW i gegees in Ti Vou PUCRE Te BY ee TR URNU SUR ep iene Enis os ret Letter To whe VIEWPOINT Task Force Un Priorities 

fyour last issue you printed a number of indictments against members of the seminary's 

lard of Trustees You base these indictments on research. I would like you to state 
at 

ur motives for Kh researcn. 

'your motives are purely altruistic, in that you would like to see the seminary involving 

self more in community arTars, please tet us know your suggestions, and ways in which 

e trustees’ power and membership could (realistically) be expanded to implement your 

@gestions. If, however, this research 1s prelude to a witch hunt, a sort of McCarthyism 

| reverse whereby we purge ourselves of any trustees in any way tainted by the war, please 

‘honest and say so, rather than distracting us by high ideals. 

am concerned, you see, that we might have here a new Donatisi:s in the making. If we purge 

@selves of any trustee who in any way supports the Vietnam War, shall we not go on to 

mge those who are in any way racially prejudiced: And how about those who are divorced, 

"who have unorthodox theological or ethical views? iet us have no one in the church, and 

pecially not in church administration, who is in any way unclean. 

Lao 
a 

fo 

am very worried about a new kind of with hunt, as you can tell. I guess that's because 

Weral of the Task aesee are also members of the Moratorium Committee, and in table 

Mversation with them I have gotten the distinct impression that they feel anyone on the 

lard of Trustees who doe ae agree with their political views should be dismissed. ct 
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My opinion is that on the Board of Trustees many poii:.:: of view should be represented, but 

none should be stifled. It would be shocking indeed if the trustees were to suspend students 
who oppose the war. Let us remember this when, in the name of conscience, we suggest 

dismissing our militaristic trustees. 

And are some of our trustees militant? You bet! For who with any modicum of conscience 

could work for one of our militaristic combines, such as Bethlehem Steel, who believes in peac@ 

Thank God all of us here are clean! 

Hal Schnedler 

303 Hodge 

An Open Letter To Dr. McCord 

Dear President McCord: 

This is to formally confirm our meeting with the Budget and Finance Committee of the Board 

of Trustees on March 3, 1970. At this meeting we plan to discuss the following: (1) The 

immediate release of the Seminary's investment portfolio for purposes of examining foreign 

investment patterns and domestic investments, particularly in war-related industries; (2) The 

role that the Seminary's Treasurer (Manufacturer's Hanover Trust) has played in political 
repression and racial oppression in South Africa; (3) The implications for the Christian 

community of the roles that individual trustees play in war-related industries and 

political repression via positions in other institutions and/or corporations; (4) The role 

of this institution in influencing more ethical practices by the United Presbyterian Fund; 

and (5) The inclusion of students as members of the various committees of the Board of 
Trustees. 

We are aware of the Seminary's economic involvement in ghetto projects. The ethical 

complexities of economic involvement call us to probe investment policy much further than 

this, however. 

Cordially yours, 

The VIEWPOINT Task Force on Priorities: Harry Batuyios, Bruce CAmeron, Jim Cubie, 

Craig Dykstra, David Evans, John Gajewski, Hans Vogelaar, Galen Yoder. 

P.o. The Task Force on Priorities has decided that it can best serve the interests of 

discussion by having a minimum of five or six representatives at the March 3 meeting. 

* * * * * * * * * * fae aS * * * * * * * * * * * * ¥ * * * * * * 

If you have an opinion, write a letter. 
Submit it to VIEWPOINT through the appropriate 
box outside the Student Publications Office 
in the basement of Stuart Hall. 
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LITERATURE 

The Epic of a Moment 

Donald Luidens* 

Bach drop from the rusty spigot 

congeals into a murky globule 

which plops into a patient pail 

already teeming with a restless brood. 

Kach drop from the ancient pail 
meanders lazily down the moss—covered slats 

and seeps into the muddy sod 
where it joins a somber huddle of its companions. 

Bach drop in this press 

forces a reluctant wayfarer through a channel 

towards a curb 

where it plunges to the street and is lost in an 

endless, crawling gutter. 

Donald is a Junior B.D. candidate, a graduate of Hope College 
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Po Julian 

Carole Zippi * 

Youtre a dog, Julic 

But maybe I wouldn't min ceing you. 

Maybe it's not as bad as people think. 

After all, you don't have to worry 

or cry, or wish you were dead. 

You've just got to wag your tail a 

little and scratch your dish in order to 

get some food. 

Julian, if you can wish, don't wish to 

be like me or my kind, Wish to be a gazelle 

or a lion or a zebra. But don't wish to be 

like us, Julian. Because then you'll have to 

be introduced to psychiatrists, pills, anxiety, 

envy, gossip, un-love, hate. 

Be yourself, Julian. And if ever 1 have 

a wish, I'll wish---—-—--------— 
IT guess I'll wish---~~to be me. 

Carole is a Junior and attended St. Vincent College. 
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Mademoiselle Suzanne with an Aspiret "Ah" 
Bruce Stuart* 

ae It is not correct to say that the war has produced in the people of France a certain 

indifference. When those of us who know the war only indirectly, may hear of an atrocity 

and we cannot in the same instant stop and dwell on that atrocity alone. Yet when a French 

woman told us about how she saw the lobby of the Hotel Michael filled with murdered German 

soldiers, the floor covered thick in blood as did Mademoiselle Suzanne yesterday, it was 

only to introduce another story about the war of which such a scene was merely incidental 

and introductional. Such a scene to her is only a sketchy emblem above a door, behind which 
is her story. It cannot seem remarkable that she can pass by such a revolting scene and go 

to tell her story without pausing to recall the revulsion which almost made her faint that 

day when Paris was liberated. As a tourist I pass through many such elaborate doors each day. 

Our warsare different from theirs. If their youth left home to fight the war, they 

may have died only miles away with civilian acquaintences aiding in the burial. For us, our 

youths, my classmates, go off to war and they disappear. There is only an article ina 

newspaper one after all can easily ignore. 

I have a picture of Mademoiselle Suzanne, our tour guide in Paris. She is in her 

forties. She has red hair, straggly with sweat, a red face, punctuated with her long pointed, 

Gallic nose. She is waving a handkerchief to tell us, a group of thirty-four tired tourists, 

where to assemble. She would wave this handkerchief constantly. If she were waving in 

surrender for it looks in the picture, it would be to the futility of speaking to most of us 

who had only the vaguest of ideas as to what she was speaking about. But she never acted out 

of futility. She had been through the war. We did not know many of the French generals, 

she discovered, buried in Les Invalids. "So here is Leynault, the name who you don't know. 

Very famous," she would say. She went on until she could not heop laughing at our ignorance. 

How could she act futilely? She did not know. But I still wish I had had the chance to 

ask her anyhow. 

That act which was even more characteristic of her was the way she dashed through the 

Louvre in order to show us the Winged Victory, the Mona Lisa, and several Davids. She very 
easily could have been like one of the mob who stormed the palace during the revolution. 

(Although, she corrected us, smirking, it was Versailles, not the Louvre which was stormed 

so famously October 5, 6, 1789.) 

How vibrant she was! She spoke four languages, almost very well. Besides an over use 

of the anglicized form of 'faire,' she was really quite good. I myself have tried her 

language. J have been told to speak in a monotone, without emphasis and this I have 

practised on machines at home, so now I speak on various levels, as if changing rotation 
speeds on a record, to ask where I can ‘acheter un journal’ or ‘faire un coup de téléphone,' 

But Suzanne must have been taught in a similar way about emphasis in the English language. 

So she would raise her voice key at the end of one sentence. Raise it further to commence a 

new sentence. Which in turn was raised further at the end. Until her voice should give out. 

At which point sne would sigh and cmile a little exasperated smile which for her was the end 

result of English emphasis. 

The next thing I ever learned about Mademoiselle Suzanne was that she was an artist. 

Our chaperones kept trying to be invited to her home to see her paintings and perhaps 

purchase one. She graciously put them off, careful never to hurt their feelings until she 

simply gave them her card. 

Mademoiselle, you and I could have shared the same joke, for I heard you chuckle as 

one of the chaperones put away your card. You and I deal with illusion, things which have 

no life. Our lives, being somewhat scarred — mine less than yours, perhaps — mock the past 

Bruce. eo 
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and recreate entertaining pictures of experience around us. Whatever magic porte—-hole 

through which the famous iters and painters passed fas been denied to us as yets You and 

[, who create if only to mock idealism and misplaced sincerity, cannot help but chuckle at 
those who seek us out in the midst of our drivel. I was too far back in the touring bus to 

explain this to you. though. 

(I Last night was my last in Paris. Some of us in my party went for a ride on a 

'bateau mouche’ on the Seine. We walked across the Pont D'Alma to get to the wharf. The 

jeine was 1i% with so many lights on so many bridges that the river seemed completely dried 

ye i found it difficult to distinguish the lights and their trails on the Seine so I had 
20 check my bearings several times to see if I was where I thought I was. It was a sad thing 

10 see the river dried up by so many hot lights, their reflections broiling in the waves of 

seine. The long watery reflection of the lights dripped down toward our bridge like so many 

ears at such a sad sight. 

There was a breeze and whpish, curving clouds which could not veil all the stars; they 
lid make the moon alternately misty or quite clear, or even covered completely. We left the 

widge and, passing through a lit-—up gateway, I was told by a friend that Mademoiselle 

juzanne had lost her fiancé in the war. 

al I explainea it all to a friend today. My date whom I met just recently and I had an 

mjoyable evening (un soir agréable) The stars (les etoiles) were out, and the moon (la 

mune), sometimes also (aussi). Phere were severai of US , and we sang softly (chantant 

fendrement) a lot cf the time. In these times of war, (de la guerre) I told her, it is good 

iO have such a relaxing Soe amet It is not much that time stands still, (que le temps 

mréte) 'tu sais,’ nor that I forget the wars. But I enjoyed her company si speaking of 

Mings not political. (Mais iS SULS aime Sa compagnie, moi, et parlant des chose pas 

Biicues.) 

et v2 a) 

V Many of the roors along the Seine are highiv polished. As the ‘bateau mouche! 

iwaveled sawiftliy up and down the river, the moon, made misty by the light clouds, was re- 

ected atop these roofs. Two moons, both misty and 111 defined, one caught by the light 

plouds, the other split and cracked by irreguiar tile, accompanied us down the river. As 

fé passed under each bridge it was less and less clear whether the year was 1967 or 1945. It 

fas difficult, after ail, to distinguish the real from the reflected moon and the lamps from 

meir reflections. 

Listen, Mademciseile Suzanne, I write to you, for I have not had time to know you through 
! rdiless acts of ‘connaissance.’ I write from a strange sort of a battlefield. You 

Would be surprised by what insignificant acts of yours I remember you. It does not seem 

Important now that I shouid worry over never seeing you again. Excuse this indiscretion, 

iy love; things are quite uncomfortable and loud here. To say I cherish a few memories 

hich make me content, this also I cannot bother to say. But it is also too late for the old 

Mliches by which you wiil know I will soon die. i will not even say, what difference. 

Hfest la guerre. 

My sky is overcast tonight. There are strange sounds in the air. Someone is calling 

fe. I will try to wrive againosoe 

* * * we * & * x * * * w * * % x ~~ soa af + * * * * * * * 

Man was mace to lead with his chin; he is worth knowing only with 

his guard down, his head up, and his heart rampant on his sleeve. 

~ Robert Farrar Capon 
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LAY RENEWAL 

What is "Power to the People" Feb 23 — 26 all about. 

Joel Crosby * 

The Student Association is sponsoring a series of discussions and symposiums entitled 

"Power to the People" because many of us feel that too many churches are impotent. Too many 

churches demonstrate spiritual life that would be exaggerated to be called tepid. Too many 
churches have pastors who voice great social concerns from their pulpits and in occassional 

public pronouncements but who lead congregations that are doing very little to change the 
conditions about which their pastor preaches. The average church often runs like a football 

team which sends its coach onto the playing field and cheers him on (if he is lucky) from 
the sidelines while he is overwhelmed by his opponents. 

We feel that the people in our churches need to be given power from God and led to 

channel this power through their churches to change their communities. We feel that the 

church must become a team led by a player-coach rather than a one man show. A pastor who 

cannot motivate his congregation can have great social concern and sound theological 

beliefs but he will have little political or spiritual impact upon his community or his city. 

The men we have brought to lead the "Power to the People” symposiums have demonstrated 

ability in various facets of this process, but they have not attained perfection, We have 

invited several men with different strengths. These men come from the inner city as well as 

suburban churches. Their impact upon their respective situations has been through the 

laity they have enlisted. 

We believe that the combined strengths of these men will give us insights that we 

hope will help us to lead our future congregations, be they parish, urban, suburban or 

otherwise, to be a powerful force for spiritual and sociai change. If we knew of one man who 

could have done this we would have invited him and saved the expense of the others. 

The men we have brought realize this. Therefore, they are coming to learn as well as 

to teach, These men want your insights just as they hope you will benefit from their 

experience and vision. That is why the most interesting and exciting part of these "Power 

to-the-People" evening symposiums will be the small groups which will follow the remarks by 

a speaker, where faculty, students, laymen and clergy will discuss the speaker's comments 

with the speaker or with other resource people. These men are also available to talk with 

you at luncheons, small dinner groups, and individual appointments. 

This week is intended to be a dialogue with some outstanding men who are engaged in 

an exciting struggle to give power to the people of their churches and communities. This 

dialogue will be impoverished without your participation. 

oo 

Joel is a Middler B.D. candidate, a graduate of the University of Washington, and President 

of the Student Association. 
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"Power To The People" 

or 

Middle Aucrican Protestantism Deluded 

Robert L. Hart * 

Winthrop S. Hudson in American Protestantism has outlined two central reasons for the 

decline of the American church which began in the last century and continues into our own 
decade. This decline Hudson characterizes as "theological erosion." 

The first element which contributed to this lamentable situation, Hudson feels, was 
the noticeable lack of any strong challenge to the foundational principles of Protestantism 
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during the Nineteenth Century. When such a condition exists, those principles tend to be 
taken for granted if not forgotten altogether: conviction wanes. 

The second element Hudson describes is, however, an even more important factor in the 
decline of the American church. This is Evangelicalism. This movement which even to this 

day in obvious and subtle ways still characterizes Protestantism in this country Hudson sees 
as one of the major reasons for the erosion of the moral and intellectual force of modern 

American Protestantism. 

Evangelicalism is a persuasion which emphasizes "heart religion" and the "conversion ex— 

perience." its appeal is aimed far more to the emotions than to the intellect or any unity 
which might be described as the whole man. The end result of such an emphasis is the loss of 

what Hudson calls "inherited capital," that is the rational, theological development of the 
Protestant tradition. This then is "theological erosion," a condition which signifies the im- 
potency of a once respectable religious movement. The causes of this sad state are apathy 

and Evangelical enthusiasm. 

What we have in tne impending disaster denominated as "Power to the People" is a rep- 

etition of these two detrimental forces which Hudson has outlined. For although the gauntlet 

has been laid before the tenets of Protestantism for decades if not centuries, the leaders be- 
hind "Power to the People" have demonstrated a remarkable ability either to ignore the chal- 

lenge or to misinterpret its intent. They handle all problems as if they were conducting a 

temperance crusade. And they have neglected the pursuit of an intelligent understanding of the 

basic assumptions of Reformation Protestantism to the point that they are an embarrassment 

to the name. 

"Power to the People" is not lacking in the second element described either. It is 

styied by a contained emotionalism and jingoism after the best of the Evangelical movement in 

this century. There is not fertiie ground amongst such people for intelligent, rational the- 

Oiogy to grow. "Power to the People” is simple emotional rear-guardism dressed up for 1970. 

That “Power to the People" has been brought to this campus is an unintentional but un- 

fortunate reflection of the Seminary and its student body. What have we come to that we now 

must submit to incipient revivalism in our midst? Certainly American religion has enough 

difficulties without resurrecting one of the causes of its decline. "Power to the People" 

is another attempt to delude Protestantism in this country. I hope this Seminary will not 

be a party to its accomplishment. 

bob is a Senior B.D. candidate, a graduate of good ol" Maryville College. 
* na * K * * +x * * * % * * % * * * Fak * * * * * * % ca * * * ¥* * 

Where Do You Fit? 

Father James D. Kenna* 

| It is evident to any thinking Christian today that the Faith of Jesus and the Apostles 

lis being assailed from all quarters, not the least of which is within. One polarization of 

this problem emerges as a basic conflict between the Clergy and the Laity. Actually, the 

conflict lies more in the area of parochial realities, the perception of the meat of the 

Gospel and the living of it in the day to day world. 

The Laity have not so much rejected the kernel of the Fait> as they have simply found 

lit unnecessary for a privatized civil religion that espouses tic general principles of the 

good, the true, and the beautiful, of course in their own concept of them. They neither 

Strongly profess unalterable faith in traditional theology, nor do they reject it as 

untenable in a rational-scientific world. For these who view God as a wrathful judge, and 

no serious-minded Orthodox should, this belief is a convenient form of fire insurance, but 

a large proportion of Laity have come to accept the New Testament emphasis on God as the 

lover of mankind, and they do not feel that the Creator will ultimately commit anyone to 
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damnation. While acknowledgment of an Almighty is important, specific attitudes are not. 
Most laymen are not theologically knowledgeable, nor do they care to be, for they have found 
their psychologized version of religion completely adequate for their needs. 

For the average layman, religion is a source of comfort and help. He is a consumer of 

the Church's love rather than the producer. No matter how well he may fare socially and 
economically, he lives in a troubled world that bombards him with problems. He needs the 
Church to comfort him and reassure him that he is doing the best that he can. To the 

extent that he is a producer of love, it is radiated to his family and friends who sit in the 

comfortable church-temple next to him. When he reaches beyond this immediate circle, his 
concern is shown forth in a type of paternalism which takes the form of Church bazaars, 

rummage sales, regional and national projects, and modest contributions to the poor. In fact, 

these token expressions are an essential part of his value system, for they reassure him of 

his own basic goodness. 

Herein lies the basis of conflict between clergy and laity: Some clergymen's living 

and vital theology has moved them beyond the four walls of the church-temple to express God's 

love and concern for the world, particularly that part of it which surrounds the local 

religious "community," while the layman comes into the sanctuary of God to seek comfort and 

escape from the world. Clergy have come to see the Church as the means of salvation of all 
and for all and the agent that should be challenging the structures of society that lead to 

injustice in this life, and to utilize the forces of love and political power to bring about 

anew social order, This development has left the majority of laymen bewildered and, 

frequently, resentful. For them, the Church is not an agent of change, but rather a 

definite buffer against it. They have equated cultural mobility with the Faith that enlivens 

all things, using any given culture only as a vehicle of expression. 

Thus, in a very real sense, what has emerged is a house divided. L 
"church" ~ a "church" that they want and need; a "church" largely confined te 

their friends, and a salaried conforter. From this "church" they draw lo Pr 

which they pay for with cash and consume it when they need it. But this ‘'church'' has become 

a source of increasing frustration. Their comforter is increasingly tellin 2m that .iteis 

high time they change and that they are to become producers of love rather than consumers. 

But, the frustration for the clergy is equally great, for the old "church" will not free him 
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to enter the new. Where do you fit in this picture? Only an honest evaluation and answer 

can dispel the death hoid this useless misunderstanding has on both clergy and laity, and 

enable us to get on about our Father's business of converting all nations and teaching them 

the fonder ways of Zion. 

Fr, James D. Kenna is pastor of the St. Anne's Orthodox Catholic Church of Mt. Hoily, N.J. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Tat Gat * * * = + ¥ * * 

Power to the People: Revival in Disguise 

Brian H. Childs * 

"What the world expects of Christians is that Christians should speak out loud and clear, and 

that they should voice their condemnation in such a way that never a doubt, never the 
slightest doubt, could rise in the heart of the simplest man. That they should get away from 

abstraction and confront the blood stained face history has taken on today. The grouping 

we need is a grouping of men resolved to speak out clearly and to pay up personally." 

Albert Camus 

It 1s time indeed to speak up clearly and openly maintain the revolt and indignation 

for which Christianity was once knowtie Because I so strongly believe this, I am disturbed 

by the "Power To The People" program that is forthcoming. I seriously question the use of 

Brian is a Junior B.D. candidate, and a graduate of that bastion of Christian Liberalism, 
Maryville College. 
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such a phrase “Power To The People" in what appears to be, by the schedule and list of 

resource people, a rather socially inactive and more revivalistic program. 

I must agree the laity needs motivation almost as much as the clergy. The question is 
notivation to what. More church members? More church buildings? And, God forbid, more 
personal testimonies? Our motivation should come from our charge: to participate in the 
naking of the Kingdom of Heaven here on earth. This must mean facing the "blood stained 

Pace" and cleaning it. If it is peace of mind that we seek, then I cannot participate. No 

1onest man can remain honest if his desire is peace of mind for himself. Not now. We are 

too far behind for that. 

If this program is a disguised revival I can see why it must be disguised. It surely 

vould be difficult to have a real revival in an academic atmosphere. I can see the partici- 
sants leaving a revival meeting in an academic institution and feeling like an adolescent boy 

self-consciously retreating to his room past his parents after his first seduction. But with 

such a relevant title as "Power To The People" we all can feel tuned in and almost 

“iendishly feel like Weathermen assaulting Mayor Daley's Chicago government. 

I feel that it is time we looked at what Power To The People must mean to us now and 

then pay up personally, soulfully but personally. Of course, while we look, our world will 

cot just a bit more. 

€ * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * aa: * * * * * * * * * Ta * * * * 

Renewal 

Cullen Story* 

Does the week ahead beckon or threaten? Is it friend or foe? Renewal of laity? 

‘that's something. Renewal of seminarians? Wow! 

Are we willing to hear that the Word renews the soul (Ps. 19), that the gospel renews 

she mind when we don the new man in Christ (Eph. 4), that the whole person or "soma" is to 

ye renewed so that it becomes a true home for God's spirit (I Cor. 3)? Do you not know, 

Bays Paul, that you are a sanctuary of God? What a question! The verbs are plural, the 

houn, ‘sanctuary,' is singular. Renewal can only be an effective work in you or in me as 

ve sense that together we are God's own, indwelt by his Spirit. 

| Yet, in renewal we accept not only God's work in us but through us. In a new way we 

see the other person, the brother for whom Christ died. Like Dostoievsky's Alyosha, the 

task of renewed witness must haunt us till we sit down with the other person and try again 

to think through with him the meaning of the cross — how it makes sense in our sophisticated, 

yet warped and twisted world. 

| Or like, Dickens! Sidney Carton facing the guillotine in behalf of another, we too 

nay find the power for life and for witness to the other in the Risen One. 

Will next week be renewal week? It all depends. .. .o 

Ir. Story is Assistant Professor of New Testament 

Se * * * * * * * * * * ta * * * % * * * * * be TA * * * * * * * * 

On The Practice of Layman's Sunday 

Wayne Knouse* 

For some time now, Layman's Sunday has been an annual observance in many denominations. 

Indoubtedly, the rationale for this practice is both sound and commendable. There is a real 
need in the church to close the gap between the concepts of ministry as conceived by both 
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clergy and laity. As I understand it, Layman's Sunday is one attempt among others to do this. 

By involving lay people in the conduct of worship that day and by focusing upon the role of 

the laity in the church's ministry, this observance is designed to point up the common 

ministry which both clergy and laity share as the Laos of God. 

However, as is so often the case, what sounds ideal in theory is less than such in 
practice. There are some real dangers in the practice of a “Layman's Sunday" which might 

misconstrue the message it is meant to proclaim. For instance, some feel that it has 
succeeded in truncating the role many laymen feel they have in the conduct of worship. In 

other words, some have gained the idea that their involvement is limited to this one Sunday 
of the year when the minister takes a "holiday," as it were, by sitting in the congregation. 

This can only help to perpetuate the erroneous Protestant notion that worship is a performance 

enacted by the officiant whil@ the congregation sits idly as a passive audience. In short, 
this practice, like many others, might aid in the age~old problem of trapping ministry 

Within limits that are narrowly defined and comfortable for both clergy and laity. 

Why do we need to organize a special Sunday on which to recognize and involve laymen 
in worship or ministry? Perhaps a less formal and more subtle approach would achieve the 

desired goal -— like involving lay people in worship frequently and informally through 

discussion group sermons, through the use of lay readers, or by asking members of the 

congregation to offer prayers (a practice that works successfully, indeed, is taken for 
granted, in some churches). Not only should this approach be limited to the context of 

worship. For the Church is in dire need of recovering in a modern sense Luther's idea of 

"Christian vocationyg in which every Christian sees his daily work as ministry, as worship, 
as liturgy. Indeed, the practice of Layman's Sunday is something like the practice of 

Kaster. The celebration of the laity's ministry is not to be limited to one Sunday of the 

year. Rather, it is meant to be worked out, and thus celebrated, daily. 

Wayne is a Th.M. candidate, a graduate of 5t. Andrew's College 
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Open Letter to "Power To The People" Conference 

Lincoin T. Graswold* 

In response to your inquiry regarding my views concerning lay renewal and the role of 

laymen in the church today, I would suggest the following: 

The layman must be permitted to share more completely in the decision-making process as 

it functions in the church. The pastor who seeks to impose his views on his congregation 

rather than to encourage the congregation and those leaders whom they elest to wrestle with 

the problems and opportunities that face the church is not only misusing his position but also 

undermining the role of the committed layman. Cnly as laymen see themselves as having a vital 

and influential part in the process that sets the goals for the church will they have any 

urgent desire to help implement them. 

In order that the involvement of laymen will lead to responsible decisions, it is im- 

perative that the pastor not only be an enabler -— encouraging involvement ~ but also a teacher. 

He must nurture laymen in the faith, through the reading and preaching of the Word, through 

private discussions with individual members about the implications of the Scriptures as they 

bear on contemporary problems, and through small group discussions in which laymen can share 

the insights they have gained with one another. 

All of this is perhaps best described by Paul's phrase, "equipping the saints for the 

work of ministry" (or, more helpfully in TEV: "to prepare all God's people for the work of 

Christian service."), The involvement of laymen in decisions and their nurture in Christian 

growth must bear the fruit of outreach and service or the faith dies and the congregation 

finds itself on a dead-end street. 

(cont. next page) 

Rev. Griswold is pastor of the Presbyterian Church of Chestnut Hill in Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Because interests and degree of concern always vary from individual to individaul, 

he church can seldom speak with a united voice on controversial issues. However, it 
hould be encouraged to support small groups of concerned and committed members to explore 

arious ways of acting to express their Christian conviction — even when those 

articular actions may appeal only to a small minority and may even prove disturbing to 

thers. The church should strive to be not so much a homogeneous culture as a heterogeneous 
amily in which we can disagree radically and still be bound to one another by our common 

ove for and commitment to Jesus Christ. 

* * * * Ie * * % * * * * * * * * % Ht % * * * * * * % * * * * 

"Power to the People" 

fo ON 
A 5 52 February ¢3 ~ 
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eee VIEWPOINT replies to various critics...Brown Hall bites SIBPA in the knee...a resolution 

for the B.F. Committee of the Trustees...a comment on rebellion... a comment on investments 

in South Africa...two peoms...a preview of Urban Plunge...a review of Easy Rider. The dead-— 

line for the next issue of VIEWPOINT is noon, March 30. 
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THE EDITORS 

juper Chicken steve Deckard Wayne Frey Bruce Stuart 

Jim Cubie Larry Dixon Jim Slicer Galen Yoder 

IIEWPOINT is a fortnightly publication at Princeton Theological Seminary. It is an 

informal journal of opinion, and welcomes contributions from students, faculty, and 

Wdministration. Poetry, criticism, essays, letters, commentary, and short stories 
wre all welcome, so long as each contribution expresses a reflective point of view. 

faterial should be submitted, preferably typewritten and double-spaced, to the Of- 
Mice of Student Publications (or the VIEWPOINT box) in the basement of Stuart Hall 
10 later than the Monday preceding the date of issue in which it is to appear. The 
sditors reserve the right not to print, or to defer for later publicationyany art- 

‘cle submitted. Anonymous articles will not be accepted for publication. The ed- 

\tors assume no responsibility for articles other than their own; neither do the 
iwticles herein necessarily reflect the official position of Princeton Theological 

jeminary. 



OPEN REPLY TO SAGER AND CAMP 

Dear Sirs: 

The charges you made in your letters to the editor in the last issue of VIEWPOINT were 

lacking in information and perspective. I wish to reply to the more mature aspects of 

those letters. 

First, you both charge that our editorial policy is biased and that we suppress information. 

One curious and inescapable restriction of our editorial work is that we cannot print 

articles we do not receive. The fact is that we have rejected only three articles this 

school year: one was your chapel service, one was a "liberal" note on the march on 

Washington, and the third was another chapel service(which was rejected in favor of 2 

poem written in relation to the same occasion). One other article, a critique of Dr. 
Hick*s lecture, was returned to the author for revision, but was never resubmitted. 

These rejections hardly reflect a bias in editorial policy. We print virtually every 

article we receive and we will continue to do so as long as they meet our requirements 

of policy and space. 

Second, you criticize us for not publishing your chapel service, a memorial service in 

tribute to Dr. King. Early in December, the editorial staff decided that no chapel service 

would be accepted for publication unless it were of unusual worth. The main reason for 

this decision was that we were receiving too many chapel services and our conversations 

with various students indicated that they were rarely read and never elicited a response. 

On the basis of this prior decision, your chapel service was not published. Whether or 

not it was "...so inferior as to be meaningless..." may be open to question. 

You attack us for not mentioning the fact that a service was held in memory of Dr. King. 

What is the point of our noting that you conducted a service two weeks after it was held? 

I submit that this is the task of WINESKIN, and even though it was not published during 

reading and exam period, most people were aware of the fact that a service was being held. 

In addition to this, you contend that we are answerable to the Association of Black 

seminarians for not publishing your tribute to Dr. King, and you feel that black seminarians 

were not aware of the service since they criticized Dr. McCord for not leading it. In 

fact, the ABS was aware of your memorial service; most black seminarians apparently chose 

not to attend. Their criticism of Dr. McCord was directed toward the fact that he did 

not lead the service, not that a service was not held, and this was only a minor criticism, 

an aside, in their letter. I suspect that the Association of Black Seminarians is not 
terribly concerned about our publication of your material. 

Your chapel service has been recognized now through our letters, and you have been 

rewarded for your tribute to Dr. King. 

I feel that it was a dime well spent. 

Wayne Frey 

Editor-in-Chief 
VIEWPOINT 

Oedipus was the first to close the generation gap. 
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE SEMINARY INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL 

PLAYERS ASSOCIATION 

As a member of the Brown Hall basketball aggregation I would like to call your 

ttention to the fact that Brown Hall ended the season with an unblemished record, 0 - 4. 
e feel that there are at least two good reasons for the dismal showing of our squad. 
irst, we were the only team forced by scheduling to play on four consecutive Tuesday nights. 

11 other teams had a week off during their hectic schedule to rest up. The bristling pace 

f the season was obviously too much for our warriors and by the time the season was over, 

ur men were exhausted. The second reason for our poor record may not be quite so evident 

o the average basketball player, but after a close analysis of our game films, our 

oaching staff discovered that our opponents outscored us by a 2:1 ratio. These statistics 
re bound to curb a team's chances of winning. 

Please don't get me wrong, our team had several assets that one cannot afford to 

verlook: our players were always on time, they didn't swear too much, they dressed 

eatly, and a large percentage of them showered efter every game. 

Like all losing teams we are trying to forget the past season and look hopefully to 

ne future. We have several plans to improve our squad. First, we plan to try to draft 

ome of the top college talent like Pete Maravich and Calvin Murphy. Finances do not 

srmit us to offer them huge salaries; however, we can offer them Koinonia and unlimited 
ree seating for their families and friends at all home games. In a second move to 

trengthen our team we will be holding an eight week summer basketball camp in lovely 

teubenville, Ohio. We were forced to scrap our third plan for a better 1971 season on 

dral principles. We had planned to lure some of the top N.B.A. talent to our team. 

ywever, league rules would make it mandatory for these players to sit out one year of 

mpetition before being eligible to play. We feel that it would be a crime to take the 

isks of damaging their careers by forcing them to ride the bench. 

I would like to end this brief epistie with a warning to all of the league's players: 

WT 'TILL NEXT YEAR, WE'LL MOIDER YAH. 

sincerely, 

Terry O. Martinson 

oe L was somewhat hesitant in turning this article in to VIEWPOINT for fear that many 

students would miss the theological impact of it. 

srry is a Junior in the B.D. program, a native of Brooklyn, and a graduate of Bethany 

yllege where he was an outstanding end on the basketball team. 

A REPLY TO HAL SCHNEDLER 

As a member of VIEWPOINT's Task Force on Priorities I welcomed Hal Schnedler's letter 

1 VIEWPOINT Feb. 20. His willingness to disagree publicly with our article shows a 

‘rious concern for the seminary community's Christian character. It is unfortunate that 

re members of the community have not in the past two years responded publicly to issues 

lised in VIEWPOINT. Apparently it is the opinion of some that if issues are ignored, 

ley will go away. ‘Thank you, Hal, for your honesty. Let me respond to some of the 

lestions and criticisms that you raised. 

First, you ask us to state our motives. Let me state my conception of our motives by 

erring to the statement ‘Princeton Seminary as a Christian Community" on p. 135 of the 
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seminary handbook. "(PTS) is a community which undertakes to order its common life in 
accordance with the obedience of faith in Jesus Christ our Lord." 

As a Christian community the seminary has a responsibility for Christian witness. The 

type of persons that are chosen to major positions in the seminary is an indication of the 
community's conception of the Christian gospel. For instance, if Carl F.H. Henry were 
chosen as the seminary's president, the public could safely assume that the seminary had 

become more orthodox and evangelical than its present leadership. 

The persons that are chosen to be Trustees also indicate our conception of the 

gospel. The fact cannot be escaped that electing certain men as Trustees indicates a 

general approval of their activities. As far as I know Hugh Hefner has not been approached 
to join the Trustees of PTS. What we are saying is that a Christian community to maintain 

its witness must exclude unacceptable persons from decision making positions. And, when 

the acceptability of trustees is discussed, as we can be gure it is, then the political and 
economic policies of that person should be examined. Why, you ask, should the economic 

policies be examined to determine acceptability? Plainly, because we now all recognize that 

the Christian gospel has economic and political ramifications. If we took our commitment 

to this institution's Christian character seriously, we would be at least as careful in 

examining trustees as we are in choosing Supreme Court Justices. 

In the fifth paragraph you state that "on the Board of Trustees many points of view 

should be represented, but none should be stifled." To me, and I think to you, Hal, this 

last statement is unacceptable. Would George Wallace be acceptable as a Trustee? Would 

Madilyn Murray O'Hare be acceptable to you? And if you meant the first half of that 

statement -— "many points of view should be represented,"' — why are you not supporting us? 

The Trustees now, the lay members especially, predominantly represent one section of our 

economic life —- big business. Why are you not trying to include such men as Lucius Walker, 

Jesse Gray, or if he were alive, Norman Thomas? 

Third, you commented that "this might be a prelude to a witch hunt." If we nine 

individuals excluded members of the Board of Trustees at our whim, this would be a witch 
hunt. ‘his we obviously cannot do. But further, this we do not want to do. Rather in our 
article we asked — "Are these Trustees acceptable to you?" — that is, are they acceptable 

to the seminary community as a whole. What we are saying is that the whole community must 

be involved in choosing those who make policies for this institution -— and that if the whole 
community were involved, then these men, if they engaged in these activities, would not be 

acceptable, An appeal to the whole community is not a witch hunt, unless, of course, we 

are all witches. 

Finally, the statement at the end of your article — "Thank God all of us here are 
clean" -— seems to imply that you think that we consider ourselves free from all blame while 

we criticize the Trustees. Now we know, and I am sure that you would agree, that in God's 

eyes we are all equally sinners. But, we also know that there is, neither historically or 
biblically, anything wrong with telling someone he is wrong when you think he is wrong. 

luther told the Pope he was wrong. Augustine told the Donatists that they were wrong. 

Jesus told the Pharisees that they were wrong ("whitened sepulchres"). And, lest these 
comparisons seem too haughty - you, yourself, told us that we were wrong. You acted 
responsibly as a member of a Christian community. It would have been irresponsible for 

you not to reply to our letter if you found it in error. Likewise, it would have been 
irresponsible for us to ignore the activities of the Trustees. 

Thank you again for your letter, 

Jim Cubie 
SM ae ate ee ake Es. 202 Loetscher Place 
Jim is a Middler B.D. candidate, a graduate of Eastern Nazarene College. 
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RESOLUTION FOR THE BUDGET AND FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE TRUSTEES 

Nhereas, we conceive Princeton Theological Seminary to be a Christian community, and to have 
a special responsibility for their Christian witness in this time of social and political 
srisis, we therefore call upon the Seminary to reexamine the stewardship of its financial 
resources. We commend the Seminary for the steps which they have taken, but we feel that 

these steps by themselves are far from adequate. Therefore, we strongly propose the 

Pollowing: 

1) The immediate release of the Seminary's investment portfolio which is to be made known 
throughout the Christian community. 

>») The severance of connections with Manufacturer's Hanover Trust and the transference of 

the Seminary's economic transactions to a clean bank such as the Freedom National Bank 

of Harlem. 

3) A tentative investment policy statement to be publicly released by the Budget and 

Finance Committee by April 7 for examination by the Christian community. 

\} The expansion of the Board of Trustees to include students and faculty members as well 

as other individuals outside the Seminary community who are acceptable by virtue of 

their demonstrated human involvement. These persons are to be selected by a student 

referendum to be held sometime this spring. . 

me VIEWPOINT Task Force on Priorities: Harry Batuyios, Bruce Cameron, Jim Cubie, 

‘raig Dykstra, David Evans, John Gajewski, Hans Vogelaar, Galen Yoder. 

* * * * * * *% * * * * * * * * * *% * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Power To the People — Conclusion or Beginning? 

Will Ackles, Alan Chessman, Joel Crosby 

As the ripples of "Power To the People" continue to surge out and bound back, we want 

iO express gratitude to all those who participated in the week, and at the same time offer 

several thoughts. 

Concerning the content of the discussion, we were impressed with many of the creative 

eas which were presented during the week. The stress on the minister as a player-coach, 

m seeing his ministry as that of equipping the saints for the work of the ministry, 

‘eemed to pervade the week. The church as the people of God at work in the fabric of 

society focused the work of the minister on this enabling function. The idea of spending 

jime with and working with a few responsive leaders is worthy of thought. And the concern 

that the minister and laity together "flesh out" the love of God in personal honesty, 

interpersonal love and societal involvement seemed right on target. We were impressed as 

whe week went on with the unanimity of the resource persons on these issues. Without 

tollusion one after another, black, white, upper, middle, clergy and laity, all stressed 
jhe same ideas of discipling men and equipping them to do the work of the church in the 

jorld. ‘The death toll of an autocratic ministry rang loud and clear, and we were excited 
yw the new sounds which took its place. 

| Besides the content, the nature of the interaction which took place this week ought 

‘0 be noted. The desire on the part of the resource men to be involved with the students 

m honest interaction struck a responsive chord in many students, and created a real 

‘tmosphere of relating. The very fact that the resource men went into the dorms and into 

partments, spent time in the commons and sat with students in the cafeteria,said that they 
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cared about the students as persons. In the light of this caring,the desire to communicate 

and even the real loneliness of so many of us students stood out plainly. The seminary 
ought to take note of this interaction and with it note the need that we students have for 
someone someone to talk to, for someone who cares for us and "fleshes out" this caring by 
talking, listening, loving. 

Throughout the week, to greater or lesser degrees in different men, the attitudes of 
honesty and teachability stood out. The men who came did not hide their convictions; on 
the contrary they stated them clearly, but in the tremendous amount of discussion which 
took place, the fact that they wanted to learn came across also. They desired to talk with 
those who disagreed with them, and not just to change them but to also learn from them. 
The interaction was honest because the men were not afraid to admit that they had fanlts 

and short-sightedness and desired to learn from us. They failed in some ways, but in 
being teachable they gave us models to follow. 

"Power To the People"! has shaken many of us up. It has caused powerful positive and 

negative reactions. The burden of the ultimate effect of this week on us all is now on 

our shoulders. If we desire to have our own judgement or prejudices reinforced we will 

seek out those with whom we agree and build fortresses from which we can throw stones on 

those tnat we know are wrong. If we desire to learn and grow, however, we can if we 
ourselves are teachable. This campus desperately needs communication between those who 

disagree; that isyhonest communication that does not minimize differences but that maximizes 

understanding. We all can learn from each other, and we all must do so. In so doing we 

will expand ourselves and start to actualize the one and only visible manifestation of 

Christianity. "By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for 

one another." (John 13:35) 

The thoughts that we have mentioned above ar 

these we realize that there were many shortcoming 

differences of opinion on this campus have been b 
this week. In the spirit of honest interaction 

started by "Power To the People." We invite your 

learn from each other, 

positive aspects of the week. Besides 

Ss. it has been a long time since the 

ought into the open as clearly as during 

erhaps we can continue the discussions 

comments and criticisms that we may. 
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THE BEAUTIFUL UNREASONABLENESS OF REBELLION 

Brian i. CoYias§ 

I was suprised at the reaction to an article I wrote in VIEWPOINT concerning my 

objection to the Power To The People Program. I suppose that I was a bit flattered that 

some considered my point of view a threat. I was amused that some desire to oppose my 
point with theological argumentation. There is no contest there -— I cannot be so pre— 

sumptious as to consider myself theologically able to debate and I never intended to. I 

am a biblical Christian, but not in the sense that there is a proof text anywhere in the 

Bible that proves my point. Biblical literalists can prove anything they decide to believe 

by quoting scripture — my biblical faith rests on the best scholarship I can find. That 

is why I am here. My real concern as a Christian is with those I love who walk in this 

world. Because of this I find hope in those men who are unreasonable men. Therefore 
here is my call for rebellinn in the face of power for some people. 

"The reasonable man adapts himself to the world: the unreasonable one persists in 
trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the unreasonable 
man." (George B. Shaw) 

(cont. next page) 
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The life of a rebel in any organized society has never been easy. Society is 

| developed around the conservative, calm, accepting person who will endure injustice rather 

than see his stability shaken. Anyone willing to cahllenge the status quo is viewed by the 

great moderate masses with at least suspicion and more often hate. In this nation we have 

| elevated the ideal of the clean-cut respectable young man to the position of worship while 

at the same time relegating the long-haired "kook" to a place of instant mistrust. (I am 

reminded of a professor of mine who, after seeing the well-scrubbed, pink and healthy 
| faces of "Sing Our 66" participants, said that one thing about these youth was that you 
| could depend upon them - and that was a great danger in a democracy.) 

But a rebel is something more than one with long hair. He is a man who in the face of 

| injustice decides to take a stand regardless of the personal consequences. He draws a line 

| beyond which he will not accept further encroachment of his rights or the rights of any 

| other man. Such a stand is not popular, nor is it politic with most people. A man who 

would rebel must expect ostracization and perhaps violence. He who rebels without 

expecting this is a fool; he who rebels in the face of it is perhaps also a fool, but he is 

| also a real man and a hero. We are a nation which is hard on its heroes. Our list of 

|martyrs is long. 

we now hear calls for moderation. These pleas are valid because of the very real 

| danger that this fat and sassy country of ours could be torn apart by riots at any moment. 

| And the real tragedy is that justification can easily be seen for the terrible frustration 

that breeds riot: social injustice continues unchecked in the ghetto while billions are 

| being spent to kill non-whites in Asia, to be the first to put (three clean-cut white) men 
/on the moon, and to be the first (kid on our block) to own a supersonic transport. Yes, 

|it may be good that we call for moderation but at the same time a call must be raised to 

| get complacent, middle-class America off its fat, moderate ass and into the area of 

| genuine human involvement. 

This will require those of us who are nice, safe, arm chair philosophers (theologians? ) 

ito stop talking and start acting. So what can one do? What do we have to work with? 

|Perhaps nothing - but then as that beautiful rebel, Luke, in the movie "Cool Hand Luke" 
lsaid, "Sometimes nothing can be a real cool hand." We don't have much to work with. The 

|moderates carry all the weight (the weight of inertia) and know how to use it to prevent 

|action. (Power to our moderate church people? Really!) 

This is what we as students must learn: how and when to draw personal lines and how 

ito get the guts to speak out when these lines are transgressed, whether by flaming idiots 

like George Wallace or by decent, moderate America. Rebellion will be painful and lonely, 

|but we can no longer afford not to be individuals. To rebel means to eventually sell out 

lor be killed, but there is a difference between merely existing and really living, and 

|\the differnece is defined by our actions. The problem must be faced in rebellion itself. 

|You will be broken someday, and when you fall the fool will rejoice; but that may be 

through fear because he knows that "We shall overcome...someday." 

*Brian is a graduate of Maryville College, presently studying in the B.D. program. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

God, Men, and Money: South Africa 

Galen Yoder* 

This is the first of a series of articles I intend to submit to VIEWPOINT which will 

deal with the Seminary community's stewardship responsibilities. The idea of disinvestment 

from South Africa is not new, nor is it extreme. In 1965, the Church and Cociety Committee 

of the General Assembly of UPSA dealt with this problem. As the report indicates, it 

deplores government support of South Africa and calls for complete disinvestment of the 
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United States government and Presbyterian affiliated institutions having interests in 

South Aftica. 

Since the minimal response to this concern represents a "failure of nerve," an honest 
look at American investment policy in South Africa needs to be made. The United Presbyterian 

Foundation assists the General Assembly in making enonomic transactions. Several members 

of the United Presbyterian Foundation are linked to investments in South Africa. Several 

individual trustees of the Seminary are also linked to investments in South Africa. 

Manufacturer's Hanover Trust (the Treasurer of the Seminary) was a part of the $40 million 
loan consortium floated to the government of South Africa after the Snazrneville massacre 

of unarmed Africans —- men, women, and children. 

United States investment policy in South Africa is demonstrated in the following letter 

sent to the Princeton University Board of Trustees on April 15, 1968 by the New Jersey 
Committee on South Africa: 

"U.S. investment in southern African strengthens and undergirds the 

governments and, thereby, the apartheid and 'separate development.' 

-Although the U.S. government officially is 'cool' to the South Af- 

rican, various U.S. business and banking executives continue to ex-— 

press confidence in the whites and to counsel continued and increased 

investment there, eg. Nir. M.P. Higgins of the Norton Company; 'I 

think South Africa is going to remain a strong country, led by white 

people.' 

-One of South Africa's foremost political leaders revealed the importance 

of U.S. financial support when he remarked, 'So long as the United 

states banks and businesses back us, we can go ahead,' 

-In 1959-61 large loans were made by U.S. banks to undergird the economy 

of South Africa after the decline of the mid—-1950's. This vote of 

confidence from the major world power came immediately after the 

Sharpeville massacre of unarmed African men, women, and children. 
-U.S. major banks in consortium continue to provide credits and direct 

loans to South Africae These banks, eg. Chase Manhattan and First 
National City Bank, have refused even to reconsider their policies 

in spite of repeated overtures and pleas of church, labor, and student 

organizations. 

-An indication of the strategic quality of U.S. support is evidenced 

in the expensive and extensive public relations campaigns of the 

south African and Rhodesian governments among American political and 

financial elites. 

-The average net profits of U.S. investment in South Africa rose to 

2(/ per annum in 1964, largely as a result of the profitability of 
Cheap black labor. This rate of profit is almost double the average 

net profits of all U.S. foreign investments. 

"UeS. corporations are not willing to voluntarily forego the high 
profits derived from cheap labor under the southern African regimes. 
—-While the U.S. government implicitly has sanctioned the South African 

government through the prohibition of arms sales, U.S. corporations 

have moved into South Africa in increasing numbers and have reinvested 

their profits in expanding operations. 

-U.5. companies control the major portion of the oil/petroleum and 

automobile industries of South Africa. U.S. oil companies are re- 

ported to be involved in supplying petrol and, thereby, violating U.N. 

and U.S. sanctions against the illegal Rhodesian regime. 

-Mr. Keith Funston of the New York Stock Exchange mirrored the attitude 

of many American companies when he said in 1962,'The whole western 

world and all the free nations, of which South Africa and the United 
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States are two outstanding leaders, will to work together more in the 

years to come...' 
-The United States is the second largest investor in South Africa. 

"It is in the economic self-interest of the U.S. to side with the 

black _and multiracial nations of Africa against the racist regimes. 

-Of the $2 billion of U.S. wealth invested in African resources 

and production, almost two-thirds is invested in the newly independent 

states who increasingly question the U.S. ‘business as usual' policy 

with the nation which denies these men an equal humanity. 

~About 60% of all U.S. sales to Africa are made to the black African 
nations. 

-It is recognized that economic disengagement will mean hardship for 

some of the non-white population; nevertheless, the African nationalists 

of these nations have stated their willingness to endure this period of 

hardship and have requested us to disengage ourselves." 

These items should create moral consternation on the part of the Christian community. 

The Seminary has indicated that its own investment portfolio — to be released soon — is 

free from investments in South Africa. If this is the case, this does not negate the need 

for action in regard to the other concerns mentioned in the second paragraph of this article. 

That a bank with questionable practices should act as the Seminary's Treasurer is singular. 

A more ethical action would be the advocacy of a clean bank, such as the Freedom National 

Bank of Harlem. 

*Galen himself is not sure of his seminary classification, but he is about a Middler in 

the B.D. program and a graduate of Goshen College. 

* ¥* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * * * * * * * ee Ey 

OUR FATHER 

Waiter Wright * 

Our Father, whose presence is everywhere when we 
are yielded to Thee: 

Hallowed be Thy name in our hearts and on our lips; 

Thy kingdom come — 'tis man's only hope; 

Thy will be done in us and through us as it was 

done in and through Jesus; 

Give us this day our daily bread, and help us to 

realize our need for spiritual food as well as material; 

Forgive us our trespasses -— yes, ours, O Lord for 

there is no greater sinner than the one who thinks he is 

without sin; 
Help us to forgive those who trespass against us - 

what makes this so hard, O Lord, is that forgiving implies 

giving. 

Lead us not into temptation, but only into Thy light 

and Thy truth and Thy love; 
For Thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory 

forever and ever. Amen. 

Walter is a graduate of Duke University, Temple University, and is presently a Junior 
n the B.D. program. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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URBAN PLUNGE 

Tom Porter* 

WHY? 
The Urban Plunge was conceived by a group committed to the maxim that theological 

education at the Seminary should help students develop a life style as well as master 

certain skills and a certain body of subject matter. We have found one particular life 

style which seems appropriate for those who would be ministers of the Gospel: important 

aspects of such a style are openness to one's environment, ability to respond creatively to 

the environment, and ability to reflect critically on both environment and one's response 

to it. The Plunge is designed to help each student initiate a process of education for 

life style. 

WHO? 

Fourteen students with consultation from Drs. Loder and Shaull and two groups now 

successively leading plunges in the Seattle and Los Angeles areas, have been working and 

studying since September trying to develop a viable supplement to the lecture style of 

theological education. We believe the Plunge and post—Plunge follow up will be such a 

supplement. 

WHEN AND WHERE? 

The first Plunge will be held on March 12 at 6:00 P.M. through March 14 at 1:00 P.M. 

in the Church of the Holy Apostles in New York City. Two Plunges are planned for later 

this spring. 

WHAT? 

There will be three contexts comprising the bulk of the Plunge: 

Large group is composed of all participants and staff of the Plunge including some resource 

people from the homosexual community, some ex-—convicts, some people from the drug 

scene, Various programs, films, lectures, celebrations, etc. will be presented in 

this context. 

Smali Groups are each composed of about ten persons including a competent small group leader. 

The purpose of the small groups is to allow each person to verbalize with others and 

discover the meaning of his experience with urban life and its people. 

New York City will be used as a context for brief exploration and involvement in urban life 

with specific reference to sexuality, violence, and education. 

A _post~Plunge meeting will be held approximately one week after the Plunge. This will be a 

time of sharing what changes people have experienced with respect to how they 

perceive themselves and their world and to seek a context nearby where pursuit of a 

creative, critical life style is possible. 

Registration blanks are available on campus. For more information call Larry Carlson, 

921-7236. 

*Tom is a Middler B.D. candidate who graduated from the U. of Washington. 

MOVIE REVIEW: EASY RIDER 

Harold Schnedler* 

Because I knew beforehand the ending of the film, and because I knew it contained some 
nude scenes (what films don't today?) I went to Hasy Rider apprehensive about any objectivity 
I might bring or any benefit I might receive from it. I went solély for the purpose of 
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reviewing it. And I] left the theater reversed on both counts: the film highly impressed me, 
and I found it impossible to review in any systematic way. So here follows an unsystematic 

review, or at least, an unlinear review of a very sophisticated film. 

Some guidelines on viewing Easy Rider: 

Watching this movie is like reading a Gerard Manley Hopkins poem. The symbolism is 

1ighly structured, non-linear, multi-faceted, highly personal. Though some are obvious, 
sven blatant, other symbols are not so — but every object, every person, every event in the 

Film is there for a purpose as certainly as if the film were a painting by Dali. Captain 

\merica (the United States?), for example, heads out into the open land toward a festival 
lay which awaits him at the other end, yet his very freedom from the establishment he has 
left behind is dependent upon the money in his gas tank (were he really free he would not 

reed to depend on money), and his death is directly tied to the gas tank by which he lived 

(shot in the money). The cemeteries which literally line the road throughout their journey 

are a commentary upon our society and upon the destiny of all existence, as well as a 

7oreshadowing of America's and Billie's own end. The crucifixion appears numerous times 

shroughout the film, but never the resurrection. I remember parts of a dismembered truck 
lying on the open prairie like bleached bones, and two quotations on the wall of Mme. 

finkertoy's House of the Blue Lights also pertain to this: "Death only closes a man's 

reputation and determines it good or bad" and "The path of glory leads but to the grave." 

There are other obvious symbols: at the start of the journey Captain America throws 

way his gold watch (time, structured existence), which has stopped running. We are shown a 

custy compass (no more direction, no more fixed center by which to orient one's life) and a 
Paded paperback (a McLuhanesque symbol suggesting the end of the literary age). 

But many symbols are not so clear. For instance, inside Mme. Tinkertoy's House of the 

Blue Lights: why are the walls of this magnificent brothel hung with paintings of the 

Passion and of Christian martyrs? Is it to say that our real religious experience today is 

sex? Is it to point out, on a psychological level, all the sexual overtones of Christian 

liturgy? t is a silent witness to the fact that Christ is still suffering in the world 

thich no longer knows him? All the wisdom of the ages framed in the walls, the quotations 

from great philosophers: is it to suggest that all the world is only a charnalhouse, that 

she wisdom of men is folly? Is it to illustrate how the immortal words and insight of 

inspired men live on in the context of the sordid and the mundane? 

One wonders, do the girls who work in that brothel understand the content of those 

Jaintings? Do they recognize in them more than ornamental works of art? It raises a good 

Juestion about the value of the liturgy, music, and artistic statements of faith enshrined 

tn the Christian church. 

The two most complex and multi-storied scenes are those in Mme. Tinkertoy's and the 

graveyard scene. With a pile driver throbbing behind us at about the tempo of a human heart 

ve enter into each of the character's minds. Unfortunately the words are confused, the 
order fragmentary, and the scenes flashing before our eyes. Captain America breaks down 

ere, and for the first time we realize that he too is tortured spiritually as he is 

slutching the marble bust sobbing "You never loved me, you never loved me, Mother. I hate 

you, I hate you!" The prostitute is whining, "I always wanted to be beautiful, 1 always 
wanted to be beautiful." We hear one of the prostitutes saying,"I can feel the outside, but 
[ can't feel the inside." The prostitute is trapped between two walls screaming, "Let me 
mut, let me out!" And she is crying "I know you, I know you" to Billie even though they 
are making love fully clothed. 

The whole idea of a sex orgy in a graveyard is significant - it reminds me of the dance 
o& death. It is hell on earth — but a frenzy of pain which is almost pleasant. In fact, 
herein perhaps lies the tie between the sex act and the Christian martyrs: the common agony — 
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agony and ecstasy both — which they share. (A credit is due here to Betty Loomer who made 
this incisive observation.) Herein lies the tie between the nightmare fantasy kaliedoscoped 

across our senses and the Lord's Prayer, Apostles’ Creed, and Ave Maria which seem to be 

running through our minds. 

A number of communities are presented to us in this film. Some of these are free. 

There is the ranch, where God is respected, human needs are met and fulfilled, peaceful 
intercourse between races and religions grows in a married life. Captain America pronounces 

it good: "I mean it! You've got a nice place here. Not everybody can live off the land. 
You can do your own thing in your own time." There is the hippie commune composed of 

exiles from the city, a covenant society breeding new people and new values, where God is 

also worshipped, where all things are shared. Captain America blesses this too: "They'il 

make it. They'll make it." There are the teenagers, the girls in the restaurant who 

aren't afraid of an outside way of life, who ask for freedom ( a ride, please give us a ride). 

And there are those which are not free: the blacks living in slums on the outskirts of town; 

the rednecks who "will fight and kill and maim to prove that they are free;" New Orleans 

itself, representing the whole materialistic world where people are costumed and masked; 

the House of the Blue Lights, where religion and sex are indistinguishable, where crudity 

and great wisdom and beauty are married in the glare of money; and finally the graveyards 

themselves — the final community where alone all distinctions end, where all roads lead: 
the community of the dead. 

Kasy Rider is a very fair film, very objective. lo character lacks a major defect; 

thus the film is true to life. Captain America, who impresses us with his insightful 

serenity and strength (indeed with authority as though he were the very conscience of 

America) has an inner flaw, namely, a hangup on his mother (God?) which makes him unable to 
love. (Throughout the film he is usually apart: at the campfires, where conversation is 

between Billie and the hitch—-hiker, Billy and George; at the hot springs, where he watches 

from the side while the others frolic and splashes them away.) Billy, whom we are tempted 

to envy for his simple drives (a fancy meal and a woman are all he needs to feel fulfilled), 
is racked with defensiveness, impatience, suspicion. George, whose education and connections 

and position with ACLU empower him with the potential to do much good, is himself racked 

with compulsive habits, fantasies, alcoholic addiction, and inner chaos. Dominated by his 
parents, enslaved by his habit, he is the least free while still knowing best of all the 

characters what freedom means. 

The minor characters also have their flaws. The rancher who offers them a meal is 

unhappy with his ranch and family because they denied him his dream (reaching California). 
The hitch—hiker is uptight about revealing his name and origin, is exiled from the society 
of his birth. The Spanish-Americans and blacks are poor, the rednecks narrow and brutal, 
the prostitutes weary, robbed of self~esteem (I always wanted to be beautiful) and de- 
humanized (Don't you like me? You paid for me). Because nobody talks much nor reveals 

much in depth to those around him, loneliness stalks through the film; communication is an 

effort seldom made. 

The incisive scene, the focus of the film, is the first campfire on the return trip 
from New Orleans. Billy, who wanted and got an expensive meal and a "Mardi-—Gras queen" 

exults, "We made it big!") and Captain America, who up until now has given no indication why 

he made the journey, says "No Billie, we blew it." What did he want? What was he seeking 
when he broke out the LSD? Captain America said "I never wanted to be anything else." 
Could it be that during his trip in the graveyard he saw what he really was? 

*Hal is a middler B.D. candidate, a graduate of the U. of Missouri. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * a * * * 
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Karwicker vreams of Metaphor: <A Manifesto 

spruce Stuart 

5 Earwicker fell asleep studying the subjunctive in Greek. "“Subjunctive introduced by 
"iva! and 'eav'. Subjunctive is subjective, futuristic, expresses purpose. Subjunctive, 

fiva,'* 'eav,' subjective, futuristic, purpose...." and was soon fast asleep. 

bababadalgharaghtakamminarrounnkonnbronntonnerronntuonnthunrovarrnounawnsk awntoohoo- 

hoordenenthurnuk ! 

He was dreaming that he was part of the horseman who lept onto his horse and rode off 

in all directions. He was reflecting in a decrepit bar, watching specks of light dance on 

top of his beer while waiting to see if the rest of him would make it back in one piece. 
And he was dreaming: There is no heaven. There is only the future. I do not exist in the 

present, or, if I do, the matter is irrelevant or boring. Biography might be interesting, 

but auto-biography is a senseless boredom thrust upon anyone else by the most tedious outrage. 

What is important is the future of the political world. There is no other world than 
the political world. 

Auschiwitz, the Blitzkreig, Hiroshima, Dresden — these were the major events in the 
pre-natal biography of the people and of me. It is these events which have made the age 

political for the people. ‘The people are condemned to an endless political battle. kEthics 

are either lost or are the constructs of individuals. But individualism is racism, Wwe 

may rise as far as poetry, but the lofty heights of religion are denied forever to us. 

Tell the people that Jesus' ministry was a revolutionary plot to take over the government 

land you deny the resurrection, for God does not resurrect politicians. 

What I want is a transcendent suburb. 

Hope lies within the breasts of the black barbarians. 

And here, an ax says "chop" into Karwicker's skull, and he wanders off again in five 
different directions whistling five different melancholy airs, to reunite again only if the 

street becomes a globe. 

Earwicker stretched and was fully awake. What had he been dreaming. what was it? 

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE OF VIEWPOINT -— NOCN, NARCH 30, 1970. 
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should be submitted to the Editorial Review Board by April 20. See WINESKIN for further 

details. Those who would like to have information regarding the actual work of the editor 

should contact the present editor, Wayne Frey. He's in the Fundy Finder, 
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WiAT ABOUT THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH U.S.A? 

Hans Vogeiaar* 

ich has been passed around this campus regarding certain "facts" and "feelings" 

about PIs truste money. i am raising the same sort of questions regarcing the 

management and financing of church money through the United Presbyterian foundation. 

g & 

"In 1799 a charter was issued to the Trustees of the General Assembly, autnor— 

izing that body to 'receive, hold, and administer...monies, securities, and property 

and to pay principal or income for any pur rpose of the church designated by the donors 

or the General Assembly." (Handbook for United Presbyterians, p. 58) 

This was the beginning of the United Presbyterian Foundation. The Foundation 

is commissioned to secure greater financial support for the work of the church from 

resources now seldom made available for the church's program. t#unds thus cbtained 

make it possible for the church to carry on work it would not otherwise be able to do, 

"Munds received by the Foundation for permanent investment are included in a 

Combinea Trust Funda. This is a ‘pooled func’ consisting of high ~grade common anc 

preferred stocks and government and corporate bonds. ‘The market vaiue of invest- 

ments in this fund exceeded $29,750,C00 a the beginning of 1969." (Handbook p.5&) 

it have done some preliminary study on this Board of Trustees and in this ariicie 

wrding their executive affiliations. 1! 
; 

Wiil share with you some pertinent facts regarz £ 

will only focus on a few of the most prominent members of the board, sharing some of 

their own statements of faith and policy. Cur church has made numerous investments 

in ovr society's corporations. i will briefly examine the nature of some of these 

corporations. It is my contention that the reader need not hesitate to sconclud:z 

that the United Presbyterian Church is investing in and tichly profitting from war— 

waging and Shirase toasoee © industries and corporations in the name of Jesus christ, 

the Prince of Peace since this is my focus, I wili not diverge into trustees an 

corporations that ene to be "clean", The image of the church is at stake aaa the 

ministry of Jesus Christ is being sacrificed for financial gain. You and i aré 

morally responsible for allowing Christ to be crucified over anc over this way 

There are within the church bureaucracy several members with tremendous power 

and influence in our church and in society. Among the forty-two trustees of tne 

General Assembly, several have been chosen for their wide opp erence in gorges 

investment, and finance. Having checked on each member's iife history ana professional 

affiliation, a few members deserve attention because of their influence and power 

as chief executives in large U.S. corporations, as well as for their gr 

Hach of them is worth 75 million dollars or more. 

Cat weet. 

J. Howard Pew is a Pennsylvania industrialist and chairman of Sun Oil Co.. whose I 

annual sales figure is well over a billion dollars a year. Pew is worth $75-700 
miliion. His brother, Joseph, is as wealthy. The Pews are among the 150 or more 

"very rich" in this country. As well as being president of the board of UF, he is 

also president of the board of Grove City College. <A man of his influence is sures 

to be a safe addition to the leadership of our church. He is director of Sun Shin- 

building and Dry Dock Company of Chester, Pa., which constructs suomarine vessel! 

hulls for Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation as well as the U. S. Navy. 

The Christian Century wrote an editorial ("The Uncomfortable Pew") on J. Howard 
Pew in response to an invitation by Reader's Digest to discuss its May article "Should 

the Church 'Meddle' in Civil Affairs?" by the above-mentioned industrialist—philan- 
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thropist. I wish to quote part of this editorial to allow you your own judgement 

regarding J. Howard Pew's moral character and theological relevance as a religious 
leader in our church. 

The pejorative word 'meddle' in the article's title and the author's repu- 
tation as a social and political reactionary immediately satisfy the curiosity 

of the informed, but to leave no doubt in the minds of the uninformed, Mr. Pew 
answers his rhetorical questions with a deeply troubled No. 

What bothers Mr. Pew is 'a creeping tendency to downgrade the Bible as the 

infallable Word of God, and...efforts to shift the Church's main thrust from the 
Spiritual to the secular’. Specifically he is distressed by this age's repu- 

diation of biblical legalism as the norm of human behavior; his own church's 

push ‘into fields far outside its God-ordained jurisdiction';the participation 

of clergymen in ‘such fundamentally secular concerns as federal aid to education, 

civil rights, urban renewal, the nation's foreign policy, and (their) plugging 

for such controversial issues as the admission of Red China to the United Nations 

disarmament, higher minimum wages, forcible union membership, eic.! 
We do not usually review and criticize fantasy, but in this case we cannot 

ignore the challenge. For Mr. Pew’s ‘Springboard of Discussion' will be widely 

quoted as ms 1assailable proof that the church should abandon its crusades for 

justice in the world and return to things spiritual. Jronically, social con- 

servatives and religious fundamentalists will conclude that Mr. Pew's astounding 

success in what he calls the secular world somehow enables him to designate 

for the church its 'God-ordained jurisdiction’... 

We said ‘fantasy’ not in malice but seriously and by design. The world 

Mr. Pew envisions and the Christian gospel to which he appeals in his defense 

of monastic, ethereal Christianity exists solely in his and kindred minds and 
have no basis in reality. Mr. Pew's world is a fragmented one in which the 

economic, Civic, political, and ecclesiastical parts are rigidly isolated from 

each other and in which the church should address itself only to things ecclesi- 

astical — such as man's internal well-being and his posthistorical destiny. In 

this compartmentalized world the church becomes a sacred precinct, a religious 

enclave, a fortress to which men can advance only one by one in attacking the 

world's injustices. Mr. Pew allows the individual Christian 'to relate his 
conscience to the problems of the secular society of which he is a part’, but 

if two or three Christians are gathered togetner to protest collectively the 

war in Vietnam, racial discrimination in Alabama, exploitation of grape pickers 

in California, their Christ cannot be in the midst of them....(Editorial in 

The Christian Century, "The Uncomfortable Pew", May 11, 1966.) 

Pew also wrote in his article ("Should The Church 'Meddle' in Civil Affairs?") 

jhat no one would deny the puipit’s right to speak out on civil issues where moral and 

ipiritual principles are cleariy involved. Which is to imply that poverty,war in 

Metnam, disarmament, racism, education, urban renewal, foreign policy, etc., are 

Hivil issues with no moral and spiritual significance 6 speak of. 

Carl A. Gerstacker is a weli-—known indivilual, especially with many students on 

ioday's campuses. ‘The following ei BLS executive positions: Chairman of Dow Chemical 

fpmpany, Midland, Mich., aac direc et Jow Corning Co,, Chemical Bank & Trust., 

Midland, Nich., Hartford Fire \inguss..ce Group, ational City Bank, Cleveland, Dundee 
rement Co., KRollin ii. Gerstacksa: soundation, Naiional Association on Mental Health, 

ilso U. Pardee Foundation, Be cree tee Chemists Association. He is a trustee of 

llbion College as well as a tristee of the Gene 2l Assembly. He is also a member of 

the International Advisory Comittee of Chas: ‘iinhattan Bank. 

I will again examine a bit of his execvi.ve affiliations and viewpoints so that the 

macer may judge whether or nqt, if given the power, he or she would accept Carl 

rrstacker to the board of ow: General Assembly. 
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President Doan replied, "This gets into the reason why we're in it in the first place, and 

jin it now and why we stay in it. We feel that, in the first place, like everyone else, 
we don't like wars any time. We wish this one would end. But our people are over there, 
bhey need the best weapons they can get. This napalm is a good discriminate, strategic 
weapon, and we feel those folks ought to have it. I tink we should say that in back of 
pur judgment to stay there is this kind of thinking: that our country is a democracy, 
i viable democracy. We believe in its operation. We reei that we must do the things 
phat this country asks of itself. We are individuaiiy responsible for the things that 

happen in this country, this war, and ail of it is part of this. As long as we're that 
kind of governmnet, we should supply the materials that our people need.” 

Asked about young children indiscriminately getting burned by napalm, Gerstacker 

wnswered that such reports are great exaggerations. "If we are indiscirminately and un- 

necessarily hurting civilian people, this is being done by these half million of our young 

beople who are representative of our whole society, and I just can't believe that of them. 

We're told by them and by their commanders that they are being very careful, and I have a 

.ot of confidence in our young people and i don't think they are unnecessarily hurting 

hivilians." (I wonder how he is rationalizing his way through the recently discovered 
hassacres plagueing innocent Vietnamese people. ) 

According to Commonweal, May 30, 1969, “How Now, Dow Jones", Dow Chemical Co. does 

juch better ‘than napalm) with a number of other products. It produces deadly nerve 

yoisons and herbicides for chemical~—biological warfare. 

"Tordon" was worth $45.2 million to Dow in 1967. In the Dow products' catalogue, 

‘ordon sounds as innocent as baby oil: "Tordon herbicide, one of Dow's newest, is used for 
tilling a wide variety or deeproctea perennial herbaceous weeds and woody plants...An 

Mportant advantage of this herbicide 1s its safety to grasses, as normally used, 

rasses are not seriously damaged..." 

But Tordon is not exactly the suburban gardener's weapon against dandelions, reports 

rommonweal. it's a weapon of war...The army is today using Tordon to destry crops and 

ylants in Vietnam. 

And while the Army sprays Dow over Vietnam, Gerstacker chides ministers and priests 

to the applause of stockholders) for presuming to "talk to us of peace, of moral decisions, 

% our nation's heritage". 

Prior to 1967, South Vietnam exported $134 million of rice. In 1968, 800,000 tons 
lad to be imported to feed the people. Crop distruction is exclusively directed at 

shildren, elderly, and pregnant and lactating vemen...the primary U. 5. aim — to disable 

she Vietcong. will not be achieved and our proclaimed econdary aim - to win over the 

vivilian population - is made a hollow mockxcy. ,eeummonweal, May 1969) Dow made it 

ublic in ..u.vinber of '69 that it ended production of napalm that year. What about 

‘ordon and other deadly weapons? Glory be to God for Dow Chemical Company and Carl A. 

ierstacker's moral decisions and steadfastness. 

Peter Diewit is a very wealthy Christian, worth $150-$200 million. I am mentioning 

lim because he is director of Northwestern Bell Telephone Company in Omaha. Northwestern 

3ell has prime contracts with A.T.&l. and Western Electric. A.T.&T. control both these 

tompanies, and is one of the Federal Government's major source for war supplies. (We 

3everly Murphy, a trustee of Princeton Theological Seminary, is a director on the board 
of A.T.&2.) Incidentally, UPF owns A.T.&I. stocks and bonds valued at about $500,000. 
1.7.81, with its subsidiaries, carries about $700 million contract for the war department 
in 1966. This involved communications systems and satellites. A.T.&I. profits from the 
ar in Vietnam as well as the new ABM system. Certainly the United Presbyterian Church 

J.S.A. is reconciled to Peter Kiewit and A.T.&l. War is profitable business. 
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Roger Hull is chairman of the board and Chief Executive of Mutual Life Insurance Co. 

of New York. He is director of Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. with an annual income of $250 

million, Its product is business information systems, services and sciences. He is also 

a director of Hart Schaffner and Marx, whose annual sales amount to $240 million in 
clothing. He is director of Centennial Insurance Company and a trustee of Atlantic 

Insurance Company. Roger Hull is a Mississippian and "pulled himself up from his boot— 

straps" to where he is now. He was interviewed by R. D. Hershey Jr. of the New York 

Times on January 28, 1968. Responding to the matter of the million dollar investment 
(by life insurance industries) in slum areas to improve housing and to create jobs, 

Roger Hull displays the Protestant work ethic proudly by having some reservations about 

the fact that the housing program will get most of the money: "I believe that job 

creating enterprises really come closer to getting to the heart of the problem." 

Roger Hull and his family own a suburban home in Darien, Connecticut, and an apart— 

ment on East 72nd street (In which they live during the winter months). They also own 

a ts acre island on a large Ontario lake on which are one main cabin and three sleeping 

cabins. Active in the Presbyterian Church, one wonders what type of theology he lives, 

or at least professes. In 1957, he served as chairman of the executive committee for 

the Billy Graham Crusade, New York. To quote the New York Tiems personality portrait 

of Roger Hull: (January 28, 1968) "He is outspoken, however, in his criticism of some 
current church practices, particularly what he regards as too much involvement in political 

affairs. 

"Of course a Christian has to participate, but I don't think a small group should 

be taking a position in the name of the church in an area where they have no competence. 

All they do is divide and upset the church," he said. 

At this point, I want to deal with UPF investments of a portion of its money in war- 
related industry. In 1968, UPF purchased common stock valued over $5 million. Among 
corporations included in these purchases were Chrysler Corporations, Dow Chemical Co., 

DuPont, Eastman Kodak Co,, Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., and other defense related in- 
dustries. UPF sold or redeemed stocks invested in Ford Motor Co., and General Electric 

Co. The profit made on Ford Motor stock was $55,514.02. The profit made on G HE. stock 
was $111,107.71. Hastman Kodak Co. carries military contracts with its one billion 

dollar annual sales figure. Ali Moody's Industrials Manual could say about Kodak is that 

it produces "special military items" and does "special defense work". 

For purposes of brevity, I will not mention the long list of defense products and 

defense research of each corporation. The chart below lists some facts and figures that 

are pertinent to this article. The chart shows the major war—related corporations the 

United Presbyterian Church has invested its UPF money in, thereby sharing in their owner— 

ship (1967). They are likely about the same figures and companies today. One need only 

check the General Assembly Minutes for the year 1969. From left to right, the chart indi- 

cates the number of shares purchased, the name of the industry, the market values and 

profits, the annual contracts in $million, and the rank with DOD. The investments 
specialists on the board know where to invest. (The only bonds included on the chart are 
those of Honeywell, Inc. Preferred stocks and all other bonds are excluded from this 

study 

(Continued on next page) 
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CHART OF UPCUSA INVESTM 

ates 

ENTS IN WAR-RELATED INDUSTRIES 

$ million 
1967 1968 Industry Value 1967 Value 1968 DOD Contracts Rank with DOD 

6500 Chrysler $264,000.00 165 4O 

2081 6010 Dow Chem $131,307.13 $468,780.00 67 75 

800 1700 Dupont $126,800.00 $280,500.00 180 37 

3000 4000 Firestone $166,500.00 $236,500.00 61 814 

9188 9188 GMC $753; 06500" $7274 000850 625 9 

1181 2362 IBM $740,487.00 $744,030.00 195 34 

5000 5000 Mobile BO 32425 OOM iS 293N 750200 109 56 

4000 4000 Standard $270,000.00 $314,500.00 387 30 

3213 3213 Texaco G266RO19 2000 8 1/$267, 402025 124 49 

Honeywell ¢167,839.66 $129,702.80 314 20 

6000 6000 Ford’ M.. Cow'$321,000.00 A429 18 

1500 1500 GE. $144,000.00 1290 4 

My main concern in this study is to show the credibility gap between the ideo— 

logical and theological position of the United Presbyterian Church U.S.A. and its actual 

conduct and mentality. In short, to show its hypocrisy. The men of whom I write certainly 

san't speak for all Presbyterians (even though they pretend to), for they are not elected 

Dy popular vote. Nevertheless, they are in position of leadership in the church, direct- 

Ing its policies and programs, and in effect, representing all of its members. st pt 

The message of reconciliation in Christ is the main theme of the Confession of 

1967. Regardless of how J. Howard Pew and his rellow-trustees feel, Christ came to recon- 
sile men to God and to one another, and he worl through the secular institutions of his 

jay. Just as Jesus "meddled” in civil and poli 1 affairs as well as spiritual affairs, 

80 does the official confession of our church call us to reconcile men to God and to one 

another by working for justice and peace in j 

“ 
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The members of the church are emissaries of peace and seek the good man in 

cooperation with powers and authorities in politics, culture, and economics. 

But they have to fight against preterntions and injustices when these same powers 

endanger human welfare. Their strength is in their confidence that God's pur- 

pose rather than man's schemes will finally prevail...To be reconciled to God 

is to be sent into the world as his reconciling community...to speak and act in 

the world's affairs as may be appropriate to the needs of the time...The church 

is called to bring all men to receive and uphold one another as persons in all 

relationships of life: in employment, housing, education, leisure, marriage, 
family, church, and the exercise of political rights. Therefore the church labors 
for the abolition of all racial discrimination and ministers to those injured by 

ite.oReconciliation among nations becomes peculiarly urgent (to the church) as 
countries develop nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, diverting their man- 
power and resources from constructive uses and risking the annihilation of man- 

kind, Although nations may serve Cod's purposes in history, the church which 

identifies the sovreignty of any one nation or any one way of life with the cause 

of God denies the Lordship of Christ and betrays its calling...A church that is 

indifferent to poverty or evades responsibility in economic affairs, or is open 
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to one social class only, or expects gratitude for its beneficence makes a mockery 

of reconciliation and offers no acceptable worship to God...God's redeeming work in 
Jesus Christ embraces the whole of man's life: social and cultural, economic and 

political, scientific and technological, individual and corporate." (The Confession 

of 1967) 

Given the above information, all of which is documented and verified, what must we 

as concerned Christians do? Like the United Church of Christ has done regarding Dow 

stock, we must demand that the United Presbyterian Church divest herself from partial 

ownership of corporations which make war and build defense systems. We must set new 

priorities and redirect our financial resources. Rather than saving our money to gain in 

profits, we must give of ourselves as Jesus freely gave of himself. There are an immense 

number of problems in this country and abroad that our resources could and should be 

focused on. We must demand from the board of trustees of the General Assembly a change 

of policies and attitudes as a first measure. If policies of investment and attitudes 

regarding Christian witness in the world are not changed, then Jesus is still hanging from 

his cross. Then Christ is not being faithfully and responsibly served by our church. If 

this be the case, we must encourage that such uncompromising members of the board resign 

from their positions as religious leaders and be replaced with more responsible individuals 

who dare to lead and represent the church in general. 

"We must once again see Jesus in the face of the poor, the hungry, the lonely, the sick 

and the naked. We must recognize that every cent spent to build a nice, new opulent church 

building, when it might feed Jesus, is an abomination: that every investment which is for 

the rich rather than for the poor is false worship..." (Yoder-Frohman, "God, Men, and 
Money", unpublished paper at P.T.S., 1969) 

*Hans is a senior B. D. candidate, a graduate of Hope College. 

* * * x * * * * *~ * * + * * % * * #€ * * * * * * * * * * * * 

CIVIL WAR 

Walter Wright* 

Conscience, who made thee 
The master of my house? 

When you stride the floor 

1 scurry like a mouse. 

*Walter is a Junior in the B. D. program, a graduate of Duke and Tempie. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SOUTH AFRICA ~-— WHITHER? 

Jan van Arkel* 

News and articles about South Africa are published sporadically in the U.S.A. Us-— 

ually it has a negative tone and very often the goal is to arouse opposition toward a 

"racist’government. The emphasis is placed on what is not done, or what is done wrong. 

Very seldom something is said about the positive deeds. I think it is necessary to give 

some information about S.A. which might help others to understand (not necessarily accept) 

what is going on in S.A. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Allow me a general remark before I give two quotations. The government policy is that 

of the separate development of about ten different groups in S.A. But, like in the U.S.A., 
there exist "attitudes", and things happen which we call "small apartheid", phenomena 

which goes contrary to a pure form of separate development. These phenomena are sometimes 

| backed by fear, or racist motives and the unfortunate remainders of earlier times. It 

appears in the behavior of individuals and groups, and because it cannot be justified, it 
is condemned even in S.A. Unfortunately reports of these things usually reach the out- 

side world as if to say: "this is South Africe". It is not. 

What is the intention of the policy of Separate Development? In 1961 the S.A. Prime 

Minister declared: "The essential condition -—- to a stable and prosperous country -- 

is that racial domination has to be removed. As long as domination of one race over 

another exists, there will be resistence and unrest. Consequently the solution should 

be sought by means of a policy which is calculated to eliminate domination in every 

respect. We do not seek to fight for a solution which will (only) mean our survival as 

a white race, but what we will seek is a solution which will ensure survival and full 

development —— politically and economically -— to each of the other racial groups as 

well, and we are prepared to pay a high price of our earnings, to ensure their future. 

The moral problem, just like the politicai problem, is to find a way out of the extremely 

difficult and complicated situation, caused by the fact that no longer is the black man 

incapable or undesirous of participation in the control of his destiny." 

"We want each of our population groups to control and to govern themselves as in the 

case with other nations. Then they can cuoperate in a sommonwealth -—— in an economic 

association with the Republic in all honesty and fairness to secure peace, prosperity and 

justice for all by means of political independence coupled with economic interdependence. 

"IT envisage development along the lines similar to that of the (British) Commonwealth. 

In other words, I percieve the development of a Commonwealth of South Africa, in which the 

white state and the black states can cooperate together without being joined in a 

federation and therefore, without being under a central government, but cooperating as 

separate and independent states. In such an association no state will lord it over the 

other. They will live rather as good neighbors." 

In 1963 the Transkei (a territory more than twice the size of New Jersey and the 

native land of the Xhosa people) started governing themselves by electing their own 

Legislative Assembly with Kaizer Matanzima as Chief Minister. The Transkei has been 

followed on the road to self-government by other territories, the most recent are the 

Venda Territorial Authority on October 8, *969 and the Matshangana Territorial Authority 
on October 15. 

The Transkei has an all-black Legisiature, made up partly of traditional leaders and 

partly of members elected on a one-man-one-vote basis. They have their own Civil Service, 

their own national anthem, their own official language and their own flag. Taxpayers 

start voting at 18, In a statement of policy in his own legislative assembly Chief 

Minister Matanzima said int. al,:; "The fact of the matter is that South Africa is inhabited 
not simply by blacks and whites or by a black nation and a white nation. South Africa is 

inhabited by a white nation of a European origin and by a number of markedly black nations 

as different from each other in terms of custom, language and culture as the nations of 

Africa. Surely it is obvious that such a multirational complex calls for different treat— 

ment especially since each nation more or less settled its part of South Africa by right 

of first occupation... .We do not wish to see our distinctive identity dissolved into a 

nondescript and uncertain conglomerate lacking a personality or culture of its own. The 

Bantu peoples of South Africa... are proud of their heritage." 
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Of course there are different opinions about these matters, but it 1s convictions 
like these which keeps South Africans (of all colors) standing against the antagonism 

of the world. The antagonists do not want S. A. to seek its own solutions for its 

peculiar problems, but demand that S. A. accept their solutions. Theological ethics 
have moved away from universal ethics toward an ethic of the specific situation. In 

the future it might be necessary to apply this situation ethics in politics and allow it 

to have an effect on our attitudes towards the political solutions other countries adopted 

for their particular situation. Africa (and South Africa) is very different from the 

U.S.A. Let us be careful to judge other countries by comparing it with circumstances 

and situations in our own. 

South Africa has made many faults in the past ——- like the U.S.A.-- 1t is still making 

them day by day -- like the U.S.A. —- because we are all human beings. I do not think 

a negative attitude towards S. A. will accomplish much. Antagonism against, and isolation 

of S. Ae is harmful, especially to those who need the most help. 

*Jan is a Th.M. candidate from Stellenbosch, C.P., South Africa. 

* % * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¥* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SOUTH AFRICAN COLD 

Mark, L.. otarr* 

On one of those winter nights when the winds sweep the transvaal in mid-July and 

August, the Bantu buttoned tight their great green coats and stood like shadows lost in 

woolen caps watching out the night before my door. I could hear them pacing back and 

forth with heavy boots upon the gravel path as I sank into my steamy tub and thought 

about the 'apartheid' hate and fear I found throughout this land. 

But rather than be bothered by such thoughts I left the black to help the black 

that night and tried to escape to more pleasant and spiritual realms. Accordingly I 

settled down in the warm comfort and took up and read a little work of S. Kierkegaard's. 

Escape, however, I did not as I chanced to read these lines: 

"The inner agitation of the heart 

understands what remorse insists upon, 

that the eleventh hour has come at last." (Purity of Heart, p.40) 

And then, as if those words had some great efficacious power, the lights went out. 

So alone I sat, wet, vulnerable and nude while the steam began to turn to chill, 

dank fog and my ease began to turn to apprehension and from apprehension to fear. 

Then just above me I noticed a glimpse of light prisomed in the frosted glass of a 

small window and for some reason I yearned towards that window hoping perhaps to find 

an answer, a reasonable and unalarming explanation. So I rose to the window and as it 

opened the wind rushed in an chilled my bones and frozen I stood as I heard the sound 

of boots upon the floor. Then I knew what racists minds must fear each night while 

waiting out the watch behind the door. 

*Mark is a junior B.D. candidate, a graduate of San Diego State College. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

I held your head - and watched your tears fall. 

I wanted to do something - but had to be satisfied 

with wiping them away and holding you. 

Carole Zippi* 

*Carole is a idiunior B.D. candidate. 
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A REVIEW OF ZABRISKIE POINT 

James Johnson* 

It is getting more difficult to avoid choosing sides. One is either for or against 

the Revolution and to stand in the middle for very long is to run the risk of being shot 

both in the face and in the back. Good cowboys always die with their boots on. 

Michelangelo Antonioni's latest film Zabriskie Point leaves no doubt as to which 

side he intends to be included upon. He remarks about the film that "it is a film 

about America -- America is the true protagonist --the characters are only a pretext." 

And so, under the pretext of two new actors, Mark Frechette and Daria Halprin, 

Antonioni seeks to give substance to a vision of what it is to be a contemporary 

American. If he accomplishes this to the detriment of character development and the 

traditional rules of screenplay, he also does so to the profit of lucidity in stating 

that vision. 

The plot centers around a more-or-less college student who stumbles into activism 

and a turned-on young secretary to a corporation boss. The film opens with a scene of 

a heated and lengthy radical student meeting at which the topic of discussion turns to 

"Who is willing to die for the Revolution?" Mark stands and says, "I'll die — but 

not of boredom." Exit stage left. 

During a bust of the college campus, a student is killed and Mark draws a .38 

to retaliate by shooting a cop, but before he can get the shot off, someone else 

fells the policeman. Mark panics anyway and flees to a local airport where he 

steals a small plane. 

Flying over the desert, Mark spots Daria and buzzes her car. She stops -— he 

lands. Here the course of action is predictable, so they drive to Zabriskie Point 

about which Mark makes the remark, "It's dead." “All right," is Daria's reply. "“leti‘s 

play a Death Game." They make love in the sand and are joined, in Daria's grass- 

assisted imagination, by other copulating couples. Says Mark, "I always knew it would 

bevilike, this." 

Daria and Mark paint the stolen plane in gay colors, and Mark takes off to return 

it, but when he lands he is shot and killed by the police. Daria learns of his death 
over the car radio and drives to a mountaintop desert resort where her boss is ne- 

gotiating a multi-million dollar deal. There the incongruity overwhelms her and, again 

utilizing her supernatural imagination, Daria destroys the resort in a kaleidoscopic 

and surreal explosion scene which depicts the debris of our lives, from cornfiakes 
to frozen meats, refrigerators to books full of arcane wisdom, and poolside furniture 

to scraps of ripp bikinis. This scene in itself makes the film worth the trip. 

Ifwould be an unfortunate mistake to say that Zabriskie Point gives only a super- 

ficial view of American life. Viewed superficially, it yields superficial conclusions. 
Antonioni utilizes a number of techniques to concretize his points and it is possible 

to be receptive to this film only if one is willing to give up cherished notions that 

films should tell stories. Stories tell stories. Films, on the other hand, are films, 

posessed of uniquely cinematic virtues, and if this is all that one learns from Za- 

briskie Point it is a lesson worth learning. 

The America Antonioni sees is an America loaded with ironies and replete with 

contradictions. In this sort of a world, it becomes difficult to draw a distinct line 
between the real and the unreal. After all, which is more real -—— discussing a 50- 
million dollar real estate deal or Daria's imagined destruction of everything her boss 
symbolizes to her? The question needs no answer once we realize the potential ex- 

plosiveness and pent-up hostility inherent in a society in which some men are strangers, 

pariahs disinherited and cast out. 
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As Daria remarks, "That's the trouble. Nothing's terrible." So Antonioni leaves 

us with a world sucked dry of value and perhaps of meaning, as if to say in the final 

scene that the only value is that which man creates himself. The question is: can we? 

*James is a graduate of Southwestern College at Memphis, and is presently a junior in 
the B.D. program. 
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THREE THOUGHTS ON FUNNY GIRL 

Harold Schnedler* 

It is real maturity for two people who love each other deeply to be able to admit 

that they are not good for each other. 

The tragedy of the film is, thougn, that Nick cannot recognize that he is good 

for Fanny. He is a failure by his own standards, and knows no others. He leaves 

Fanny because he can no longer provide for her, and thus cannot respect himself as 

husband and man; he does not realize that he indeed fulfilis her greatest need, the 

only person in her life to have ever done so: to make her feel beautiful. 

In a time when collective guilt seems popular, let us think soberly about this 

thought: that the many movie stars and stage stars whose lives have become tragedies 

(Marilyn Monroe and Judy Garland are two oufstanding examples) have surrendered their 

souls for us. We, the public, have consumed them, just as surely as did the patrons 

of the gladiatorial arena consume their stars. True, they net fame and fantastic 

wealth; so did successful gladiators. But we are sneaking not of money, but of lives. 

Through movies we, the public, receive new insights into life. We are purged 

emotionally. We find our identity, while the actors lose theirs, and string out 

spouse after spouse, analyst after analyst as tney careen down li sislopésS [haters 

why actors are priests, the paschal lambs of our society, though they may not know it. 

The fatted scapegoat wandered into the wilderness and diea there bearing the sins of a 

nation. That he did not know what he dia did not alter tne efficacy of the sacrifice. 

Nick says to Fanny, "You must go now. The people are waiting.” It is the most impor- 

tant line in the movie. She beiongs to the people, not to him. Let us remember that 

next time we enjoy the talent of one whose life is sacrificed to make “aie smile. 

*Hal is a middler from the University of Missouri and is presently our free lance 

movie critic. 
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TOTAL ECLIPSE 

Larry Rinehart* 

Shine abundance: a pun dance 

As seas accume all Other 

Considerations. 

our lord, come! 

Shine, flame lance, upon chance 

And moon night come to Mother 

The constellations. 

our lord, come! ! 

Vine, knot—trance, be undone. 

Tide, a sundrance for the Sun, 

Yield in loveplay: laughing, run. 

our lord, come!!! 

Wine drunken, dance. The night has nooned. 

fear NOt 16,90 

*Larry is a middler B.D. candidate from Gettysburg College. 
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‘TOWN HALL MERTING 
APRIL 8, 1970 ~ 7:90 vome 

AUDITORIUM IN STUDENT CENTER 

PROCEDURE FOR MEETING: 

There will be six presentations (see proposed docket), given by one or 

two persons from their respective committee, organization, task force, or group. After 

the presentation (notice the maximum time imposed) a question-answer period has been 

docketed to allow for points of clarification, agreement /disagreement, and discussion, 

At 10:00 pom. an OPEN FORUM is scheduled to allow for new subjects to be brought into 

discussion, or for further questions concerning the six docketed presentations. 

The meeting will be chaired observing all freedoms of speech for all members 

of the Seminary Community. 

PURPOSE OF MEETING: 

The Student Council and some concerned students feel the need for better 

communications on campus. 

1. We observe that the community has been broken into many groups or 

factions, non-communicative to each other. 
2. We observe that many attitudes and opinions (of one faction towards 

another faction) are based on ignorance, fear and mis—understanding. 

3. We observe that many members of the Seminary are not aware of what is 

being done in different committees or groups, i.e., Association of 

Black Seminarians, Curriculum Review Committee, or Professional 
Doctorate Committee. 
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Hence, we feel that a beginning might start with a TOWN HALL MERTING 

(with all members of the Seminary attending) where presentations and open discussions 

can be evaluated with the over-all purpose of creating a community with understanding. 

PROPOSED DOCKET 

7:00 

Lao 

sie) 

S245 

9:00 

9210 

9:30 

9:45 

1020G 

Call to Order 

Opening Prayer 

Opening Addresses: 

"Community as Brotherhood" 

Floyd Brady 

"Community as Involvement in Social 

Concerns" 

Dr. Bernhard Anderson 

Black Studies Program and Educational Reform 

Presentation: Floyd Brady 

Question—Answer 

Curriculum Review 

Presentation: Dean Nichols and John Poling 

Question—Answer 

Presidential Report 

Dr. McCord 

Coffee Break 

Viewpoint Task Force on Priorities 

Presentation: Galen Yoder and Craig Dykstra 

Question-Answer 

Professional Doctorate — M(Div.) & D(Min. 

Presentation: Ken Jacobsen and Joel Crosby 

Question—Answer 

Plunge 

Presentation: Tom Porter 

Question—-Answer 

OPEN FORUM 

(5 min.) 

(5 min. ) 

(30 min.) 

(30 min.) 

(15 min.) 

(45 min.) 

(15 min.) 

(10 min.) 

(10 min.) 
(10 min.) 

(10 min. ) 

(5 min. ) 

(10 min.) 

(5 min. ) 

Opportunity for raising questions concerning other aspects of 

the Seminary Community. 

Please bring this docket to the meeting. 

Bob Bardeen 

Chairman of the Grievance Committee 
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"T never thought of him that way before" -— reflections on St. Joseph....a petition YOU 

can sign to the Board of Trustees....what are the real needs of South Africa....Hans 

Vogelar criticised....another something from our Bruce (but not our Cousin Bruce)..e. 
how to get arrested without really trying....and poems, poems. 
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) A LETTER TQ PLAINFIELD FROM TRENTON STATE PRISON. ccoscecccecccescceceee George Merritt, Jn 

THE EDITORIAL STAFF 

Super Chicken Steve Deckard Wayne Frey Bruce Stuart 
Jim Cubie Larry Dixon Jim Slicer Galen Yoder 

VIEWPOINT is a fortnightly (supposedly) publication at Princeton Theological Seminary. It 
is an informal journal of opinion, and welcomes contributions from students, faculty, and 
administration. Poetry, criticism, essays, commentary, and short stories are all welcome 

so long as each pontribution expresses a reflective point of view. Material should be 

submitted, preferably typewritten and double-spaced, to the Office of Student Publications 

(or the VIEWPOINT box) in the basement of Stuart Hall no later than the Monday preceding 

the date of issue in which it is to appear. The editors reserve the right not to print, 
or to defer for later pudlication, and article submitted. Anonymous articles will not be 

accepted for publication. The editors assume no responsibility for articles other than 
their own; neither do the articles herein necessarily reflect the official position of 

Princeton Theological Seminary. 



BEDTIME REFLECTIONS ON JOSEPH 

Carole Zippi* 

No one pays too much attention to St. Joseph. He's the forgotten of the Gospels and 

tradition. There aren't even many myths about him. We know from the gospels that he was 

the espoused of Mary, that he was at Bethlehem at the birth of Jesus, that he (along with 
Mary) found twelve year old Jesus in the Temple. Then he drops out. His age at marriage, 
at the birth of Christ, and at death is unknown. 

But one thing is known: he was a man of tremendous confidence and faith. 

Put yourself in his shoes. He is engaged; his fiancee informs him of her pregnancy; 
he knows he has never had relations with her. Yet his first impulse, his first reaction 
is to save her .embarassment — by sending her away. Joseph then is told that Mary is still 

a virgin...and he accepts this information without questions. He doesn't demand proof, 

doesn't say "I believe you Mary, if you can prove it." He doesn't put her on trial. He 

is not skeptical, certainly not a cynic. He becomes Mary's protector and provider. This 

is particularly seen in the trip to Bethlehem. 

Joseph loves Mary. And this is at the heart of the matter @f loves faith in the 

loved one. It matters not, here, whether Mary is a virgin. The point is: he accepts her, 

believes her, trusts her. 

Most people today would scoff at him — as an incurable, foolish idealist. Christ at 

the end of his career — and probably all through it — was considered mad. Don Quixote was 

seen as mad. He idealized a barmaid, who was even less than a barmaid, and called her 
Dulcinea — the pure one, the beautiful one. By »selie.ing in ner she became Dulcinea, 
she became transfigured. 

Unless a wife believes in her husband, husband believes in his wife, marriage is a 

hell on earth. So also does this hg@ld in children/parent relationships; and so very much 

does it hold person with person. 

There are too many non-Josephs in life; too many peopie with small minds who construe 

a person's actions and behaviours in the blackest light, who won't put faith and trust 

and belief in another person. A man is seen in the company of a woman a few times and 

they're automatically shoved in bed with one another; aman is seen going in a tavern 

after work for a beer and he is quickly made a drunkard. 

Certain things are our business and certain things are not. 

It is not our business to delve into the private life of another. It is our business 
to help those who need us; the sick, poor, depressed, deprived. It is our business to 

trust, believe. 

The tragedy and sickness of Othello is not Iago. It is that Othello didn't trust 

Desdemona. The downfall of The Winter's Tale is not that Leontes lost his best friend 

through his own foolishness, but that he was overcome with jealousy of his wife. 

There is no room in life for Othello's or Leontes', no room for people with small, 
suspicious, evil-—thinking minds. 

There is enexhaustable room for Christ, Quixote, Joseph — for human beings who live 

lives of faith, acceptance, love. 

* Carole is a Junior who attended Saint Vincent College! 
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A PETITION TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

The following is the text of the petition being circulated by the VIEWPOINT Task Force 

on Priorities, as announced at the recent Seminary Town Meeting. The signed petition is to 

be presented to the Board of Trustees aft their meeting on May 5, 1970. 

This petition can be signed during the coming week (April 20-24) at various locations 

on campus, or for those not on campus regularly, THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE MAY BE SIGNED and 
mailed to the Task Force. Signing is open to all members of the Seminary community: 

students, faculty and staff. Mail to Jack Gajewski, 305 Emmons, 3-A, Princeton (or HH box). 

To the Board of Trustees, Princeton Theological Seminary: 

We the undersigned conceive Princeton Theological Seminary to be a Christian community 

and, therefore, to have an incumbent responsibility for Christian witness in the world. 
We understand such Christian witness to entail social, political and economic activities. 
Such activities, we feel, must seek to make human life more human for all men, and 
especially so for those who are often most dehumanized by existing social, political and 

economic activities: the poor, the alienated, and the disinherited of our world. It is 
our conviction, therefore, that the Seminary's Christian stewardship, as an economic 
activity with social and political ramifications, must witness to the humanization of men 
and society. 

We further conceive community membership to include a full voice for each individual 

in all activities of the community which involve or implicate him. We consider ourselves, 
by our membership in the community, to be implicated in, and therefore responsible fon 

whatever activities in which the Board of Trustees might engage itself in the name of 

Princeton Theological Seminary. It is our conviction, therefore, that each member of the 
seminary community should have a voice, directly or indirectly, in the decision-making 

process of the Board. 

With these convictions we petition the Board of Trustees to make the following 

changes in its financial activities and in its structures. 

Financial activities: 

-release of those securities which evidence shows to be predominately dehumanizing in 
their corporate or financial activities, 

-—use of economic and moral persuasion with those corporations found to be dehumanizing, 

especially if such securities cannot be immediately sold, 

-the re-ordering of investment priorities so that social and moral criteria precede 

financial security and return, 
-the active seeking of investment opportunities which respond to the human needs of men 

and society, 
—a reporting of the progress towards implementing these proposals, to be given to the 

seminary community before the next Board meeting (10/70) 
, 

Trustee activities: 

—-establishing of channels of direct communications between the Board of Trustees and the 

total Seminary community, 
—incorporation of elected members of the Seminary community as full members of the Board, 

i-creation of procedures whereby the Seminary community may participate in nominating and 
| electing these members of the Board chosen from outside the Seminary community, 

- changing of the necessary by-laws (of the Board) to facilitate these changes, 

-a reporting of the progress towards implementing these changes, to be given to the 
Seminary community before the next Board meeting (10/70). 

Signature Date 
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THEOLOGY OF TRIAL RACISM - apaRTHETD 
".,-especially to those who need mosi help." 

Limotny Mh. Njoya* 

This is the last phrase of Mr. Jan Van Arkel's article on South Africa which appeared 
in the April 3, 1970 issue of the VIEWPOINT to which I want to respond. 

BIBLICAL THEOLOGY: There was a news item which came over the Associated Press news 

wires, "The body of Mrs. Julia Lane, 35, of Big Stone Gap, Virginia, was found today en- 

tangled in a fence which she and her husband, Ballard Land had electified with 110 volts 

to keep boys out of their tomatoes." 

Esther 7:10. "So they hanged Haman on the galiows that he had prepared for Mordecia." 

If the Associated Press were Africans they would have written, "WOMAN KILLED BY HER 

OWN BARBED WIRE FENCH LIXE A MAN WHO BULL? GLIOWS BOR SOMEONE ELSE AND HANGED ON THEM 

HIMSELF." A European would have written, "Wilts. LANE, HITLER, MUSSOLINI AND ALL MEN OF LIKE 

MOTIVATION, WHO VALUE TORATORS RATHER THAN BOYS, WHO PLACE HIGHER VALUE ON MONEY, POSITIONS, 

RACIAL SUPREMACY... .‘THAN HUMAN BotNGs, WRG THE FIRST VICTIMS OF THETR DEADLY SELF— 

INDULGENCE, SELF—-ASSERTION, SELE-~PRESERVATION AND SITUATION THEOLOGY WHICH SOUGHT TO 

JUSTIFY THEIR TOMATOISM, NAZISM, SELF-PRESERVATION -— APARTHEID." 

There is nobody in Africa and the world today who sins because he has not been taught 

better. Therefore, self-justification is not the cure of wilful sin. All have sinned, 

even the self~righteous PUBLICAN. Mr. Arkel and his situational theologians should know 

that we keed fellowship with God and with each other beyond the fences and walls and 

barriers that Christ abolished, Ephesians 2;14-16. 

SITUATIONAL THEOLOGY: There is an American underworld from which Mr. Van Arkle 

could get sympathy on his views on Apartheid in Scutn Africa, and hence i give Mr. Van Arkle 

the benefit of my ignorance *o soiicit the approval of Apartheid Christendom of which 

Africa is not apart. But since the American Civil War, we do know that some Americans have 

given their lives for the abolition of slavery, racial inequality, oppression, racism and 

other crimes. The deaths of Aorahnam Lincoin, John Kennedy and Dr. Martin luther King, Jr. 

and the Civil Rights Bills are but a few exampies of the nationai price for humane policy. 

But South Africa has officially pursued a policy of ruinous solidification of the "organized 

crime"' that America and the world want to abolish within and without their boundaries. 

Both countries began with a common probiem but now are moving to opposite directions. 

They have distinetive sociai destinies, yet within similar economic goals. The Presby— 

terian Church in this country, which split on the question of slavery, is now uniting on 

non—racial basis, and the time when exclusive theology would have been welcomed by the 

government and the Church is gone and "Christ has made us both one." Mr. Van Arkle's 

Situational theology is making it more difficult for us to cure the illusions of the 

European immigrants into Africa who believe that they have distinctive characteristics 

of Christian civilization superior to the African one — racism. If Mr. Van Arkle's Bible 

were a novel containing white theology, we would not believe in the Phantom Mr. Van Arkle 

makes of Jesus Christ. We Africans woulda make another Christ, ONE for the sake of main— 

taining the spirit of unity that he inspired into our lives, our politics and economics. 

Such a Christ as opposed to the one manufactured in Johannesburg or Princeton, would 

continue to influence our conduct and plans of the whold world. He would not be a racial 

party but would break down the immorality of racial barriers, racial states and racial 

economies that negate God's kingdom of righteous and human dignity. Since I do not know 

the official stand of the Seminary on situational ethics I will save my ink for the future. 

POLITICAL THEOLOGY: "Om African Socialism” (Kenya Session Paper No. 10) guarantees 

every human being "political equality, social justice, human dignity, freedom of conscience 

and freedom from exploitation of one man by another," These ideas are contained in the 

*T im is a Middler B.D. candidate, a native of Kenya, and a graduate of St. Paul's 

Theological College. 
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jorganization of African Unity Charter and the United Nations Charter. Africans go ahead to 
say that no African is free until all people in Africa of all races, religions and colours 
are free. First and foremost, political independence is the primary thing for which all 
|Africans are committed before they can talk about freedom from disease, ignorance, poverty 
jand Apartheid that are results of political domination. It is after independence that 
|people would start to determine their own structures, administration, education, raising 
jincome per capita and its distribution and the administration of such structures. 

| Consequently, with the 19% of the South African people ruling the whole Republic, with 

a parliament where 81% of the people have no representation, Apartheid is not the African 
;problem that we would like the world to waste time talking about. Those who fight against 
Apartheid are as poisonous to the spirit of freedom as those who want to justify Apartheid. 

|Africans are not seeking to sleep with whites in the same bed, have equal salaries and go 

|to the same schools or be in the same churches. SEEK YE FIRST THE POLITICAL FREEDOM AND 

ALL THESE OTHER THINGS SHALL BE YOURS. The missionaries were in Africa for many years and 
jnever recommended training a single African Theologian. Europeans occupied South Africa 

‘in 1652 and not a single African has been in the Governing councils. What people (Bantu) 

lwant is not Apartheid, medicine, economy, food or the lack of these items. They want to 
|determine their own fate, whether life or death. They desire to have a South African 

|Government where they are free to rule themselves under the system of electrol voting, 

juniversal sufrage and a social democracy. Apartheid is a device to undermine all 

jpossibilities of ever having a government whose leaders are chosen by all people on the 

jabove understanding. Europeans in South Africa do not want a democratic government which 

advocates equal opportunities for all men. irrespective of race in a land where they are 

ithe minority. Those who prefer materialism to human beings are asking us to talk about 

Apartheid, separate development for "those who need most help" while the real problem is 

\the iron umbrella of the European Regime. 

APARTHEID THEOLOGY: "There is a critical point at which the doctor performs an 

incision on the mother when all chances of normal delivery are impossible in order to save 

ithe mother and the child or eitner." The European minority will have to live together 

iwith thirteen million Africans or else the above African legend will be applied to the 

situation - sanctions being only a warning. The Bantu tribes are many, Kenya 60, Tanzania 

120. But in South Africa these have been forced into * mini-states of large and petty 

' Japartheids in order to kill the idea of national parties and identity found in all 

independent nations. This kills all the African efforts toward collective bargaining for 

ia plural democracy. Mr. M.C. Botha, the minister of Bantu Administration, spent 39.5 

million Rands (one Rand = 1.4 dollars) in the last decade to displace 220,000 Africans 

from their homelands, which had teen declared white areas. The Xhosa are the main 
|reserves for underground miners while the Vendas are reserves for white domestic labour, 
and example of the inconsistent "separate development." The Transkei experiment which 

Mr. Van Arkle refers to has been the model of indirect rule recommended earlier by Lord 

lugard for the coionial policy in Nigeria and Uganda. Colonial Kenya had such "all 

black legislatures made up partly of traditional leaders and elected members." My father 

and many other chiefs in my native land were made victims of indirect rule similare to 

the one Matanzima heads in Transkei. The Xhosa people, under an insulation of chieftainship, 

are given pseudo--internal self-government in order to divert their sufferings and grievances 

to themselves. It is an arbitrary and unjust method of perpetuating colonialism. Mr. 

Botha's machinery sublimates slavery into the minds of the people for creating a water—- 

tight control of individuais and families by themselves and at the same time keeping the 

real rulers too far away to be reached by the agony of depravation. The Transkei elections 
were forced upon one out of 500 people through reference—books and tax system. It 18 a 

Manipulative machinery of segregated micro-politiscs supposed to safeguard the African 

heritage of slavery, obedience and the lack of military power as opposed to the christian 

Civilization for which they are being sacrificed. 
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Mr. Botha's indirect rule is also implementing the laws that culminated in the 1968 
"Prohibition of Political Interferance Act," which killed all hopes for the Africans ever 
becoming free in the near future. The "Coloured heart" that gave another year of life to 

a white man killed the biological myths of white superiority and the phobia of the chiefs 

that they are inferior. Another African saying, "The covering of a volcano by its own 
lava anticipates a stronger eruption," shows Apartheid illusions to be self-destructive. 

If it does delay the end of the European immigrants’ delusions that they have "distinctive 
characteristics of christian civilization superior to the African ones — racism," it will 
bring a sudden destguction to millions of people. 

Apartheid system does not answer the basic questions why one man recognizes another 
as a human being, why a communist government or a democratic government recognizes that 

another exists, and why health, freedom and peace are preferable to illness, slavery and 

war. We "natives" recognize the dangers of Apartheid, economic disperities and dis-— 

propotionate militarism. We must go to the root of the whole problem — colonization. 

DEPLOYMENT THEOLOGY: Mr. Van Arkle's situational ethics recognizes that “each nation 

more or less settled its part of South Africa by right of first occupation." Africans 

were conquered by three things; gun powder, religion and their own under—population. 

Domestically or externally the American Indians and Africans have to accept the reality of 

such historical problems of conquest, but we cannot leave it to history for the present 

solution. Africans demand a radical modernization and change in institutions and advocate 

the radical modernization of our old ones, while creating new ones. This policy of African 

socialism is diametrically opposed to apartheid, colonialism, and imperialism, which want 

to cement tribal factions for the benefit of the European races. To have governments 

per se, like the South African Republic, negates our African effort to see that all Africans, 
regardless of their periods of occupation, own the machineries of thear own government and 

maintain and advance social justices within their borders while promoting the interests 

and image of their own peopie around the world. African is its own standard and does not 

look for approval of the above policy from the other continets, but appreciates disapproval 

of failure to implement such a policy. 

There are several discrepancies in Mr. Van Arkle's article which I would like the 

reader to examine and see whether there is anyone who is really free in South Africa, 
his kind and the Africans. It is too hard even for the intelligent minds to solve the 

"South African Quiz" while the only white date available to us has its own contradictions, 

If we hold Mr. Van Arkle responsible for the national divisions he supports, I doubt 

whether he has any clue as to the future of the "stable and prosperous country" in his 

model of “oursurvival as a white race," "Other racial groupings," "white nation and black 

nations." Could he give us a political rationale as to how these Apartheids stand together 

against world "antagonism?" Or should we believe in his situational ethics? 

Finally there is no political structure or ideology in the world except South Africa 

where government is determined by right of occupation. The landless, millionaires or 
criples have equal rights and opportunities in countries where they are citizens. Ina 

representative stable state there can be a good Irish-American leader but never a good 
Irish-in-America leading. The latter occupational theory is critical to the question of 

who belongs to the nation and owns it, Irish, English or Italian. Consequently without 
a national identity no one hopes to have political or religious stability in a racial 

Government. Already Apartheid has determined the race which wins the game and carries the 

chains and which races lose the game and is chained. For these reasons I exhort Mr. Van 
Arkle and his kind to forget about first occupations and think of themselves as people 

who have the choice of citizenship anywhere in Africa, If they are afraid of the integrity 

of African socialism's power of cross-cutting the primodial ethenic barriers they should 

be more afraid of Christ who destroys such barriers. The African Unity has tried to burn 
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tribal associations and tribal factions, as in the case of Congo and Nigeria, for the sake 

of peace and unity. The parachial phenomenas and impulsation of multi-national nation 
threatens the whole question of human survival, while South Africa could be saved by 
constitutional pluralism. I encourage Mr. Van Arkle to leave his property, his father 
and mother and his wife and co-operate with the 350 million Africans who might accomodate 

him in their continent, even more than the 7 million Europeans who are there today. 

Guerilla warfare may not reach the power of those in the world who capitalize on the 

_ ex— appropriation of African land, human and natural resources. But all christians 
united should fight against the ex-appropriation of HUMAN SOUL (SPIRIT) by the deadly 

claims that Mr. Van Arkle's stand makes on both the Africans and the immigrants of the 

European stork. HARAMBIIIT!! 

* * * % * * cH * ae en aG Sr: * * iam Mead * TP el ar TP Sa Gar * * * ze) Tay 

A LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Terry McGinnity* 

Dear Editor: 

. Hans Vogelar seems to have done a lot of careful and conscientious research for his 

article "What About the United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A." (April 3rd issue). The facts 

che presents are interesting, however one evaluates them, and I am better informed for 

having read it. But I'm going to ask that Hans reconsider one of his major conclusions. 

The statement that "we must encourage that such uncompromising members of the board 

resign" is very close to saying, "There's no room in the Presbyterian Church for people 

who don't agree with me and my faction." The wording of the Confession of 1967 is general 

‘enough that the trustees in question could probably assent to all of it. When you get 

down to specific issues, they might dissent from the liberal viewpoint — but can't we 

jtolerate dissent in the Presbyterian Church? Must we ask that it be purged? That would 

be a curious kind of "liberalism." 

| 

It is one thing to argue against a man's position. It is another to suggest (however 

politely) that he should be gotten rid of. 

I appreciate Hans' concern for the faithfulness of the Presbyterian Church to the 

‘commission of Christ, but we must remember that our polity is democratic. The teachings 

of Jesus must be interpreted when we apply them to modern problems, and in the absence of 
a Papal-—type authority, those interpretations will differ. Both charity and democracy 

demand that we tolerate these differences, allow for the sincerity of the dissenter, and 
‘remain united in Christ. 

* Terry is a Junior B.D. candidate from Villanova University. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Estrangement, Especially Metaphorical, Overcome 

Bruce Stuart* 

In the dark and muddy, secret heart of each cool wave by, well below each crest, a 
single trout feathered silently comtemplating copulation and his oneness with the world. 

Following an impulse, he snapped quick and the hook caught. No more was he the 

frivolous fish misbehaving in school. ("Put a worm down Jane's back — no, no, here, give 

her a grasshopper! Watch her writhe. Ooh!") 

He burned with love in the quick of his leap. All the colors flashed on his oil-shiny 

*We all know Bruce by now, don't we?! 
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skin, refracting both the light from the sun and the river's light, thrown back from the 
ephemeral mirrors of ripples. 

"I'm alive," he shouted through the hook baited and bloody mouth, water stinging 
the wound, "and all the writhing snakes of my being are hissing within my guts: ‘It is we 

who tell you you are alive. We will take your life and make you think it was your will 

that did it.'" 

And when he fell back, it was into a dusty ideology. 

It is time for a footnote. Metaphor is always a rewarding way of getting at what 

people say and write about. Metaphor in culture allows the incorporation of new knowledge, 
as when saying that God is a clockmaker incorporates a mechanical world view and new 
scientific knowledge into a culture. 

With the information explosion no one metaphor (except, perhaps, explosion — I see 

I've caught myself) will allow all information to be incorporated into culture. The met-— 

aphor of cybernetics is about the best help we have. Man the maching is no longer adequate, 

nor is man the organism. 

Metaphor also is a way of projecting a desire state of being which we at present do 

not have. We have, virtually, absolute freedom of metaphor, and , with a wealthy, 
technological society, we are free to reeify any metaphor. 

The curcial dramatic tension for our culture, then, is how to allow those groups in 
our society who are unable to act on their metaphors to reeify their metaphors. The 
problems, further, is one which reduces all conjecture to idle talk. We have no time to 
speculate, to grind out inefficient solutions through a sadly inadequate governmental 

structure. It is cruel to deny anyone the freedom to act on their metaphor and vigorous 

struggle is the only response until this freedom is acheived. 
* * * * * * * * * * *% * * % * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Voee Owe 45s xe 

Brian H,. Childs* 

Your days are spent in 

Muddy clouded 

Puddles 

That move like yesterdays 

Coffee 
Cold in the cup today 

Oh, you dream in colors 

But they are spit into the 
Sink 
In the morning 

I even saw you, 

once, 
Stand on the slime 

(Your feet were in new shoes) 
And think you were on the 

Grass 

And you theorized to 

Me 

Of its 

Greeness 

Fidus Achates, 
My spirit, 

(My no thing) 
Never will you do that 

Never will you enter 

Here! 

* Brian is a Junior B.D. candidate, a grad of Maryville College. 
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| Easter? 

| Ronald E. Dowell* 
| 
j 

He is risen, indeed! 

I wish the preacher would get out from behind that 

| pulpit and do something, or say something; v4 
t 

| I'm about to fall asleep. 

i 

jie. Lord is risen! 

"Suddenly there was a violent earthquake; and an angel of 

the Lord descended from heaven; he came to the stone and rolled 

it away." 

Wake-up Lady, the Lord is risen! Don't snooze; don't 

be like the disciples whose spirits were willing but 

had weak flesh. 

Why don't you and I stand-up, right now, and shout 
for all to hear, "He Lives!" 

“They hurried away from the tomb in awe and great joy, and 

ran to tell the disciples. Suddenly Jesus was in their path." 

If he's going to pray, I wish he wouldn't preach, and 

if he's going to preach, I wish he wouldn't start with, 

MLCLUS PEAY, «5.0 6" 

Christ, the Lord, is risen today! 
me is risen, indeed! 

*Ron is a Junior B.D. candidate, a graduate of California State College at Los Angeles 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Ga * * 

A LETTER TO PLAINFIELD FROM TRENTON STATE PRISON 

George Merritt, Jr.* 

| September 8, 1967 is about the best place to start from. The morning of September 8, 
| 1967 I came home at about 9:30 A.M. or there about. Frank told me that the police had 

been there looking for me and that they had guns and everything with them. 

Now, Il knew that the police had been questioning people around that area in connection 

‘with the death of the police officer, John V, Gleason, who was killed on July 16, 1967. I 
was so sure that it was about that, that they wanted to see me about that I didn't even 
think about the fact that they had guns with them at the time. 

You see, there had been one police officer that came by my mother's house some time 
before that time to see if anyone in the building knew anything about the beating of this 

policeman. I was the only one at home the morning that this police officer came by, so 

he and I sat down and he asked me some questions about what I knew about the death of 
Gleason. Then he asked me some questions about where I worked at. I later learned that 

this officer was Investigator Robert Lee from Union County Prosecutor's Office. Lee and 
I talked for a while then he left, before he left he left a phone number there for me or 
anyone in the family to call if they knew or remembered anything that might help the police 
find the person or persons who participated in the murder of officer Gleason. These are 

just about the exact words that Lee used. 

To tell the truth of the matter, I was more than a little annoyed at the idea of 
having to go down town to the police department just to tell them the same thing that I 

*George Merritt is serving a term of life imprisonment. This is his account of how he was 

arrested. He has not been out of jail since the events described. 
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told the Investigator no*+ too long befcre that. The thought that they, the police, wanted 
to question me again came to mind because I remembered telling Lee that I worked for the 
State of New Jersey on a Nixe Missile Site a that i was in the New Jersey National Guard. 

I was thinking that they would think that I would give them more cooperation because of 
these facts, and they would have been right if I had known anything to tell them. 

I told Frank now to worry about it, that as soon as I took a shower and got dressed I 

would go down to the Police Headquarters and see what eed, wanted with me. He then told 
me that Sgt. Smith from the site nad called me and said that I should call him back. I 

took a shower then I caried Sgt. Smith. Then I got dressed and went down town to see what 

the police wanted with me. 

fn 

co g About this time my olde other came into the house and he also said that the police 

had been there looking for te. He told me that the police had come into his house with 

their guns drawn asking Yor me and asking them, my brother and Frank, if either of them 

were me. Homer, my brother, said that the celskoe: had went all over Ate house looking for 

me, to see ix I was the house and hiding from them I guess. Homer then told me that 
he had been around the corner to talk with a Mr. Linwood Cathcart after the police had 

left, to see if he, Linwood, could make anything of all this. Homer said that he, Linwood, 

had talked it over and that Linwood thought that I should run until they could get some 

lawyers or somevhing togetner, i really can't remember exactly what Linwood said. I 

don't know if Linwooc knew anything about Gail Madden and Howard Branden being in jail at 

that time I as6n" 6 have any kncewledge of that fact either. I told Homer and Frank that I 

had done nothing toc run for ana that I wouldn't. JI told them not to worry about it that 

the police only wanted vo ask me some questions about the killing probably. 

Oo 

~ 
(p 

1 
When we gos down wo the Police Headquarters, Homer and 1 went inside and Frank stayed 

outside in the car. I web up to the counter and asked Detective Beck if they, the police, 
wanted to see me } en toid zim ny name He to1G me to go into the oxfice on my right 

that maybe they wented ou: sse me us stairs, ask the it. of the watch. tomer took a seat 

in one of the chairs thst ther have cut front and said that he would-wait there until I 
came back from up stairs. i went intc this office and asked this Lt. in uniform if he 

wanted to see me. He said thes he aian't. fF went up stairs to the Detective Bureau and 

met Investigator Mason frem the Sesriff’s Devartment jhe is a Sgt. now). I told him my 

name and asked hii if they wanted tc see me. I said tnat I had heard that they were by [orn 

my house looking for me and 1 wanted to know wnat they wanted with me. He said that it 

was very nice of me ts gros ty te see them. He then asked me to step over to a desk with 

him. 

He took a police record foider from tne desk and took a mug shot out of it. He 

showed me this pict : : cture of me. i looked at it and said I 

guess so. He said, “You have changed a ict ince this was taken, I never would have 

He then said = place you eres arrest for the murder of officer John V. Gleason on 

July 16. 1967. I was sc smocked. - hat I couldn't say anything except to smile and said 
"You are joking, you have got to be kidding me." 

a 

He then read the warrants to me and gave me a copy and he kept one for his records. 

Then Mason ana another cop, Saunderson, I think, took me into a little room off to 
the right of the Detecvive Bureau and we all sat down. 

After we were all seated they sv-arted to ask me questions about where I was when 

Gleason was killed. Mascon said that IT didn't have to worry about anyone hitting me or 
anything iike thar, He then said that they, the police, had eight or nine people who said 

that they had seen me out tnere ating and stomping on Gleason right along with the rest 

of them. I don’t know who ne was talking about when he said them. 

ad 

be 

We went on i:ke this tor maybe an hour to one hour-forty-five minutes. Then he asked 

L SULE « me if 1 woula take a lie detestor test, I sa be on wo 



ed 

We then went down stairs to the court room where the judge read the warrant to me of 
what I was charged with. And I think he asked me how I pleaded. I am not sure if he 

asked me this or not, for I was quite shaken up. After that they took me into a little 
room to see some Doctor. 

I was really scared by this time. I could think of nothing but all of the time that 

I would be out by the time I went to court and get this thing over with. I never at any 

time had the idea that I could be comming to prison with a life sentence. The thing that's 

uppermost in my mind was what people would say after knowing that I was mixed up in a 

thing like this at all. What they would say about me, my mother, sister, and brothers, 
with me in jail for killing anyone and a cop at that. Still in the back of my mind was 

the idea that they police would go around to where my brother Joe lived and get this thing 
straight and then let me go after they found out that I didn't have anything to do with 
| the killing. 

The Doctor asked me if I was all right and wanted anything, if any one had hit me or 

-anything like that. I said no, then he gave me a general going over and Mason took two 
'or three pictures of me front, back, and side I think, then they took me to be fingerprinted 

and after that to the cell block. This really scared me more than anything ever did, 
‘including my stint in service. That was the first time I had ever been in jail in my life. 
In spite of being scared I still was thinking that they would come back there at any moment 

and say that they had been around and checked out my story and found out that I was telling 
the truth about where I was and what I was doing when the cop got killed. I layed down 
on the bench in the cell and ran over in my mind what they would say out at the missile 

isite about all of this. I had told Mason to let them know where I was and what had 

happened. I never did get around to calling Sgt. Smith. He told me that they already knew 
what was going on but he did take down the phone number and address and said that they 
would let them know what had happened. Then I started to think of how long it would take 

to get this thing over with. If it worked out to where it would take at least a year to 
get back on the street if I had to stay in jail until the trial was complete. I am afraid 
that I was like so many other people who think that if you are innocent they just have to 

let you in the end. After doing four months in here for nothing I don't feel that way 
any more. I always thought that if you were telling the truth and someone else was 

telling a lie there were ways that they could find out about it. The way they worked this 

‘case it seems that they were helping these people tell lies for the state. 

Then they came in to take us to Elizabeth to the county jail. The full realization 

of just how deep I was in this thing was upon me by now. I still had the idea that it 

would only be a short time before I would be out of all this. i still had not given up 
hope of the fact that I had told the police everything that I knew, that they would go 
out and investigate what I had told them and come back and say that they had made a bad 
mistake and let me go. 
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eeesenior fires parting shot before riding into sunrise...poem by Walter Wright...call for 

political action in 1970...Greek translation contest for Greek lovers...another BS classic 

story...another HS classic movie review. 

NEXT ISSUE 

The next and final issue of VIEWPOINT for this year will be published on May 15. The 

‘editors hope that it will be centered more around celebration than controversy. We will 
review any replies to issues raised in this present issue; however, we hope you will feel 

free to submit poetry, stories, cartoons, humorous reflections on the past year.... Let 

iyourself go! Have a little fun! Submit it to VIEWPOINT. 
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Wayne Frey, Editor-in-Chief 
Jim Cubie Larry Dixon Bruce Stuart 

Steve Deckard Jim Slicer Galen Yoder 

"Super Chicken" 

VIEWPOINT is a student publication at Princeton Theological Seminary. It is an informal 

journal of opinion, and welcomes contributions from students, faculty, and administration. 

Poetry, criticism, essays, letters, commentary, and short stories are all welcome, so long 

as each contribution expresses a reflective point of view, Material should be submitted, 

preferably typewritten and double-spaced, to the Office of Student Publications (or the 

VIEWPOINT box) in the basement of Stuart Hall not later than the Monday preceding the date 

of issue in which it is to appear. The editors reserve the right not to print, or to 

defer for later publication, any article submitted. Anonymous articles will not be 

accepted for publication. The editors assume no responsibility for articles other than 

their own; neither do the articles herein necessarily reflect the official position of 

Princeton Theological Seminary. 



Parting Shots Department 

Andrew Armstrong * 

I feel a certain sense of guilt in writing this article so late in my Seminary career. 

I fear that it is another case of "Senior Courage." This is the courage of the small child 

who shouts epithets at a bully from the safety of his front porch. In the same way grad- 
uating seniors often manage to muster up enough courage to criticize the administration 

only when they are on the way out the door. 

However, with some of us it takes nearly the full three years of Seminary to reach the 

point of mental and personal sophistication to realize that we have been cheated. We have 

deserted our quest for theolegical education in our quest for a B.D. It is only when we 

have the B.D. in our grasp that we realize that much of what we hold is ashes. 

In looking vack I see that this has been a joint exercise in deception. It would be 

supremely irresponsible to lay the blame solely at the door of the Seminary. If I had been 

more responsidle to my studies [ would be far more knowledgeable than I am today. But I am 

unfortunately too human. I! came to Seminary confused and searching. Instead of knowledge 

I found mere facts, sterile ard masticated, in the classroom, 

The central problem as 1 ses it is the conception of the professor. This is a proplem 

which I also found in college. The faculty end administration seems to conceive of a good 

professor as a man who is able to do good research, contribute significantly to the existing 

body of knowledge, and finally (in deference to the integrity of the Seminary in this case 

probably leastiy} enhance the rs tion of the institution. The students on the other hand 

see the professors as the conveyors lecge. These discrepancies are natural since 

the students see professors in an entirely di <ferent role from that which is observed by 

the facuity. it 12 eico . that sinen stedents are the least powerful members of the 

veminary community they -.cc¢ ‘he ieast bo Say about wadt the primary role of the professor or 

shall be. It is understandable and natural thut the role of the professor as an educator 

is considered to be comparatively umimportant, but I co not feel that it is jwstifiable. 

It amazes mo,tmex With sil Ghe ave lisetues pewer or sans. oe Et Geminary thay owe 

can maintain such outmoded educational techniques as are employed here. the prime example 

is the lecture. The lecture originated in the Middie Ages when books were rare. Jt was 

used as a method cf transcriptisn. Today books are numerous and ever since the mimeograph 

we have had quick and inexpensive copying. is there some reason thax with all this we 

should maintain the lecture? ive 
f, 

en a very siow reader can read twice as fast as a lecturer 

can speak, Also it is a proven fact that the reader absorbs much more than the listener. 

Certainly it would be possible Yor the lecturer to print his lectures so that the stuuents 

could read them. Then having had additional time to think avout the lecture the students 

could spend the hour raising «vestione or discussing tne material, ‘nis may not be the 

best possible alternative = . £s a@ possible Aro hciene 

This does not mean that tne Seminary is devoid of educational leadership. Some 

professors are sufficiently charismatic or Ba xmed of newer educationai techniques that 

they inspire the student by making the knowledge come alive. Of course not all professors 

are charismatic enough that they can rely on their personalities to effectively communicate 

knowledge. But there is a great deal of material on education techniques. It is precisely 

the use of this material that creates the atmosphere of excitement in some classes. 

It is certainly important to review curriculum. In a rapidly changing world it is 

important to examine the goais of theological education. But new wine does not rit in old 

skins. If we choose to teach new courses with methods which have been outdated for years, 

we cannot expect any curriculum to meet its intended goals. (continued on next page) 

*Andy is a graduate of Michigan State University and almost a graduate of PTS. 
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But as I have already stated, to hold the faculty and administration solely responsible 
is irresponsible. Education relies on the faculty's willingness to educate and the 

-students' willingness to learn. Any failure of either party to live up to its part of the 

bargain is a cop-out of the responsibility to offer constructive and honest criticism. We 

as students have reneged our responsibility. We have reneged not simply out of fear of 

the administration but out of the fear that any honest criticism of another necessitates an 

equally honest criticism of ourselves. If we do not have the courage to face up to the 
issues as they exist in the Seminary I doubt if we will suddenly acquire the courage to 
face up to the much more difficult issues as they arise in the church. 
* * * * Tat * ¥* * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * % * 

HIGH TIDE 

Walter Wright* 

Dearest Lord, what sweetness 

Fills my heart and soul 
Whene’er I play the Christian 

And not my usual role! 

Your love pours in so quickly 

When I but do my part 

That there must be a vacuum 

That usually "fills" my heart! 

*Walter is a Junior B.D. candidate from Cape May, New Jersey. 
* * * * * * * * * * *& Me % * * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * * 

STATEMENT BY PTS MORATORIUM COMMITTEE 

April 24, 1970 

For seven Fridays from 9:00 A.-M. until 2:00 P.M. this committee has conducted and 

participated in a token noon-time fast and a vigil outside the Seminary Administration 

building to protest the immoral invoivement of the United States in the Republic of Vietnam 
and the other Indo-China countries. The protest has been peaceful and the participants 

have invited and encouraged discussion of our views, 

The views of this committee concerning the dangerous and gross immorality of the 

actions of this country in the Indo-China countries, since the period following the Second 

World War, have been formulated only after careful evaluation of many facts, statements and 

‘opinions, including official public documents and open admissions by such high officials 

as President Nixon. The decision to publicly and vocally present the findings of our 

study, and the study of others, before our feilow citizens is one recognized, even demanded, 

by the Constitution and Bill of Rights of this country. It 1s a right and a responsibility 

we as Christians must continue to exercise. To fail to do so and to submit to current 

attmepts by many in this country, including high government officials, to suppress by 

means of slander, force, and unconstitutional laws all views which do not coincide with 

official administration views, is to submit to tyranny and to suicide as a free country. 

If the time comes when dissent is no longer tolerated or listened to, attempts at violent 

revolution become viable and responsible acticns. We, of the Moratorium Committee, do not 

feel that that time has arrived, aithough it is fast approaching. 

If a representative government is to work, there must be active participation by all 

concerned citizens in the political process of that country. If a representative government 

is to have a meaningful existence, the policies, foreign and domestic, of the government of 

that nation must reflect the consciousness of the dignity of human life, whether that life 

be in Vietnam or in Harlem. 

WORK FOR PEACE. WORK FOR PEACE CANDIDATES IN 1970 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Win VIEWPOINT's Lingophile of the Year 

Award! Translate this bit of doggerel and 
submit it to VIEWPOINT or Bob Holst before 

May 11. Bob wiil act as judge. The winner 

and his translation will appear in the May 

15 issue of VIEWPOINT. 

1ST PRIZE: FREE! Tom Brian's guided tour 

of the dormitory towers with lectures on 

their history! 

2ND PRIZE: FREE!! A free trip to Tom's 

office to look at his artifacts! 

3RD PRIZE: FREE!!! A parking ticket auto- 

graphed by Tom Brian himself! 

*Bob is a Th.D. candidate from Concordia Seminary and Graduate School. 
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Love In Winter 

Bruce Stuart 

Along the cliff's edge bordering the soccer field the leafless trees looked strange 

this winter's twilight. Their uppermost multiple branches seemed to be trying to shout to 

the heavens in spite of their muteness. There were perhaps six or seven such trees, closely 

crowded together, looking like members of a thick forest. But since on the cliff's edge 

there was no forest their stance looked all the more lonely still. 

Emerging from the road below the field, with the trees now quite invisible in the 

night, one could sense another strange aspect of this winter's night. The stars were out, 

silently eloquent and for their part they too were trying to sing. Not a cloud grazed the 

stars, nor did the not quite full moon block them out with light. Yet in the air was the 
smell of rain, a smell which the cold was trying to erase or change to the scentless smell 

of approaching snow. The cold already had struck the leafless trees dumb, as they stood 

with shivering roots in cold clay at the cliff's edge, witnessed by innumerable stars who 
_had been struck dumb ages before this winter's night. 

Two people trodded across the field, one conscious of the stars and the scent of rain, 
the other excited by being abducted to a boy's room at college for the first time. 

"Well not exactly abducted, I guess," she thought. "I came willingly enough. I 

suppose I should have put up some sort of a fight." The excitement made her giddy and 

loquacious. 

"And Paul, this has been such an interesting day, and all, really. I mean not just 

the picnic and the cocktail party and all, but even, almost, especially -— you know —- going 

to your classes even. Those teachers (oops, professors, I mean) and all, they seemed so 

} smart and interesting and all, you know? Really!" 

| He had been silent since they had climbed the steps off the street and started across 

| the field. She was irked by his silence. She tried again, "Gosh, and those books of 

_ yours. I really don't see how you can mark them all up and all. Really Paul! I mean they 

| look so good when they're just bought. The whole thing made me feel so, I don't know, sort 

of limited, ah, intellectually, you know?" 

"Stupid, you mean?" he asked with a broad smile. She squeezed his arm and leaned her 

_head against it. He was strong and calm and she was so nervous. She wanted to hold on to 

his arm and feel his body move with jerking steps, jarring her head. He seemed so sure of 

himself. Here he was doing something that could get him thrown out of school and he was 

walking right across the field to his dorm. He was so placid. 

Yet when he kept glancing about so nervously, she was not sure anymore of how strong 

or sure of himself he was. She wanted him not to be nervous, but to be strong, placid. 
Then he looked all the way around, in back of them to make sure no one was following them. 

It irked her to be as unsure as that. 

"Sure is pretty night with the stars and all, huh, Paul." 

"Ssh, Nance. We don't want the proctor to hear us." 

They had reached the back steps of the dorm, which led up to two heavy doors. He 

stood her next to the doors. "Stay here, Nancy, luv. Don't make any noise, or, ona 
night like this, you could shatter the moon." He kissed her as if it were a hasty goodnight 

kiss of an adolescent with a Mommy or a Daddy waiting in a car nearby. Then he disappeared 

| around the dorm wall. 

i The suddenness of his kiss and his quick disappearance around the building, not to 

_mention that puzzling remark of his, confused her. She did not like being confused. 

(continued) 
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She also did not like the cold. She was not afraid anymore of the proctor finding 

them. Instead she had found something in the cold of which to be afraid. She had been 

talking to ward off that fear, as if, had she remained silent, the cold would have crushed 

her. 

There was a breeze here in the back of the dorm facing the cliff. She stamped her 

feet softly, and heard her nylons scratching. She allowed the breeze about her skirt to 
excite her, to ward off her fear of the cold. 

They had made love before, only then they had been hurried. It had been in summer, in 

the evening, at a picnic. They had rushed off to a grove to lie grasping at each other. 
Fear had reached at her then too, as if it were coming after here very life. She had 

grasped at him even stronger, to avoid the fear. He shattered her and she flowed and 
drowned, holding on to him. Yet he had not kissed her when she had wanted a kiss the most. 
That had irked her. She had cried. | 

She was sure she loved him, especially when she had her hands around his arm, leaning 

on him, feeling how strong his arms were. She was mystified by his silence on this winter's 
night. She was afraid of the cold. She did not need to have another fear of him. She 

was confused by his glancing about. His skin was taut, felt nervous through his jacket. 

She did not like being confused and wanted to put her arms around his shoulders. "Why the 

hell is he taking so damn long?" she thought. 

A door somewhere near inside was thrown open. She gasped and tried to withdraw into 

the shadows even more. She glanced at the moon and cursed its brightness silently. But 

then she chuckled. As loud as the door had been, the not quite full moon hed not shattered. 

She had a fleeting moment of wondering whether he would kiss her then, this time, when 
she would want it most. 

The large door clicked open loudly. A head thrust out craning about, looking into 

the night, lit up by a light in a hall behind it. “How ugly it looked like that," she 

thought. She snickered and his familiar grin reassured her. 

They stepped into a hallway, took a quick walk up a narrow hall with orange carpeting, 

and walked into a room whose thin brown door was open wide. She felt warm, small, and 
terribly excited. 

He let her in before him, glanced up the hall and shut the door. But as he did so he 

had the strange sensation that he was shutting himself out, that instead of standing, 

staring at her now as she looked around the room, he was instead alone in the hall. 

It was the same fear he had when he left her to wait. When he had walked down the hall 
to his room, he had not been afraid so much of being followed by his proctor, as by being 
followed by his own self. It was that vague fear of being followed and being too afraid to 

turn around. When he had gotten to his door he even expected to find his own self standing 

on the other side of it. It was for that reason that he had flung it open not sure whether 

he wanted to kill that other self or just the fear of it. 

He had had to stand there for a few moments, steadying himself, before he rescued her. 

He walked up to her now and grasped her around the waist with cold arms. His nose 

nuzzling into her hair, he smelled its softness. ‘She shook her head slightly and the hair 
scratched warmly on his face. He knew she was smiling and wanted that smile. 

He knew ‘how little a conuest this had been, with the proctor away for the weekend. 

"The stupid ones are always the best make," he thought. 

On the crest of a sigh or shiver he turned her around briskly. Harshly he kissed her, 
demanding a response again and again, quickly. She responded lusciously, warmly, her hair 
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brushing about his face. Lips, tongues, chins, cheeks met wildly, waving, rushing, warming, 

searching. And when they drew back, caged together by each others' arms they basked in 

feeling the separateness of each others’ bodies. 

He undressed her lovingly. She fell towards him for love and warmth as he did so. 

With the falling away of each garment, the act took on the air of ritual. 

Paul wanted both to go slowly and be basked by a slow warmth of anticipation and also 

}to hurry and consume. These conflicting heats caused his fingers to fumble, become cold as 
‘the clothes grew in a discarded heap on a nearby couch. Her slip disCarded descended on 

the heap like a smail white cloud which deflated as it came to reat. Paul grew tired of 
the ritual and finished it hastily. Then he left her to wait for a second time in the dark 

as he went to his closet to undress. 

She did not want to wait but to lie with him, warm with no fear of cold. 

she stood waiting partially standing in the beams of moonlight in the room. Its light 

truned everything pale and featureless. "Wili he think me featureless now," she wondered, 

standing in the moonlight, waiting. 

She stood waiting in the cold, for a cracked window had let in a small breeze that had 
teased her as he had undressed her. She had not worried about it then for he had been near 

her, giving her all the warmth needed to overcome any chills. 

In the cold she was not quite silent. She had no giddy impulse to talk or even to 

call to him. She felt she wouid not have been able to utter any sound to call to him if she 

wanted to. Here she was now, being attacked by the cold and she wanted to call. 

"T don't want to 

unable to move out of 

and zippers and clothes sheering off and hangers placed clanking on and off closet bars. 

These sounds and the imagined warmth from moonbeams comferted her. She stood waiting, cold 

as the shivering trees on the ocliff's edge, until he came to her. 

be cold. I'm afraid of the coid," she thought as she stood there, 

the moonbeams. She stood waiting, listening to the noise of buckles 

So soon they rell to ioving. They forgot the cold outside and did not notice an 

engulfing bank of clouds obliterating the dumb moon and stars outside like a wave or cliff. 

It looked like its package of snow was anxious to fali off that cliff and fall dizzily to 

ithe earthly cliff and field. 

And on the field in a warm room they fell to loving, her fingers searching through his 

hair like branches and turning his face and neck to goose flesh that looked like so many 
crators on a placid moon's surface, They loved like on the summer's evening. Only then 

the love was fresh, exploring. Now they were searching for memories, draped in ritual, of 
what it had been like before, wanting to recreate it, forgetting the fear that had chased 

them then. + chased her especially now, faster and faster, despite the warmth. So she 
‘clung on harder, hoping he would not stop kissing her. 

Nancy's loins generated warmth that filled her whole body as Paul lay by her. He 
wanted to accept that warmth, to claim it for his own, to lord over it, never letting her 
know he secretly bowed humbly to it, as now in love he could bow to it. 

But like a proud god holding knowledge of fire back from yet unresponding prehistoric 

men shivering in caves, he ordained only to employ her warmth and not raise it up as 
another, rival goddess. 

| Unless he could speak to her of fire with words that betrayed nothing of fire's true 

mature, he would not humble himself before her. So resolving, Paul made love then fell 

asleep. Outside it was gently snowing scentlessly in the cold. (continued) 
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"Then we're through for tonight, huh," Nancy thought. "He's just lying there after 

all. He's probably asleep by now for all I know, lying there with his hand still caressing 

my face. God, his fingers are cold. So the cold has won out even here, huh. I guess it's 

best that way or something. Cod, I love you, you damn naked glob of clay or moon or Il 

don't know." 

She kissed his cold lips, got dressed, and left. She had cried and she felt ashamed 

of it. 

Not too soon afterwards he woke up again, noticing that she had left. "Damn bitch, 

he croaked. "Fuckin' damn bitch." He lay there remembering, basking now only in reflection. 

He soon fell asleep for good, soundly. 

Gutside Nancy walked back across the soccer field toward the steps to the street. Vall 

street lights still lit the field covered now lightly with snow. Somewhere in the midst of 

the trees, on the edge of the cliff, the uppermost parts of her shadow lost its way. 

t 
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A recent memo from Mr. Herod Anderson to Jack Miller, Editor of Wineskin, began as follows: 
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A Commentary upon Gone With the Wind 

harold Schnedler * 

For those who may wonder why i am reviewing a movie so oid, my policy in this work is 

tc explore on paper whetever film i see as soon as i have seen it. Two weeks ago, in 

ston, I saw Gone with the Wind (for the third time) and had some thoughts. My date, I 

and the couple we | we were with spent two hours discussing it the next day. That is why I am 

commenting on it at this time. 

I was profoundly moved and pileasec to this film. 
From many parts of the darkness I hea 

though this epic film is now 33 years Sibp OG i iia se realized how long it nas been 

since I have heard an audience cry. ‘There is a lot of anger, 2 lot of depressinn, a low of 

laughter in contemporary Tilms, but little grief. When Barbara Streisand cries in Funny 

Girl one feels extremely unfomfortable: one is so unused to genuine tears in the present 

films. ‘The audience cried in Funny Girl too; perhaps that, more than its ae cate treat— 
ment of love and sex, is why one person called it “wholesome.” Crying is therapeutic, 

and given the unhealthy ambience of our society I am not at all surprised that though 

rage, laugh, and grow despondent we are afraid to cory. 

is fo te a e+ © iz bs 
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I was moved by the Sekt ouibieretsts iaity of the film — contemporanaity in the sense that 
despite what one would expect in a film that oid, Gone With the Wind is extremely brutal — 
indeed perhaps even more brutal in depicting reality “than films Godeye There is little 

beauty in the carnivorous ciety of which Scarlet is the embodiment, apart from the 

persons of Ashiey and ew who die, as we see. A civilization built upon the forced 
L “ 1 . , 

O. m0an oelngs hetore the war and upon varwihien survive! of se fitvest afterwards 

is no place for gentle minds and kindly souis. The brutal scenes of ravaged land, the 
ghastiy vision of thousands of dying solidiers stretched out to lod without fedien tome 

in the doomed churches and railway station, cannot easily be forgetten even though by now 

such scenes have become cliche. Many et scenes of cruelty become fixed in our memory: 

the soldier's scream as Dr. liead saws off his leg, Scarlet coldly purchasing Confederate 

rH yp 
cats 

*Hal is a Middler from the U. of Missouri. 
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war prisoners to run her milis, Priscilla'’s scream of terror as Scarlet strikes her silly, 
the amazed look of terror and rage in the deserter's face just before Scarlet blows out his 

brains. Death follows death in this film until, as one girl remarked, “If another person 

dies I'll scream!" and they do die. like a fantastic Greek tragedy character after char- 

acter moves to his or her death because of some fatal flaw. Only Mammy, a towering 

tribute to the black man's power and endurance, survives unscathed, 

But with death following death like hammer strokes in the final scenes, when it is 

clear only the earth, Tara, survives, not people, there is still room for tears. I will 

never forget how at that moment when Scarlet flails the dying horse to its knees outside 

the Tara plantation there was an audible gasp from the audience — which was still shocked 

by the cruel brutality toward an animal, even after so many visions of dying men, 

The film's biggest defect, by contemporary tastes, is its depiction of the southern 

Negro slave. Hither he is utterly witless iike Pork and Priscilla, or he is unfailingly 
faithful to his white master and conscious of his place, like Mammy and Big Sam. Neverthe- 

less, before we be too critical, let us remember two things: 1) that this depiction is 

accurate historically, even if only partly so, and to efface this part of black history 

would be tragic even though the film would profit greatly by the black role being rounded 

out; 2) in a highly romantic (yes, romantic) individualistic age, we cannot conceive how 
people could so build their lives around a social order. The caste system of American 

society now is more a product of evolution than of ideal; it may be protected by law but it 

it not decreed by law as it was then. But we should not be so skeptical as to read our 

oresent understanding of human relationships back into those times and te doubt that real 

| .ove could exist between master and slave, or real hatred between whites of a different 

aste. 

And ag for the caste system oF the pre-war South, the ideal of chivalry, of noblesse-— 

oblige, casts a weird dialectic across the film: in the same society where a white overseer 
is forbidden to marry a “white sacle girl, Mrs. O’Hara, representative of the typical 

plantation mistress, can con*ract smallpox and die attending the bedside of the same white 

trasn girl she Ren forbcidden her overseer to marr} And Scarlet, raised in an environment 

where it was unthinkabie for a genteel white girl rs soii her hand, goes with her sisters “6 

into the fields to iabor, ratner than set the ioyal house servants to a work for which 

they were not designed, 

There is a great amount of psychological insight in this film, a whole sorid case 

history, in fact. Scariet, who by temperament identifies with her father, hates her own 
femininity and hates the men whose place she would like to take. And the weak men 

surrounding her, to enhance their own self-image, swoon over her and seek to attach her to 
themselves -— a hellish arrangement for both. Scarlet, after sucking two husbands dry to 

forward her own self-interest, at last meets her equai and marries him. He senses her 

Hatred of her role, indulges her forbidden desires, thus freeing her and mastering her at 

the same time. But Scarlet, projecting all her love (I hesitate to honor with this word 
what may only be self-centeredness) onto her ideal (Ashley) fails to meet Rhett's basic 
need — his need to be loved. And in the end, withoiding this from him, she castrates him 

too like all the others, and wins for feeeeds freedom (a divorce) which ironically is not 

freedom at all, but bondage (to herself), Rhett, meanwhile, turns for love to his daughter. 
Thus the oedipal thing extends down into the third generation. And the daughter, being 

Spoiled and pampered and loved almost incestuously, will grow up nervous, fearful, and 

iMsecure, as the good English nanny points out. Fortunately, lest the whole sordid chain 

reaction continue on and on, Bonny dies. 

p 

And yet, despite the sordid male-female relationships (one wonders what Margaret 

Mitchell's own life was like) Gone With the Wind contains a very realistic and incisive 
View of the nature of marriage —- a view held, interestingly enough, by the men, not the 
women. Both Ashley and Rhett (I would think sensibly) look beyond the question of love to 

‘the question of compatability. When Scarlet says to Ashley "You don't love her, you love 
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me!" his only mistake is in failing to deny or to clarify his feelings toward Scarlet; 
otherwise his reply is very wise. He says of Melanie, "She is my own flesh and blood, 

Scarlet. We understand each other." And Rhett too knows how important this is. He tells 
Scarlet he needs her and she him because "we're two of a kind."" In our romantic age, when 
we tend to feel it is only love that matters in courtship and sex (if even that), it is 
good to see a solid argument for common sense. Scarlet never could have been happy with 
Ashley. He would have bound her, she would have destroyed him, and neither would have ever 
known the other, as Rhett so wisely points out. Unfortunately, Scarlet, perhaps hung up 

on an unresolved dependency conflict, fails to perceive the truth of his word. To marry 

according to compatability seems stupid to her; she must follow her heart (except that way 

is barred). The fallacy here is her notion that love is something that cannot be willed 
or directed. She would not admit that she loves Ashley because she wants to love Ashley, 
and that she does not love Rhett because she does not want to love Rhett. Significantly, 
it is at those moments when Rhett completely overpowers her will that she allows herself 

to feel herself in love with him, and it is only when she regains control of her will 

again that she determines more resolutely to reserve herself for Ashley. 

I think we, in our sophisticated age which is really not sophisticated at all, but 

quite romantic, ought to ask ourselves to what extent a commitment grows out of love, or 

to what extent love grows out of a joint commitment. And do two people become compatable 
because of their love, or do they love because of their compatability? The handling of 

this central question concerning marriage is what I find peculiarly impressive in 

Gone With the Wind. 

* * * * * * * * a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¥* * * * * 
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Our editorial staff is without its editor this week in compiling the last issue 
of VIEWPOINT. Wayne is recovering from delicate brain surgery, and latest word 

is that he is recovering very well. 

At the beginning of the year we were suspicious of The Establishment, in not 

allowing our publication to be distributed off campus to alumi, evidently, we 

thought, to avoid upsetting the powerful contributing donor friends. Such, we 

assumed was the reason for the judicious review potential editors had to go 

Ehrough before being appointed by the administration and faculty committeed. 

meenovedsduickiye tOprally around our editor: by declaring! the? entire editorial 

staff the editor, in order to fend off any potential threats to his job. 
Regardless of the fact that The Establishment repudiated this policy, it had 

1othing to worry about. Wayne has taken great pains to keep VIEWPOINT a paper 

cepresentative of all factions of the student body, as incredulous as that may 

seem to some. He even too pains to elicit from each of the staff an idea of 

vhere they were at on the political spectrum. He has continually pushed to 

lave all student organizations and social bodies to be represented, urging 
articles to represent groups as much as a Student Association should push to 
jet representatives at its meetings. Wayne is also dedicated to editorial 
Ananymity, not seeking to have his viewpoint dominate the journal. With the 

axception of one incident, he has maintained ultimate cool, and even then 

yvaited over a week to submit his letter criticizing some letters we hed gotten. 

Wayne's a great guy and we hope he continues to improve. 
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The Editors. 
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THE EAGLE, MYTH AND CAMBODIA 

Ea Holmes* 

Are you aware that the eagle has a noticable place in the symbol system 

of Judeo-Christian heritage? It has cften been used to symbolize resurrection. 

or new life, generosity, or those who stand in the virtues of faith and 

courage and justice. 

Resurrection is inferred from the belief that periodically the eagle 

would renew both his plumase and youth by soaring near the sun then diving 
almost suicidely into the water. Both Psalm 103:5 "...thy youth is renewed 

like the eagle's," and Isaiah 40:31 "But they that wait upon the Lord shall 

renew their strangth; they shall) mount up with’ wings -like eagles...) ‘suggest 

the motif of renewal, youth she strength. Perhaps because of these symbolic 

inferences our country first chose the eagle as its bird. We have always 

considered ourselves just, courageous, full of faith and generous. Generous? 

Why certainly! Legend porports ae belief that the eagle, no matter how 

hungry he was, always left a goodly portion to the camp followers. With only 

6% of the world's population the UiS. @mnsumesVover sUthe! world’ sigoods_e4 
a 

the rest we leave to the camp followers. 

Strangely enough the ea ieee Like its human counterpart, is a two sided 

creature. The eagle is sometimes depicted as a bird of prey (look for a 

picture of an early american beak ve symbol and see if the head points toward 

the claw with the laurel or the claw clutching the arms). In this vein he 

1s a demon whose existence depends upon worldly power and ravished souls. 

Job (39:28-30) supplies an image of the eagle on high: "On the rock he 

dwells and makes his home in the fastness of the rocky crag. Thence he spies 

out the prey; his eyes behold it. afar sen His young ones suck up blood; and 

where the slain are, there he is," or Matthew 24:28: "Wherever the carcass 

1s, there the eagles will be gathered together. 

Is the U.S., which stands behind the eagle, playing tricks in Cambodia 

Or are we becoming more cocni f her trve nature? Has not her blood 

stained history of imperialism born ample witness to her preditory nature or 

must we ourselves be eaten alive by an inner pestilence of blindness. 

Call a spade a spade or an eagle an eagle, Nixon! We're not in Cam- 

bodia like we're not in Viet-Nam to make the world "safe for democracy" but 

to extend our reign of control beyond our own precarious nest. Unfortunately 

that seems to be the only way the Americal eagle can survive.... 

*Ed Lsfa senior BlDegtromesescrice 
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A Disposable, but Timely Reaction 

to The Making of a Counter-Culture 

Bruce Stuart* 

If Roszak is correct, this last weekend in Washington - the political 

(albeit directionless and probably eee Woodstock - was the harbinger of 

a new direction in our culture; youth mobilizing to change society. Hardly 

insignificant is the formation of the png She for a New Congress. Around 

here, we have really been hopping in ways which have brought novelties ne'er 

before witnessed, including the forced debate with the Board of Trustees, 

and three Seminary community meetings which have resulted in a great deal of 

action, most of which may be too late. We are all up in arms over the con- 

stitutional crisis of the Cambodian invasion, although none of us considered 

ourselves constitutional experts two weeks ago. We are concerned about the 

huge lobbying power which the military-industrial complex means. The leaders 

of the protest, surely, are acutely aware of the suffering that the invasion 

means for those who face not war - Bie ae known that for several years - but 

the horrible onslaught cf an Ameri a , an attack so embarrassingly 

DuUcaiesy tS very Nature, tts. ini Epp scramble for the most innocuous of 

epithets to name it. 

2. But there is another side to the development of Roszak's youth as the 

social class to remake the culture. The class to remake the colture, he 

points out, can no longer be t ars, because they are now quite 

wealthy and respectable. No doubt the university does serve the economic e) 

end, as he suggests, by cooling the economy, keeping, as it does, a signif- 

icant number of people out oss the labor market (which is the reason a uni- 

versity strike has power). No doubt the university has replaced the factory 

as the PG for making over the culture”"for the good, the true, the 

beautiful. (p. 41, Anchor Books edition.) No doubt youth is a significant 

tactor. No doubt the technocracy is a significant factor, depending as .it 

does on huge think-tanks like IDA. 

But the technocracy, while it alienates certain sectors, i.e. middle 

class youth, into a counter culture, it casts a certain spirit on the rest 

Of the culture. Why is it that critics like Roszak avoid dealing with some- 

thing several novelists have already recognized, like William Burgess and 

Gunther Grass? The spirit of post-World War II, Western Civilization arises 

out of the lower-middle class who cepend for their livlihood and worldview 

upon the technocracy. They see themselves living in a world of force, where 

one can trust No one. The effect of organized, established religion stops 

On the doorsteps of the lower-middle class. When youth tries to escape this 

culture, the result is not going to university, but the suicides of Joan Fox 

and Craig Badiali, urging, as they leave peace and brotherhood in their 
lower-middle class town of Blackwood, N.J., after a Moratorium demonstration 

at nearby Glassboro State Teachers College. 

(cont. on next page) 

*Bruce is from Lafayette College and is a concerned junior. 
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An example of a great gain in this class’ world situation is one Dick 

Sindall told me Sunday. A few years ago, the adoption of disposable cans 

and no return bottles - something which the consumer never really needed, 

evidently - allowed the increasing by three-fold of profits on commission 

sales. What a difference this made in terms of the income levels for the 

workers! This was a Significant event in their lives! How ironic and 

precise that throw-away cans should become the symbol of the ecological 

protests mounted this spring and of the economic boycott of soda sold in 

such cans and bottles, started a short while ago at Bucknell's Economics 

Department. 

IDA was liberated last week, but the Jackson Five were on Ed Sullivan 

Sunday night. The mindless spirit of anti-culture, a product of the lower- 
middle class cutlure, reigns and is wealthy. And it is beginning, finally, 

to fight back. Friday, a group of 300 construction workers attacked a group 

of peace demonstrators on Wall Street, and overran a college campus further 

uptown. The police knew about it well before-hand and did nothing. Earlier 

this semester I wrote a scenario about millions of Indians invading, on 

horseback, New York city, riding past symbols of major epics in Western 
Civilization literature and films, all the symbols devoid of their aweful 

beauty and become mere ornaments to an absurd story line. (Matt Dillon, et. 

al. were in charge of defending the place.) I had no idea it would all 

happen so soon. Such is either a harbinger or a confirmation of the arrival 

of American Fascism. Talk at the peace rally in Washington this weekend 

included serious considerations of whether a de facto military coup rules 

OUr. COUnErY. 

But the fact that the military dictates policy in Washington may even 

be a side issue when the problem of our culture is looked at by focusing on 

the primacy of the lower-middle calss. If, then, our primary problem is not 

military dectated policy in Washington, not pollution, not even injustice 
in the courts (Bobby Lee Williams was convicted last Thursday) the group who 

has the problem properly in focus is the Black Panthers, attacking as they 

do the real heart of the problem of our civilization and the essence of the 

spirit of the reigning lower-middle class: "mother fuckin’ racism." But the 

spirit providing the new direction away from it all may still be Roszak's 
ebullent, joy-needing, enjoyment-demanding youth. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * * * * 

FACTS ABOUT PROJECT EQUALITY 

Richard G. DeGraw and Dean R. Hoge* 

WHAT IS PROJECT EQUALITY? 

It is an interreligious program to help end racial discrimination in 
employment in our nation. To accomplish this it helps organize churches and 
church-related institutions in their purchasing practices, favoring those 
Suppliers who meet certain equal employment standards. 

*Richard is a Middler from Westminster College and Dean is Instructor in 
Christianity and Society. 



WHAT IS ITS EXPERIENCE SO FAR? 

It was begun by the National Catholic Conference for Interracial 

Justice in 1965. Now it is organized on a state-by-state basis, with a 

central council office in Chicago. New Jersey was the eighteenth state to 

organize a Project Equality office, which opened its doors in June 1969. 
For its executive director the New Jersey office hired the executive director 

of the Project Equality of Connecticut, Mr. James S. Henderson, Jr., a Black 

professional originally from Alabama. As of early 1970 Project Equality is 

organized in twenty states. In New Jersey the sponsoring groups are the two 
Episcopal dicoeses, the New Jersey Baptist Convention, the N.J. Synod of the 
Lutheran Church in America, the five Roman Catholic dioceses, both United 

Methodist conferences, the N.J. Synod of the Reformed Church in America, and 

the N.J. Council of Churches. No Presbyterian churches or presbyteries are 

members in New Jersey except for one church, First Presbyterian Church, 

Nassau Street, Princeton. 

The results in New Jersey are as yet meager, but in Connecticut within 

the first two years Project Equality was instrumental in gaining 1607 new 

jobs for non-whites at all professional and occupational levels. This 

amounted to about a 50% increase in the industries involved. Major gains 

were in the insurance and printing companies. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

All congregations, church offices, and institutions pledge (a) to meet 

equal employment opportunity standards themselves and (b) to enroll their 
Suppliers in the Project Equality Buyers’ Guide. Enrollment in the Guide 
requires that the supplier send a report indicating satisfactory equal em- 

ployment practices to the Newark Project Equality office and sign a statement 

permitting investigation at any time by the Project Equality staff. The 
Buyers' Guide is a sort of "yellow pages" for church purchases. In April 

1970 the second edition of the New Jersey Buyers' Guide came off the press. 

It is still rather thin and in need of much enlargement before it has 
adequate numbers of suppliers of all churchly needs - from fuel oil to paper 

to insurance - inall parts of New Jersey. All member churches receive the 

Buyers' Guide after each printing. 

The member organizations supply yearly contributions to support the 

state Project Equality office. At present this office has three staff 

persons, but it has plans to expand as soon as possible. The future plans 

Orerrojectardualatyeare, LOmsmove IntOBthe areas Obeconstruction banking, 

finance, and real estate. At present it stresses the month-to-month pur- 

chases of member churches. 

IS THIS A UNIQUE PROGRAM? 

This program is similar to that officially followed by the federal 
government in its purchases. In actuality the federal government has not 

enforced its equal employment clauses very well. Notable the area of 

defense purchases has not been enforced. The standards upheld by Project 

Equality are roughly the same as those of the federal government. 

(cont. on next page) 
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HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO US AT P.T3S.? 

The student-faculty Committee on Community Responsibility is discussing 

the possibility of enrolling the seminary as a member of Project Equality of 

New Jersey. Also an educational program is underway to acquaint all clergy- 

men in the state with the program. Several major religious groups, in- 

cluding the Presbyterians, are not yet participating members, and in other 

denominations the cooperation on the local level remains incomplete. The 
writers of this report support Project Equality. Any members of the 

Committee on Community Responsibility can furnish more detailed information. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * 

ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN OF PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY* 

1. The concept of the Princeton Seminary Community will be the principle of 

organization. The chief function of the Princeton Seminary Community will 

not be to legislate the Seminary, but to facilitate communication and trust 

between all persons and groups in order to help the Seminary to achieve a 

better sense of Christian community. All groups of the Seminary are plugged 

into the Princeton Seminary Community and thereby into one another. 

The Princeton Seminary Community includes the Students, Spouses, 

Faculty, Trustees, Administration, Administrative Staff, Employees, and 
Alumni of Princeton Theological Seminary. The Princeton Seminary Community 

will meet monthly during the academic year, in the form of a semi-administra- 
tive body to hear reports of the above mentioned groups, and to propose and 

forward, to the appropriate legislative bodies, any issues that might proceed 

from that meeting. It will also hear and forward any grievances that may 

arise from any group or individual. The agenda will be set by the officers 

of the Student Council in consultation with the leaders of all groups. Any 

twenty five members of the Community will be able to call a special meeting 
by petitioning the Student Council. 

2. Student Body - The student body will organize itself through the Student 

Council. The student body will also elect representatives each year to be 

voting members of the Faculty, and Board of Trustees, and Executive Council 

of the Faculty. The student body will either adopt a new constitution or 

amend the former constitution in order to implement these organization 

changes. 

3. The Faculty - The current General Faculty and Senior Faculty shall be 

merged. In addition it shall include some duly elected students. The Faculty 

Council shall become the Executive Council, and will include duly elected 
students as well as members of the Faculty. In addition to its current 
function in regard to promotion of Faculty members, it will set the docket 

for all Faculty meetings. Also, an amendment should be made to B.7 of the 

*This plan is endorsed by the Steering Committee of the Princeton Seminary 
Community. 
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By-Laws of the Faculty so as to include "the capability of communicating 

with the Students.” 

Faculty Seminars will be called bi-monthly to discuss academic affairs, 

and Faculty-Student Forums will be called bi-monthly to discuss issues of 

joint concern. These will be chaired by a duly elected member of the Faculty. 
The instructional faculty will meet upon the call of the Dean of Academic 
Affairs to discuss academic issues coming before the Faculty. The instruc- 

tional faculty shall not be an administrative body. 

4. President - The President of the Seminary will continue to carry out 

his current functions except where altered by the new organizational plan. 

5. The Administration - The Administration will continue to perform their 
duties except where altered by the new organizational plan. 

6. The Administrative Staff is encouraged to organize itself into a group 

in order to be better represented in the Princeton Seminary Community and 

at its meetings. 

7. Employees - Ibid. 

8. The Alumni Association is requested to be represented by an elected 

official at the monthly meetings of the Princeton Seminary Community. 

9. Board of Trustees - Duly elected students representatives shall par- 

ticipate in the reorganization of the Board as well as becoming members of 

the reorganized Board. 

10. The Doctoral Studies Program shall keep the same organizational plan 

until amended. 

ll. A lawyer hired by Princeton Theological Seminary shall be present at 

all meetings of the Princeton Seminary Community in order that the legal 

aspects of any issue might be clarified. 

n\n 7 eC ek ee ok eee ee ee Ce eek oe Ae A ek ee em ee ee Ke Oe Ke Ee Ok 

This is a note of explanation regarding the submission of the follow- 

ing poem by Sam Kramer. Kramer has been the night janitor in the library 
during this past year, and has been popular with the staff and many students. 

Because of his retired status, the government has said he can no longer work 
here and still draw retirement benefits. Therefore today is his last day of 
employment with the Seminary. He wrote the enclosed poem, and gave it to 

his supervisor at the library. Several of the staff have seen it and 

sent it to VIEWPOINT so it would receive a wider audience. 
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THE LAMP-LIGHTER 

Sam Kramer 

There's an Old-Speer-Library on the hill 

With a foreman by the name of Bill; 

He has two men under his command: 

Good-guy Jeff and Old Man Sam. 

And there's that good guy across the street 

This same fellow I seldom do meet. 

I understand they name him Tom, 

But his first stop at the library is the men's john. 

The birds and bees will soon be found 

and Spring is close at hand. 

But Poor Old Sam will not be around 

To clean the classrooms of their sand. 

And all these good fellows I will miss, 

For Old Sam did bring some liveliness. 

In Bill's office on the basement floor, 

When Sam turns his keys no more, 

No more will Old Sam SHINE 

When they all miss that bottle of wine. 

But Old Sam never forgets his friends; 

His good friendship never ends. 
In this year of 197C 
I wish you all full and plenty. 

Cancao de Um Covarde 

Lisa Zobian* 

Ask me my name and i'll reply by a smile, 

Ask me my age and i'll point out the moon, 

Ask me (to dance and. lly laugh and gouwith yous 

But never 

Please don't 

Ask me to love you. 

*Lisa is the faculty secretary. 
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